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0
0 EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
0
0 With this issue, Studies in the Linguistic Sciences concludes its 37—year run
0 as a print publication. Our next issue will be the first of a re-organized SLS,
0 published on-line, and freely available over the Internet. For future issues,announcements, and editorial policy, please check the website of the Department
0 of Linguistics of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, at
0 http://www.linguistics.uiuc.edu/.
0
0
With this—change to electronic publication, Studies in the Linguistic Sciences
will also be converted to a student-run working-papers series. SLS began as
0 working papers, and although it has gradually come to function more and more as
0 a refereed journal, the editorial board feels that the time is now right for an explicit
0 return to a working-papers format. It is hoped that converting SLS to a student-runpublication will help it to function more effectively as a means of disseminating
0 student research, and provide students with useful practical experience.
0
As our subscribers have surely noticed, SLS has suffered from severe0 publication delays in recent years. This, our 2003 volume, is appearing in 2009!
0 The conversion to electronic publication will afford us much greater flexibility in
0 our publication schedule, and in the length of individual issues. This means that
0 authors can now submit their papers without having to worry that they may notappear in print for several years after being accepted, and readers can be assured0 that the research reported in SLS is current and up-to-date.
0
0 Peter Lasersohn, Editor
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Volume 33, Numbers l/2 (Spring/Fall 2003) [published January 2009]
J
J MANIPULATION AND CENSORSIHP IN TRANSLATED TEXTSJJ
J Jamal al·QinaiKuwait University
J
jamalqinai@hotmail.com
J The volume and accuracy of translated texts is not solely determined by
the source text; censorship plays a key role in manipulating both the
J size and sense of the original under the rubrics of interventionism,mediation, adaptation or even domestication. The factors that lead to
such a phenomenon may be summed up in the following:
J • The influence of translation commissioners, proofreaders, editors
and the expectations of target readers
J
• The role of culture and tradition and pre-established translations in
confining the translator’s freedom• Sociolinguistic constraints and the use ofattenuation strategies.
J • The significance of the translator’s competence, ideological
affiliation and working incentives
J
• Non-cognitive constraints: political allegiance, media and
governmental censorship
J
The study will analyze the effect of the ensuing change of focus on
both the quantitative and qualitative (i.e., stylistic) aspects of source
J
texts in comparison with target renditions.
J 1. Introduction
The concept of manipulation in translation has been the subject of debate in
J literature under altemative rubrics ranging from ‘mediation’ to the less benign
‘interventionism’ and ‘adaptation’. Translators are normally expected to keep their
J politics out of their work. Yet, deliberate interventions have often been made inrewritten texts in the name of some ideology. Translators who are already
politicized may take offence at texts that are unpalatable or politically
J unacceptable. To this effect, Venuti provides an amusing deconstruction of
Giovanni Guareschi’s 1950 bestseller, The Little World ofDon Camillo, in which
J the Italian author’s Communist politics were methodically siphoned from theEnglish translation (Venuti 1998: Ch. 7). Despite the differences in the degree of
J ° This paper has been sponsored by Kuwait University Research grant # AE01/02
J
© 2009 Jamal al·Qinai
J
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alteration in the source text, manipulation has been ‘stigmatized as a form of 1
(re)writing, discouraged by copyright law, depreciated by the academy, exploited
by publishers and corporations, govemments and religious organizations’ (Venuti 1
1998:1, 31).
1
However, on a more positive note, Peter Newmark (1991:46) argues that
translators should ‘correct’ source material in the name of the ‘moral facts as 1known’.
This view is endorsed by Toury who describes a revision of the translations 1
of Shakespeare’s somrets to the young man where the gender of the addressee is
changed to female as the translations were written in the early twentieth century 1
for a religious audience for whom ‘love between two men was simply out of
bounds’ (Toury 1995:118). He describes the translator’s decision as a compromise 1
that involved voluntary censorship in order to achieve moral propriety (Toury
1995). 1
Keith Harvey (1995:66, 77, 88) propounds the idea that translators may
compensate for the loss of a feature in the foreign text by adding the same or a 1
similar feature at the same time or at another point in the domestic source
language (SL) text. Thus the target text may include ‘general’ stylistic features that 1
help to naturalize the text for the target reader and achieve a comparable number
and quality of effects, without being tied to any specific instances of source text 1
(Harvey 1995). In other words, the translator should be less interested in the
volume adequacy of the target text (TT) as compared to the source text (ST) as 1shifts are bound to occur between them. The ultimate objective would rather be the
achievement of a reasonable degree of domestic acceptability of the translation in 1
the target culture.
Nevertheless, interventionism may assume the form of exploitation. For 1
instance, over the past decade, a number of women translators have assumed the
right to query their source texts from a feminist perspective, to intervene and make 1
changes when the texts depart from this perspective. A case in point is the East
German translation of Christa Wolf’s Der Geteilte Himmel (1963) where massive 1
changes were made including the stream-of-consciousness narration by a young
woman coming to terms with divided Germany which was turned instead into thin 1prose. The woman protagonist’s (idiolectal) hesitations were largely deleted
(Flotow 1997:25). 1
The degree of censorship or manipulation would depend on the genre of the
source text. Generally speaking, different rules apply for different text types. 1
Depending on whether the text to be translated is a literary work, a news report, an
advertisement, a legal text, a joke, a religious source, etc., a different kind of 1
, license is permitted. Even where the target audience may play a determining role
in the manipulation of a text in translation, the same audience may be tolerant of a 1particular kind of intervention in a media or literary work (e.g., relaxifying in
order to make an advertisement more effective, or changing the names of 1
1
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1 Shakespeare’s characters in order to make the text more accessible), yet intolerant
( of the same kind of intervention in a religious reading.
1
1
1
( 2. Reinterpretation or subversion
1
1 A translated text becomes domesticated according to the norms of the target
( language (TL). These ‘semiotic’ norms may be linguistic or literary with a diverse
1 range of domestic values, beliefs and social ethics. It aims to address a different
1 audience by answering to the constraints of a different language and culture.
( Nevertheless, translation may provoke the fear of distortion, abusive exploitation
1 and even subversion of the source text under the bamier of naturalization and1 ada tation to ‘normal’ shifts. The level of changes or ‘distortions’, however, may
var; as per text genre. The degree of bias or neutrality differs in the translation of
1 fiction, religious (sensitive) and legal or media texts.
1
( In his article, ‘The Exotic Space of Cultural Translation’, Carbonell (1996)
1 describes the translation of literary works of other cultures as a process of
1 rewriting, representation, stereotyping and even subversion. There is always an
( element of untranslatability that allows the modification (of the original text)
1 according to the structures of representation of the target language/culture.
1 Translation implies in the end the reconstruction of a subverted text at all levels.
1 In his study of Orientalism, Said argues that the Orient is ‘orientalized’,
1 pictured as it ought to be, rather as it actually is (Said 1978:67). The same
( argument applies to cultural translations of some classical masterpieces of the
1 orient. Thus, for example, Fitzgerald’s celebrated translation into English of
1 Ruba’iyyat al-Khayyam brought fame to the Persian original owing to the veil of
( exoticism and quaintness he cast over the entire work. Similarly, Richard Bu1ton’s
1 annotated translation of The Arabian Nights (1885-8) stands as a masterpiece of
1 Arabic literature in translation although the Arabic original work was not received
( with the same thrust of admiration before the introduction of the English
1 translation. Ironically, the great Arabic classical poetry that contains thousands of
1 words and phrases of great beauty has scarcely found its way into Western
( translation (Carbonell 1996:80-1).
1 Translations that were celebrated as masterpieces that created a domestic
( audience for a foreign text may be judged a few decades later as seriously flawed.
1 The changing reception of the translation could be ascribed to the changing
1 cultural values of the TL society and the review of critics who opt for linguistic
( correctness in the literal sense of the Gricean maxim of quantity (Grice 1989). The
1 translation by Lowe-Porter of Thomas Mam1’s fiction was praised as very
1 competent in the fifties. Yet, she was criticized in 1970 as lacking linguistic
( correctness and precision as the translator flagrantly reinterprets the author’s
1 words (Luke 1970; Buck 1995:17).
1
( Whenever literary works cross the frontiers of continents and heterogeneous
1 cultures, a translator may assume the role of an agent on behalf of the potential
1
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reader. He may try to decipher and interpret the meaning of the ST by intertextual 1
insertions or by providingqfootnotes. For example, Andre Miquel’s translation of 1Najeeb Mahfouz’s novelU§;j—1vd¥• ps-; yawma qutila al·Za’eem ‘The Day the 1Leader was Assassinated’ includes 54 footnotes in the 77 pages of the novel. This 1
feature is characteristic of orientalist translators who assume that the Arabic text is 1unfathomable without the translator’s authoritative references. Therefore, what is 1implicit is made explicit, thus limiting possible readings and sometimes even 1
misleading the reader. For example, in his translation of the poems by Bader 1_ Shaker al-Sayyab, Andre Miquel adds a footnote to the poem’s title Iqbal et la nuit 1to explain to his reader that ‘Iqbal’ is a name of a philosopher and an Indian poet , 1
while ‘Iqbal’ is actually the name of Sayyab’s wife. In such a case, the translator 1seems to have imposed on the text an implicit meaning of his own that reasserts 1his inevitable mediation (Jacquemond 1992:150). 1
1
The subversion of ST is not restricted to literary works. Hewson (1997:51) 1mentions the example of the instructions delivered with a baby’s stroller where 1
one can read in the French original that the canvas material can be removed and 1
washed at 40° centigrade Ce hamac est lavable en machine (40° centigrades). At 1the request of the initiator (perhaps to disclaim any liability), the English 1
translation reads Do notput seat into washing machine. Do not immerse in water. 1
1A good example of maximal intervention (or subversion) is de Lotbiniére- 1Harwood’s 1989 translation ofLettres d’une autre by Lise Gauvin, a collection of 1
letters to a friend abroad by a Persian woman visiting Quebec. The translator 1deliberately feminizes all inclusive and masculine references and explains in her 1preface h t:1
1
This translation is a rewriting in the feminine of what I originally read 1in French. My translation is a political activity aimed at making 1
language speak for women. 1
(Lotbiniere-Harwood 1989:9) 1
For example, she translates Québécois, the masculine plural adjective designating 1
inclusively the population of Quebec, into English as Québécois-e-s by adding the 1feminine marker e. Other changes include the disruption of normal English word 1order by using her and his and women and men to avoid a patriarchal structure 1(Flotow 1997:29). 1
Maximal intervention constitutes a move away from the classical ‘invisible’ 1
translator whose involvement does not affect the quality or the quantity of the ST 1
or the TT. Attention has increasingly been focused on ideologically or politically 1motivated translators who are conscious of their influence on the text and may 1
seek to impose it overtly. However, it is often considerably easier for a translator 1
to proclaim political affiliation in prefaces and endnotes than to take action within · 1the body of the translation and thus become a co-author. 1
1
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(
3. Adaptation and naturalization of foreign literary production
In the late nineteenth century, translators in the Egyptian School of languages
( Madrasat al-Alsun and the Translation Bureau followed a technique of free
transposition of the French narrative. Actually, the process was not called
( translation but rather ‘adaptation’ (’iqtibas) or ‘Arabization’ (ta ’rib) or even
‘Egyptianization’ (Tamsir) (Jacquemond 1992:141). The French text was not
( treated as a whole which ought to be respected and fully rendered; rather, it wastransformed into something familiar to the Arab ear in style, form and content.
( Even the titles of the ‘Arabicized’ works were modified to catch the Arabicreader’s attention by introducing rhymed titles and neglecting to make mention of
the French author (so much for copyright!) Some of these adaptations were done( so successfully that their author grew more famous than the original author. Thus
the translations of Mustapha Manfaluti (1876-1924) were constantly reprinted
( throughout the Arab countries, while nobody, with the exception of a few
intellectual elites, remember the names of the original authors (Jacquemond( 1992:142).
( The justification that may be given for this manipulation of French works is apolitico-cultural one. Egyptian translators attempted to close the intellectual and
technical gap that existed between Egypt and Europe in the aftermath of the
( disintegration of the Ottoman Empire. But they were also keen to achieve cultural
independence from Westem colonialism. The ‘naturalization’ approach continued
( during the first half of the twentieth century. More accurate translations started to
appear by intellectuals like Taha Hussein (1883-1973), translator of Racine’s
( Andromaque, Sophocles’ Antigone and Voltaire’s Zczdig. Such authors were
members of the Egyptian intellectual elite who had the most intimate knowledge
( of westem culture often after spending their formative years in European
universities (Jacquemond 1992).
( The 1952 revolution and the reign of Jamal Abdul-Naser bought with it a
new pedagogical policy of educating the masses. Translated literature was growing
( more popular in the form of cheap abridged translations (al—Hilal pocket novels)
which introduced the great French works of authors like Dumas, Hugo, and Balzac.
( Besides adventure and mystery, Egyptian translators had a predilection for
moralizing, melodramatic novels and a literature that confonned to the dominant
( religious and moral values of the Egyptian readership.
On the other hand, the translation of Arabic literary masterpieces was
( dominated by the politics of the relationships between the Orient and the Occident.
Gamal Ghitany, whose novel Zayani Barakat was translated into nine languages,
( writes: (
( The translation of Arabic literature remains determined by the globalrelationship between the Arabic Orient and Occident. The latter’s
perceptions are biased by prejudices constructed through a long and
( complex mutual history. The Occidental reader prefers to tum to works
(
which confirrn his prejudices of the exotic Orient. In return, some
(
(
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Arabic authors in their search for a larger non-Arabic audience, feed
these biased representations by either producing touristic literature or
one that amplifies the Oriental contradictions as imagined by the
Occident.
(Ghitany 1991:25)
Given the above picture, it is no surprise that the reception of translated Arabic
literature in the West has been conditioned by the dominant westem ideological,
aesthetic and moral values and their filtered representations of Arabic culture.
Throughout the last two centuries, The Arabian Nights has been the main literary
source of westem stereotype representations of the Arab world, in both their 1negative (the ‘barbarian’ Orient) and positive (the ‘magical’ Orient) dimensions
(Jacquemond 1992:150-1). Other celebrated works were selected for translation
because they conformed to dominant Westem ideologies and aesthetics. According 1
to Jacquemond, this- becomes evident when we look at the first Egyptian works
that found their way into translation, namely, Taha Hussein’s al-Ayyam and Tawfiq
1al—Hakim’s Yawmiyyat Na ’ib fi al-Aryaf These two autobiographical works were
written by Occidentalized bourgeois writers whose moral and aesthetic values
were closer to their foreign readership than to traditional Egyptian society. Their 1translated works stressed the gap between the authors’ ‘modernist’ ideals and the
‘backwardness’ of traditional society. While the authors’ purpose was an attempt
1at writing a social critique, their French readers saw in their works a description of
the flaws of Egyptian society, confirming both radical alterity and French self-
representation in a way all the more gratifying since it came through the other’s 1voice (Jacquemond 1992:151).
Generally speaking, a translator may intervene in a literary work in order to 1make the text more accessible to his audience who, in tum, may tolerate changes
that adapt the text to their cultural orientation. A case in point is Abdul-Qadir al-
Qit’s translation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet where the reference to Gertrude as a 1
playful ‘mouse’ in the hands of Claudius was replaced in the Arabic translation by
?•Jj¤—-—-¤¤ ’Usfo0rah ‘bird’, since the Arabs do not fancy mice as cuddly playful 1pets (-1¤-U1 [al-Qit]: 1971:191).
4. Textual sensitivity
1
Translating is not simply a mimetic process of establishing a sense of relevant 1
correlation between words and objects. In other words, we depend far more on the
connotations of words than on their denotations. Even a purely symbolic language 1must refer to something within the ‘pragmatic’ constraints of a given context.
Translation then becomes a process of choices conditioned by sociocultural
circumstances. It follows that no text is sensitive by itself but the interpretation of 1
its connotations makes it so. As Venuti (1995:19) indicates, ‘a translation does not
copy in the sense of repeating that text verbatim; rather, the translation enters into 1a mimetic relation that inevitably deviates from the foreign language by relying on
target language approximants’.
1
11
1
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1 Traditionally, the four grounds for censorship are: sedition, blasphemy,
1 obscenity and libel which can be paralleled to a quartet of state, religion, decency
1 and individual privacy. The potentiality of a given text to be sensitive depends on
1 its content, context and target readership. Although taboo words referring tohuman organs may not be deemed offensive if rendered in the context of a medical1 textbook and read by senior medical students, yet, you would not pass the same
1 text around a mass congregation. This entails that the degree of an individual’s
1 response to sensitive texts depends on the role he assumes in the community. The
1 same person may react differently to the same ‘taboo’ text when s/he acts as aparent, a medical professor or a preacher. Not only that, but the sensitivity of a text
1 may change from time to time and from place to place. As Steiner (1975:18) has
1 pointed out, ‘the spectrum of permissible expression as against that which is taboo
1 shifts perpetually’. For example, much of what Henry Miller says in his Tropics ofCancer has lost the power to shock the average American reader the way it did1 when the books were first published. Yet the same ‘semi-taboo’ material is still
1 considered extremely obscene in Spain or South America where translators are
1 expected to sanitize the ST by exercising self-censorship and decorum. For
1 instance, Miller’s sentence he bawls the piss out ofme is censored in the Spanishversion of the Tropics as me pone verde ‘.to run someone down’ which is clearly
1 more socially acceptable than Miller’s choice (Sanchez-Benedrto 1997:269).
1 A sensitive text, be it religious, political, erotic or otherwise comes under the
1 close scrutiny of translators and critics alike. For instance, several sets of
1 translated Biblical texts were criticized for being male dominated and as a result
have been re-translated under feminist pressure. The English rewritings include1 Joann Haugerud’s The Wordfor Us (1977) and An Inclusive Language Lectionary
1 (1983). The most striking aspect of these re-translations is the focus on ‘inclusive
1 language’ and the terms of reference associated with it. The initiators felt that
1 earlier translations were full of male-biased pronouns, imagery and metaphors that
1 excluded women from full
participation in Christian belief (Flotow 1997:52-3).
1 The recasting of masculine language takes several forms: terms such asbrethren or king which have exclusively male referents have been replaced with1 more specific inclusive terms such as sisters and brothers or more general terms
1 such as monarch or ruler. The phrases women and men or words such as people or
1 one replace the generic man/men. The following is an excerpt from the Standard
1 Version of John 6:35-7 with its dominant masculine pronouns:
1 Jesus said to them, I am the bread of life; he who comes to me shall not
1 hunger, and he who believes
in me shall never thirst ; and him who
comes to me I will not cast out.
1
1
The re-translation by Joann Haugerud (1977:14) reads:
1 Jesus said to them, I am the bread of life; anyone who comes to me
1
shall not hunger, and anyone who believes in me shall never thirst ;
and those who come to me I will not cast out.
1
1
1
1
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Haugerud’s solution is to use neutral and plural pronouns in order to
eliminate male bias. Another solution used whenever possible is to repeat a
name rather than employ the masculine pronoun he.
Translators are likely to encounter many problems especially when
translating sensitive religious texts between languages as different in syntax and
cultural background as Arabic and English. The difficulties are further enhanced
when the task involves rendering a rcligious text such as Hadith. Its translation
requires extreme precision and veracity owing to tl1e sensitivity of the subject
niatter rather than the linguistic structure. What is required is a model that
transfers the communicative function of the ST in relation to its context (Megrab (1997:231). Consider the following prophetic saying: (.——-—¤1»·--i1·«„¤~Y+·-=g„;·——(·S=-1o·a„=Y (Layu ’minu ahadukum hattayuhib li-Akheeh ma-yuhib li-nafsih
. . . . . 1If the translation does not preserve the condition relation that holds 1n the ST, themeaning can be distorted as in: 1
He who wishes for his brother what he wishes for himself truly believes 1
in God. 1
The translation implies that such a wish is what makes a ‘regular’ believer a ‘lZI'U€’ 1
believer in God. In the original such a wish is a condition for belief in God; no one (
has the least belief until he wishes for his brother what he wishes for himself; (otherwise he remains a ‘regular’ Muslim (i.e., one who verbally professes the
creed of Islam) and not a Mu’min (one who wholeheartedly devotes his deeds 1
towards the rightü1l religion). A more faithful translation should preserve the (condition relation existing in the ST as in: (
None ofyou [truly] believes in God until he wishes for his brother what (he wishes for himself
. . . 1The addition ofNone ofyou and the fronting of the adverb along with the verb IS
vital to the expression ofthe intended meaning. 1
While sensitive texts require all objectivity in order to provide as detached a 1
translation as possible, such a technique may, however, threaten the 1
communicative goal ofthe TT. Consider, for example, the following Hadith: (
_1.„.\L....„1\ 1.1).11 l.*s\3.« Jg;) gun 1,11;..11 (
ad-Dunya mata ’wa-khayru mata ’iha al-mar ’atu as-Saliha (The world is an enjoyment and the best enjoyment of the world is a
virtuous woman. 1
This translation does not convey the intended meaning of the word gléw mota’ as _ 1
provision (for our interim joumey towards the hereafter) which is different from (?—·J·· mut ’ah enjoyment. With translator’s mediation, a more appropriate (translation would be:
The world is but a provision and the best provision is a virtuouswoman.11
1
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exposing much of the body; then the arrival of visitors, music, dancing,
sexual connection with old and young and middle-aged, with lads and i
- decrepit old men, bachelors, married men, merchants, clerks,
Armenians, Jews, Tartars of all classes, ages and characters .Then at i
the end of the week came the visit to the police station wheredoctors,som m s
seriously and strictly, sometimes with playful levity
examined these women, completely destroying the modesty given as
aprotectionnot only to human beings but also to animals, and gave them
written permissions to continue in the sins they and their accomplices lhad been committing all the week.
And in this marmer Katusha Masluva lived seven years. During l
this time she had changed houses backwards and forwards once or
twice, and had once been to the hospital. In the seventh year of her life i
in the brothel, when she was twenty-eight years old, happened that for
which she was put in prison and for which she was now being taken to l
be tried , after more than three months’ confinement with thieves and
murderers in the stifling air of a prison. i
(Holman1997:277)B
From this day out, Katusha’s troubles began. Anxious to do only what i
was right, she found poverty betraying her at every step and herself
t esportof cruel circumstance . The story of her misfortunes is too cruel
to be told. Made the sport of passion and brutality, she found
herselfsinkingfrom one degree of unhappiness to another, until driven by
circumstances into the most degraded life — a life which for nine out (
of ten women ends in painful disease, premature decrepitude and death.
Ten years had passed when there happened that for which she had l
been arrested, and for which she was now about to be tried, after nearly
six months of confinement among thieves and murderers in the stifling l
air of a prison.
(The Cosmopolitan, April 1899:606) i
More than 17,000 words and three chapters were chopped from the original l
Resurrection before it was published for the Russian audience. Out of a total of
129 chapters only tvventy live came through without a single alteration. Russian l
equivalents of such words as prostitute, brothel, fornication, faeces, seduce and
sex-ly'e were replaced with euphemisms as they were felt to be offensive. State i
censorship in Russia had its counterpart in America in the form of pressures of the
market and perceptions of both editors and translators conceming what does and i
what does not constitute an offence against good taste, decency anddec rum(Hol n
1997:280). As we pointed out in the introduction, pragmatic factors such
as the site, the timing the purpose of the exposure and the nature of theudience r
crucial factors in determining what can and what cannot be censored.
Stuart Gilbert’s translation into English of Andre Malraux’s La Voie Royale i
provides a good example of manipulation of a novel with sexual overtones.l
l
1
1
1
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1 Gilbert’s search for the sensational is evident in his attempt to intensify the erotic.
1 To achieve this, neutral tenns are replaced with potentially loaded words, as when
1 the white of the eye is described as slotted between the pupil and the cheek where
1 the French simply says entre. Addition also serves its purpose as in the erotic
1 cliché supple loins where the French merely says fesse and the much larger
1 amplification of tendue into the whole phrase their bodies tense with a deep
1 excitement (Fawcett 1997:252-3). Similarly, the addition of synonyms also plays a
1 part in the intensification of the erotic by turning corps sans poil 1nto sleek,hairless body and rendering De deux coups de couteau, il fit de minces trous as1 Vläth two quickjabs ofhis kny'e he punctured small holes where the neutral fit is
1 given the highly concrete and dynamic punctured (Fawcett 1997:252-3). Such
1 systemic manipulations tend to heighten the intensity of the novel; yet, it’s hard to
1 say for what purpose. Certainly, the translator was not driven by social censorship
1 of vulgarity since most of the adaptations were in favour ofmaking the novel more
1 sensational. Perhaps, the tendency was to produce a ‘dime novel’ and increase
1 sales or maybe the whole thing was an idiolectal idiosyncrasy! This remains a
1 moot point open for speculations.
1
1
1 5. Manipulation of anecdotal and humorous texts
1 Anyone who has ever tried to translate humor across cultures will know that jokes1 travel badly. No matter how well the translator knows the target language, cultural
1 references and polysemous items entail longwinded explanations, after which the
1 recipient rarely reacts with a laugh (Chiaro 1992:77). However, it would sound
1 naive to assume that a common linguistic code would preserve the funny element
1 across cultures. A case in point is the American situation comedies which may not
1 be equally successful in Britain. Without a shared sociocultural knowledge
1 between sender and recipient, a common linguistic code will be of little help.
1 Consequently, a joke is unlikely to succeed beyond its frontiers.
1 In many cultures, jokes poke fun at a certain minority group as being witless
1 or weird in a given aspect. The translator of such jokes has to replace the
1 ‘underdog’ group by an equivalent minority label in the target culture. Thus, in
1 France Belgians are depicted as lacking wit; in the United States, the imbeciles are
1 the Poles and their place is taken by the Portuguese in Brazil, the Irish in England,
1 the Upper Egyptians in Egypt and the Indians in the Arabian Gulf. Chiaro quotes
1 the following joke as being relatively easy to translate provided that the word
1 ‘Polish’ is substituted by the relevant minority label in the target culture (Chiaro
1 1992:78).
1 At Heathrow Airport:
1 Air France: Flight 106, departing 2.30 p.m.
1 British Airways: Flight 22, departing 2.35 p.m.
1 Polish Air: Flight 157, when the little hand is on the four and the big
1 hand is on the twelve.
1
1
1
1
1
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In jokes that involve religious, ethnic, political or sexually sensitive
references, the translator’s intervention to censor the text becomes mandatory. For
instance, a derogatory reference to religious characters is strictly forbidden in an
Islamic culture. Similarly, a comic depiction ofa king or ruler is punishable by law
in undemocratic societies. Sexual jokes are often transmitted orally, in SMS (messages, or in chatting forums but very rarely in newspapers, magazines or TV (subtitles. The following joke can never be translated or subtitled in the media in
Islamic and Arab countries. If it is heard in a comic TV series, it might be tolerated j_ in its source form but very rarely if ever rendered in the target language. l
Two boys are arguing: j
A: My Dad’s better than yours! lB: Oh no he’s not! l
A: My brother’s better than yours! lB: Oh no he’snot!A:
My mother’s better than yours! (B: Well I suppose that’s true cos my dad says so too! (
The sexuality of men’s mothers is not cited in written jokes as a fonn of filial lcuckoldry in the Islamic world as it is in Western countries. Verbally, however, (mothers and sisters are depicted as objects of reverence whose chastity is (presupposedly invulnerable. For example, the French graffiti retort Et ta soeur?
‘And your sister?’ may be equally offensive to an Arab recipient by suggesting that l
she is sexually active. Yet the interpretation of the reference may be different when l
rendered in a joke. According to Chiaro, the above joke about one’s mother creates l
laughter for an English audience simply because the adulterer happens to have (
been found out. In other cultures, he can be ridiculed through the sexuality of (female members of his family (Chiaro 1992:80). In such cases, the pragmatic (implicature and the cultural presuppositions of the words call for the translator’sintervention. (
A good example of a translation problem created by wordplay on grammar (from Louky Bersinik’s L’EuguéIiorme is cited by Howard Scott (1984:35) on the
politics ofabortion wherein the following line occurs: (
Le ou la coupable doit étre punie. (
The additional e on the past participle pzmi indicates it is the woman who
ispunish dfor abortion. But this doesn’t transfer smoothly to English which lacks (gender agreement. Scott intervenes by supplementing the translation with an (explicitation:
(
The guilty one must be punished, whether she is a man or a woman. (
When a comic situation is heavily culturally oriented, the translator should ‘ lintervene to infuse some sociocultural background information in order to allow lthe recipient who is not aufait with the underlying implications to understand the (word play as intended by the original sender. (
l
. l
l
l
l
1
1
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1 British Rail amiounces today that coffee was going up 20 p. a slice
1 (Chiaro 1992:12).
1 The above joke compares British rail coffee to stale bread. The humorous element
1 will not be understood by a recipient who has never traveled on train in the UnitedKingdom. It thus follows that a joke need not be linguistically ambiguous to be
1 funny. The- witty element could be hidden in the delivery tactics, the intonation,
1 and the accent or even in the non-verbal aspects such as gesture or mime. If arecipient fails to appreciate a given joke despite his understanding of its linguistic
1 and sociocultural aspects then this could be ascribed to the subjective variable
1 which lies out of the coverage area of the translator’s intervention. A member of a
1 given religious sect is hardly going to enjoy being insulted by someone’s idea of awitty remark at his ·or her expense, any more than the Irish are amused by the
1 thousands of jokes that depict them as imbeciles. Once again, the WH’s (who,
1 when, where, what, and why) ofpragmatics come into play to determine whether atranslator can or cannot remain invisible.
1
1
6. Manipulation of allusions and culture-specific items
1 Allusions are one type of culture-bormd elements in the text. They are expected to
carry meaning in the culture or subculture in which they arise beyond the mere1 words used at the textual level. From a communicative point of view, the use of
1 allusion is linked to pragmatic factors such as implicature, inference and relevance.
1 It can be thought of as a message or stimulus which the communicator sends, andit is up to the receiver to find the intended referent and fill in the gaps in the text.
1 Therefore, translators need to be not just bilingual but bicultural in order to fully
1 understand the ST and be able to transmit it to the target audience. But what aboutthe TT readers? Is it realistic to expect them to be bicultural also? (Leppihalme1 1997:4)
1 As culture-bound allusions depend largely on familiarity to convey meaning,
1 it’s no use to have a lexically ‘correct’ translation without the translator’s
1 intervention to make such allusions intelligible to the reader. For example, anAmerican journalist discussing problems with the plarmed health care reform in
1 the United States compared the cost issue to the Cheshire cat as it may sometimes
1 vanish leaving behind only a smile, i.e., the promise ofnew benefits. The writer ofthis comparison expects his readers to connect the image with an illustration in
1 Lewis Carroll’s Alice Adventures in Wonderland with its strange cat figure that
1 slowly fades away, until eventually only the smile is left. But if this article were tobe translated for the readers of a business magazine in another country, targeting1 economists and investors the receptors might be confused as to the implications of
1 introducing a foreign children’s story to a serious article on a serious subject
1 (Leppihalme l997:ix). A similar reaction may be evoked if a newspaper articlerefers to the lack of security patrols around midnight in the following remark
1 Apparently all police patrols turn into pumpkins at midnight. And if the
1
1
1
1
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opposition party colurrmist writes Someones got to stand up and say that the
emperor has no clothes.
Whenever a cultural or ideological item in the source text has no reference in (
the target culture it becomes a culture-specific item (CSI). In the first line of The (Waste Land (April is the cruelest month ...), April is associated with the blooming
flowers of spring. In the westem part of the Arabian Gulf this is occupied by (
February while in the southem hemisphere October would be the cruelest of them
all. The intertextual gap would be greater if the translation was made into a (
language whose intertextual tradition had April, for example as the month of the (
most devastating hurricanes (Alvarez & Vidal 1996:58). The translator is bound to
interpret the implications of the CSI of the SL in order to help the TL recipient (
appreciate the image invoked by the author. (
It should be pointed out, however, that CSI’s are govemed by the pragmatic
maxims of who, when, where and when. Thus while the image of April as the (
month of spring profusion is a relatively static CSI, other items have a transient (
and more dynamic nature that may change over a sufficient period of time. Thus
the concepts of fast food, privatization, cold war, terrorism, cloning and (
globalization have all undergone tremendous changes over the past decade. (Translator’s intervention to interpret the implications of such concepts is no longer
required owing to the global nature of such items. In other words, the notion of (
CSI is open to intercultural evolution over the course of time; objects, habits or
values restricted to one community come to be shared by others (Alvarez & Vidal (
1996). (
There are several methods of CSI manipulation in translation. They range (from a zero change to a drastic overhaul.
6.1. ZerochangeThis
is a case of repetition whereby the SL item is identically reproduced in the TL (despite the presence of a traditionally modified TL equivalent. This includes both
proper and common names which carry an exotic flavour or a fashionable trend. A (
case in point is the proper name Peter which has the biblical equivalent of ow-·l=a
butrus but which is rendered as Peter to maintain the air of modemity in (
the movie title Peter Pan. Similarly, the common noun script can be translated into (
its Arabic equivalent as o¤J¤ nas even though some translators prefer a repetition
of the SL item „wl$>a—··· scenario to give an air of technical know-how. Finally, (
the latest computer jargon bluetooth found its way into Arabic and many other
world languages by way of transliteration =i¤;4•;la bluetooth in view of the lack of (
a concise equivalent that describes the technical aspect of the device without (
resorting to a lengthy paraphrase or a calque such as ¢l-iajll ;,•——··ll al-Sin al-
Zarqaa’. (
(
(
(
(
(
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1
1 6.2. Orthographie adaptation
1
1 This includes the transcription or transliteration of SL references by using TL
1 characters. In such instances, the translator intervenes in order to introduce a new
1 name for which the TL has no established equivalent. In the case of
1 English/Arabic translation many consonants, vowels and diphthongs cannot be1 accurately reproduced in the Arabic alphabetical system. The result will be an
1 approximation by means of the nearest Arabic characters whose selection will1 depend on the translator’s own perception of the phonetic quality of the sound. A
1 case in point is the various transliterations of the English word congress which is
1 rendered by Egyptian translators as o··_)-6-555 konjiris in view of the Cairiene1 pronunciation of the 5 as /g/ whereas translators in the East Mediterranean Arab
1 countries transliterate the same word with the approximant letter fg as
ow-1·J•;$
1 kzmghiris. Urdu translators, on the other hand, use the character -$ in wßß and
1 the result is a third form for the same word.
1
1 6.3. Linguistic (non-cultural) translation
1
1 Sometimes a given SL item may have a linguistic target version albeit not the1 exact cultural equivalent. The unit of measurement pint, for example, has a
1 linguistically transliterated equivalent 1i=—1a1e baynt and yard has the equivalent
1 F-U1-11 yarda although neither is used for measurement in the Arab world. The same
1 goes for the phrase grandjury which is translated in Spanish as gran jurado and
1 £.1——+“>·11 91-+5- kibaar al-muhallafeen ‘big jury’ in Arabic. Yet, this phrase only
1 makes sense in Spanish or in Arabic in connection with US culture, as there has
1 practically never been any type of jury in Spain or in the Arab world (Aixela1 1996:62).1
1
1 6.4. Glossing
1
1 When the translator feels that the implications of the CSI require a commentary or
1 explanation he may choose to do so extratextually in the form of a footnote,
1 endnote or a glossary. This happens in explaining untranslatable puns or
1 annotating references to famous people.
1
1 Sometimes the gloss is inserted intertextually so as not to disrupt the reader’s
1 attention. e.g.,
1 seventy miles —> 3111-· sab’een meelarz (112 1>-5) ‘seventy miles
1 (112 km)’
1 The Pentagon announced today. . .—>1 'a’lcmat wizarat al-dfaac al bintagon
1 at yawm
1 ‘The Department ofDefense the Pentagon announced today ...’
1
1
1
1
1
1.-
1
1
1
1
(((
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6.5. Substitution by synonymy ((
A translator may resort to synonyms or parallel references to avoid repeating the (
CSI. At one time, he may refer to a person by his first name while in another (
sentence by his surname. In a tourist guidebook on the cuisine of the Arabian Gulf (
countries, the translator renders the word Harees in hansliteration then gives its (
cultural equivalent ‘oahnea1’ only to wind up with this Quaker meal is a favorite (dish in Ramadan . (‘ In other instances, the translator may use a more common and less specific (
TL item in order to demystify the CSI. Alvarez & Vidal (1996:63) cite the example (
ofAmerican football which is rendered in French as un balon de rugby ‘a ball of (
rugby’. Likewise the word stool is given a neutral (less culturally specific) (
reference ,__,—···J$ kursi ‘chair’ since the other altemative is to have a lengthy (
paraphrase 0-e¤‘}> al Ja-le Öle 4--i·· maq’ad bila dhahr aw thira’ayn ‘a chair (
without a back or arms’ kursi tasreehah ‘a dresser chair’. ((
Although pure lexical equivalence is impossible between languages, a series (
of approximations certainly is possible and these approximations are sometimes (very rough, sometimes apparently accurate. The translator’s individual preference (
may step into the picture and his tidelity is thus questioned. Mason cites an (
interesting example of exploiting synonyms to serve ideological ptuposes. In (translating a Spanish text from the UNESCO Courier into English, the ST word (
sabios ‘wise men’ (which covers both the Western highly valued ‘rational’ form (
and the pejorative non-Westem ‘intuitive’ wisdom) is rendered as diviners in (English. The latter tends to exclude the ‘rational’ sense and focuses on intuition. (
The translator seems intent on shipping the source text of its commitment to a (
cause which is promoted in the ST cult1u·e (Mason 1994:28). Other instances of (
alteration include the following: (
encuentros ‘encounters’ —> clash of cultures (
el hombre indigena ‘indigenous men’ —> pre-Columbian civilization (testimonios ‘testimonies’ —> written records (
Further, while the ST promotes the notion of active participation of the Mexicans (
in the creation of their own destiny the translation portrays them in a more passive (
role by substituting certain lexical items: (
(
busqueda ‘search’ —> the way in which they
viewlucharcontra ‘to struggle against’ —> to save f om (
épocas de gran creatividad ‘epochs of grand creativity’ —> bursts of (
creativity V (
Thus, the active ‘search’ to preserve memory has turned into passive ‘viewing’ and _ (
‘struggle’ into ‘save’ while ‘epochs of creativity’ have become ‘bursts’ (Hatim & (
Mason 1997:157). Likewise, the translator downplays the positive involvement of (
the indigenous Mexicans by suppressing the counter-argument of the source text (
as can be seen in the following sample: (
(
((( ((
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1 A un fraile extraordinario, Bernardino de Sahagun se debiö elrescate de un gran tesoro de testimonios de la época prehispänica.
1 Pero hubo también indigenas que siguieron escribiendo en su propialengua nähuatl o azteca.
1 ‘T0 an extraordinary monk, Bemardino de Sahagfm was owed the
recovery of a great treasure of testimonies of the pre-Hispanic age. But1 there were also indigenous people who continued to write in their own
1 . languages’.
TT: An extraordinary man, the Spanish Franciscan Bemardino de
1 Sahagün, gathered invaluable, first—hand information on the pre-
1
Colombian era. Meanwhile, indigenous chroniclers were writing in
their own languages.
1 (Hatim & Mason 1997:158)
1
Such ‘ideological’ mediation is justiiied on the grounds that the Courier is a
periodical that reflects the aims of UNESCO as an institution that promotes the
1 cultures of the world and disseminates impartial knowledge and understanding.
1 6.6. Deletion
1 Owing to ideological or stylistic obscurity, a translator may opt for deleting the
entire CSI. Items like the transcription of dialectal variations tend to be deleted if
1 they carry no obvious weight to the understanding and credibility of the text.
1 Aixela (1996:70) points out that contrary to English whose grammar
demands constant lexical repetitions, in Spanish, one of the traditional parameters
1 of good style and originality is to avoid repetitions of unnecessary items too close
1 to each other. Consequently, many redundant anaphoiic references are deleted inthe translation of an English text into Spanish. _
1 hi some cases, there are source-text explanations about cultural references in
1 the target culture. Such references are frequent candidates for deletion in the targettext where, for instance, explaining that Mecca lies in the southwest of Saudi
1 Arabia could be felt superfluous to the average Arab reader.
1 Words such as ofcourse, certainly and no doubt, used sentence initially willbe followed in English by some form of rebuttal (e.g., of course John Major is
1 going through a badpatch. However ...). In Arabic and Farsi, such signals relayconviction and the statements they introduce are to be substantiated and not
1 opposed (Hatim 1997:37). In other words, the text-initial of course is not
associated with a concession to be countered but a case to be argued with. Thus for
1 the English-language reader, the element: Of course this does not mean that we
1 should deßndall clergwmen sets up an expectation that a counter-argument willfollow, along the lines of However; we should defend some of them .... No such
1 pattern may follow in Arabic oration. The signal to the reader indicated by ofcourse runs counter to expectations. The intended format might be signaled by
1 something like Under no circumstances does this mean that we shouldd f 1
(Hatim & Mason 1997:152). In oratorical Arabic texts, such words may be used1 1
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only as cohesive devices to link sentences without actually adding to the overall
semantic value. In such cases, translation mediation is called for in order to delete
and replace such linking words by relevant TL substitutes or punctuation marks.
Similarly, in Arabic news reporting it has become the convention to quote i
speakers by prefacing every segment of their utterances with a ‘decorative’ clause (containing a verb of saying such as he said, he added, he went on to say, he
stressed, he made it clear, he concluded by saying, and so on. In English, the entire (sequence is initiated, interrupted or concluded only once by a neutral verb of
saying supplemented by punctuation marks. In such instances, the translator
should intrude to orient his rendition towards the target language and abandon the i
rhetorical strucmre of the source text. Such a kind of manipulation may not be
individually intended by the translator. In fact, it reflects a naturalization of a set of i
norms that are propped up by the entire cultural and rhetorical system of Modern
Standard Arabic (Hatim 1997:44). i
6.7. Stylistic mediation i
The trainee-translator, who tends to be hypnotized by the form of the source text, i
will typically reproduce source—text norms in the translation, whereas the
experienced translator will tend to over-norin in relation to the target language. For i
instance, Tourist brochure discourse in French tends to work on the principle of
accumulation by juxtaposition: ‘place X is wonderful because of factors A, B, C l
and D’. English discourse also functions on the basis of accumulation, but uses the
technique of paraphrastic variation to make the accumulation less heavy. Thus, l
‘place X offers not just A but also B’. The second technique is to identify various
classes of tourists and to point to specific attractions for each class. If you like l
place X (amusement park, for example), it is because it has B (a magnificent
aquarium). This personalization is typical of English but less common in French l
where one finds a large number of impersonal on constructions, or sentences with
the town or an attraction as subject followed by an animate verb (e.g., l ’Hötel des l
prices vous attend). Hewson (1997:53-4) cites the following excerpt of a tourist
brochure: l
Coleraine Borough is an outstandingly beautiful area covering 120 (
square miles of some of the most spectacular and dramatic countrysidein Northem Ireland. It boasts the Golden shore resorts ofPortrushand
Castlerock. This is an ideal holiday base for all the family with a
variety of things to see and do. Children will love the unbeatable (combination ofwater activities, beaches, and adventurepl ygroun snotto mention the ice cream, candy floss and seaside souvenirs. (
We may note that sentences begin with the subject, classes of tourists are
identified and the accumulation is lightened by ‘not to mention’. The (
French translation reads as follows:
Région d’une beauté exceptionelle, coleraine vous offer un des i
paysages les plus spectaculaires et grandises d’Irlande du nord. Vous (
l
l
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serez charmés par les stations balneairés de la cöte Dorée que vous
1 choisissiez Portrush ou Castlerock. Vous trouvez ici le lieu de
1 vacances ideal, de quoi satisfaire toute la famille, du plus petit au plus
1 grand. Son incomparable variété d’activités aquatiques, d’activités
1 aquatique de plages, et de galléries de jeux sans oublier les
1 délicieuses glaces, barbes a papa et les souvenirs du bord de mer feront
1 la joie de vos enfants.
1 The assertions typical of the French tourist discourse are present in the
1 form of ‘vous trouverez ici ...’, ‘vos enfants seront comblés par
...’, ‘vous
1 serez charmés par ...’. The technique of accumulation has also been
1 exploited by the personification
‘son incomparable variété d’activités
1 aquatiques, de plages ...’ (Hewson
1997:540).
1 6.8. Attenuation
1
1 This strategy includes the deletion or dilution of taboo or offensive material on
1 religious, ideological or social grounds. The compensation is conducted by way of
1 using euphemistic expressions. In some cases, manipulation is effected by
1 watering down the argument of the ST. For example, the following back-
1 translation of a Spanish ST reveals a counter—argumentative discourse where a
1 particular claim is being first cited and then rebutted. The genre can be classified
1 as an editorial that displays
commitment to a given cause (Hatim & Mason
1
1997:154).
1 About the greatest and most tragic encounters experienced by
1 indigenous man persons would have to write such as the conquistador
1 himself, Heman Cortes in his Letters of
Account and the soldier-
chronicler, Bemal Diaz del Castilo in his True Story ofNew Spain. But
1
also vanquished left of their testimonies ....
1 The translation reflects a drastic intertextual intrusion where the text format is
1 shifted to one that is predominantly expository and the genre is typically one of
1 reporting.
1 The greatest and most tragic clash of cultures in pre—Columbian
1 civilization was recorded by some of those who took part in the
1 conquest ofMexico. Heman Cortes himself sent five remarkable letters
1 (Cartas de Relacion) back to Spain between 1519 and 1526; and thesoldier-chronicler Bemal Diaz del Castillo, who served under Cortes,1 fifty years after the event wrote his Historia verdadera de la conquista
1 de la Nueva Espana (‘True History of the Conquest of New Spain’).
1 The vanquished peoples also left written records.
1 The English translation of Simone de Beauvoire’s Le deuxieme sexe by theAmerican professor of zoology Howard Parshley which came out in 1952 has seen
1 several reprintings and is thus considered successful. However, The Second Sex is
1 based on the deletion of more than ten per cent of the original material (Flotow
1
1
1
1
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1997:49). Large sections of text recounting the names and achievements of 78
women politicians, military leaders, saints, artists and poets have been eliminated.
Similarly, the translation removes references to cultural taboos such as lesbian
relationships and remarks that are apparently offensive to the translator such as the
oppression of women in a patriarchal society. While some critics vindicated
Parshley’s deletion as an attempt to lighten the burden for the American reader,
Margaret Simon insists that the deletions are serious ideological interventions in
the text that should at least be marked and explained to resolve the ensuing
confusion (Flotow 1997:50). When, for example, there are references to earlier 1argumentation that has been cut out, the development of Beauvoire’s thought is 1scrambled and she appears as a confused, incoherent thinker. In fact, the increasing
criticism by Anglophone feminists of Beauvoir for ‘perpetuating patriarchal 1
stereotypes of female sexuality’ may be due to censorship by her (predominantly 1
male) translators (Flotow 1997:50). 1
The 1956 English translation of Beauvoir’s novel Les Mandarins censored 1
the French original by omitting scenes and changing passages in order to attenuate 1the boldness of the sexual imagery. For example, the translation censors references 1to oral sex and attenuates the language of both Arrrr, the female protagonist, and
her daughter Nadine. The latter’s vulgar language is replaced by euphemisms. For 1
example, her bold comment on sex as a deal comment veux tu que j’aie des 1
histories avec des types si je ne baise pas (Les Mandarins:350) is translated how 1do you expect me to have aßairs with guys #1 don Y go to bed with them. Here, the 1impact of Nadine_’s vulgarity and unhappiness is weakened since the original
utterance literally states ‘if I don’t f---’ (Klaw 1993:197). 1
In media translation, attenuation takes the form of euphemistic substitution 1
or deletion. In the Arab World, a recurrent word in the subtitling of Westem 1
movies such as d—aig yuqabbil ‘kiss’ is replaced by 631-=·e yu’aaniq ‘embrace’ 1while any reference to ‘pig’ is replaced by 01;—a=· hayawaan ‘animal’. Likewise, 1‘bastard’ is substituted by -=-M11 al-waghd ‘scoundrel’ and although the offensive
‘f---’ is audio-censored, it is rendered as al-la ’nah/ 1-i>—·—· suhqan ‘damn’ or '1
0—¤-111aI—la’een ‘danmed’. 1
Generally speaking, attenuation is an area that constitutes fertile grounds for 1
translator intervention by dint of the following factors: 1
16.8.1. Objectives of initiators 1
It should be stated here that translators are not the only agents who bear full 1
responsibility for the end product. There are, of course, publishers, editors, 1
proofreaders and teclmical producers who may change the ST in order to conform 1to social expectations. Such agents will not allow the publication of works which · 1are prone to break the linguistic and cultural norms of the target culture, especially
in countries with a strong notion of correctness in the written variety of their 1
language like the Arab world. 1
1
1
1
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1 The publisher’s policy may lay down special conditions which transcend the
1 idiosyncrasy of the translator. The German publisher of the translation of Dickens1 novels gave specific instructions
‘to avoid long sentences or complicated syntax,
1 and to make the text accessible to the German reader with average education’.
1 Here, the publisher is not concemed with the stylistic qualities of the ST but rather1 with what the public is capable of reading (Hewson 1997:51). Such a view would1 entail making decisions on whether to reproduce (normalize), explicate or omit
1 (insignificant) culture-specific items. Similarly, Clem Robyns speaks of pre-1 established volume constraints in the translation of ‘Série Noire’ in France
1 between 1955 and 1970 which forced the translators to apply intense abridgement1 of the original text and the deletion of ideologically loaded references (Robyns
1 1990:23-42).11 The 1926 Galician translated fragments of Ulysses embody manipulation for
1 nationalistic purposes. The translator, Otero Pedrayo (1926) was involved with
1 Galician nationalism and committed his life to the objective of the protecting and
1 dignifying the Galician language and culture. His approach to the ST signified his
1 political and cultural affiliation. For instance, he would choose a more specific1 word, related in meaning but limiting the scope of the original. This is the case
1 with diet/xantar and trousers/calzos which can be directly rendered as dieta and1 pantaloon, both Galician but exactly the same as in Spanish. Yet, xantar refers1 only to lunch time and calzos makes reference to a traditional type of clothes used
1 instead of trousers. The effect is both reduction of reference and an added
1 domestic tone (Millan-Varela 1992:288). In other cases, even though the meaning
1 of the straightforward TL equivalent is the same as the ST original, Otero prefers
1 the more Galician ‘rustic’ and even colloquial variant which makes the style less
1 ‘scientific’. Thus he uses velocizjy/rapideza rather than velocidade, session/porcion
1 instead of seccion and fragments/anacos instead offragmentos in an attempt to1 give a higher meaning to traditional Galician words.1
1 The elevated style of the original Ulysses is deflated in the Galician text and
1 the formal register is turned into a more familiar, even colloquial tone. This is
1 achieved by simplifying noun phrases as in points of observation/sitios ‘places’,1 phonetic symbolsßbnemas ‘phoneme’, dwarfwall/murino ‘small wall’, and a less1 varied use of vocabulary as in rendering both reflect and think into matinar. The
1 reason for the latter could be the need to avoid the verbs pensar and mirar, which1 are also Galician but present the same form and sound as in Spanish (Millan-
1 Varela 1992:289). By doing this, the etymological link with Latin and the1 Romance language is purposely broken as an act of rebelry against Spanish and1 protectionism ofGalician.
1
1 It should be emphasized that this type of manipulation cannot be ascribed to
1 linguistic limitations in the target system, but to the translator’s own personal
1 choice. A literal word by word translation would have been possible owing to the1 abundance of Latin forms in the original text. However, the translator opted for
1 explicitation to reflect the underlying conception of the Galician language and
1 culture as simple, easily accessible and familiar (Millan-Varela 1992:290).1
1
1
1
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Kruger (1997:78) notes that a historian writing on the Afrikaner rebellion of
1914 asked the translator to manipulate the English version by adapting instances
of ideologically marked language so that the translation would be acceptable to a
modern readership while still resembling an eye-witness report. The historian felt
that if the text was published in an uncensored form, modem readers would be
offended by the language of the time and would probably become prejudiced
against the Afrikaner rebels and their cause. In the verbal abuse exchanged
between the govemment troops and the rebels the word kaßer was one of the main
offending terms that was omitted from the final translation and replaced by
another word with a lesser interrsity. e.g., 1
ST: Jul het met witmense te doerz, en hie met kaßers nie, en jul moetjul 1dus ook hie soos kafers gedra nie. 1
‘You are with white people dealing, and not with kaffers, and you 1
should therefore also not like kaffers behave.’ 1
TT: You are dealing with people, not animals, and you shouldn’t act 1
like animals. 1
The term kaßer is a Muslim word of abuse applied to ‘unbe1ievers’ or ‘infidels’. 1
The derogatory meaning of the word has been extended to expressions such as the 1
following: 1
Kaßerboetie (lit. ‘kaffer brother’): equivalent to nigger lover. 1Kaßer work: unskilled manual labour. 1
Kaßerpak: a thorough beating. _ 1
Owing to its racist comrotations, the term koßer has become ideologically 1
repugnant in South Africa. This is the reason why the translation commissioner 1
asked the translator to sanitize the text of expressions such as these that might 1
offend modern readers (Kruger 1997:81). The commissioner expected the 1translator to mairrtain the referential, stylistic and structural features of the ST 1
intact. Therefore, the translator had to translate communicatively by omitting or 1
adapting (i.e., toning down) the offensive and emotionally-laden expressions. 1Unfortunately, by modifying the bitter tone of the ST, the personal style of the 1
source-text author is lost in translation. Thus, the translator acted as an agent of 1
reconciliation, and by doing so she altered the function of the source text: it is no 1
longer an eye-witness account of a historical event (Kruger 1997:83-4). 1
To sum up, the translator is constrained by upstream factors contained in the 1
translation order and downstream factors in the nature of the publication, the 1
dis(satisfaction) of the target reader and the norms of translation in the recipient 1
culture. 11
6.8.2. Recipient expectations 1
1
A translator could be asked to adapt his translation to meet the needs of the target 1
audience. The same source text may be treated differently depending on whether 1
his target recipients are teenagers, school children, literature specialists or 1
1
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1 technical experts. The treatment of an SL work as an instance of popular literature
1 leads to an increasing number of deletions of descriptive extracts, prefaces or
1 author commentaries. This strategy seeks to increase the book’s appeal for the
1 average reader who belongs to a popular audience that has no time for literary
1 niceties and details of complex characters (Aixela 1996:72). Under such
1 circumstances, the translator assumes the image of a traitor who commits a1 deliberate act of rewriting, adapting and censoring an original which is deemed not
1 fit for publication in the receiving culture in its ST form. This position transpired
1 in the 1976 translation of Gunter Grass’ From the Diary of a Snail which was
1 censored by British courts of law whereby the published translation bore the
1 following note: ‘the author and the publisher regret that certain passages have been
1 omitted for British legal reasons’ (Hewson 1997:49).
1
1 The French translations ofKafka’s Metamorphosis and Golding’s Lordofthe
1 Flies exhibit fundamental changes whereby the elements of ambiguity and
1 suspense in the original have been either omitted or badly affected to cater for the
1 ideological norms of the target readers. Yet, the translations sold well as the
1 translated versions were welcomed by the average French ‘monolingual’ reader
1 who has no access to the original (Hewson 1997:49).
1 In July 1972, Ms. Magazine published an interview with Simone de Beauvoir1 entitled ‘The Radicalization of Simone de Beauvoir’. The edited translation
1 reflected wide modifications and omissions that played down her emphasis on1 socialism and made her seem less anti·capitalist. The English translation left out
1 entire sequences on lesbianism and women which altered the impact of the
1 interview as a whole. Keefe (1994:20) notes that the translation may well have
1 been tailored for a certain white middle-class, feminist readership of Ms.
1 Magazine.
1
1 6.8.3. Translator competence and working incentives
1
1 Many in-house translators in the Arab world complain about stressful working1 conditions where the tag ‘urgent’ or ‘rush’ dominates their daily routine. Often
1 they are asked to rush their translations with last minute assignments with nearly
1 no time for revision. Coupled with poor incentives, such working conditions and
1 the lack of in-service training may explain a number of incongruities and obvious1 mistakes that may constitute an unintentional manipulation of the ST. A case in
1 point is the breakdown in interpreting an interview with a Western joumalist where
1 the speaker, a Lebanese Christian leader insisted on excluding the term ‘civil war’
1 and instead used the concept aljitna al-ta 'üiyya ‘sectarian intrigue’ in reference to
1 the breakdown of the caliphate in the early days of Islam and the emergence of
1 factionalism, which represents a blemish in the history of Islam. The intertextual
1 reference escaped the interpreter who used the term at hand ‘civil war’, the very
1 expression which the Christian leader was trying to avoid (Hatim 1997:41).
1
1 Munday (2002:90) suggests that one possible motivation for alterations in
1 translated texts might be related to the skirting of specific translation problems in
1
1
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the source text. Thus, the translator of 7716 Guardian (March 25°h, 2000) deleted 1the word responsables del viaje ‘those in charge’ from the active ST sentence 1which was not easy (for the translator) to render succinctly in the TT passive 1structure: « 1
ST: Los responsables del viaje desmontaron el motor desahuciado. 1
‘Those responsible for the crossing dismantled the motor (that was) 1destroyed.’ 1
A TT: The engine— a write-off— was dismantled. 1
The next example by the same translator asserts that the alteration is not 1
ideologically motivated but rather the result of sloppy work. This is very much so 1when we leam that the ST is a press report on the ill-fate of a young boy who was 1rescued along the shores of Florida after his mother drowned. The ST number of 1words was reduced from 3,l46 to a meager 2,396 in the TT. This counters 1conventional thinking that a TT tends to be longer than its ST due to explicitation. 1
This may be justified by the constraints of space in the media but more so by the 1rushed work of the translator who failed to realize the reflexive transitivity of the 1
verb se inyectaron: 1
ST: La mayoria de los pasajeros se inyectaron gravinol intravenoso. 1‘Most passengers injected themselves with gravinol.’ 1TT: Most passengers were injected with Gravinol. 1
1While the above two ST examples suggest that the passengers were responsible for 1
dismantling the engine and injecting themselves with Gravinol to counter sea- 1sickness, the translation implies that this was an action done to them by those in 1
charge of the crossing from Cuba to Florida. Had the translation been audited 1before publication the incrimination of those in charge of crossing would not have 1
materialized. 1
1
6.8.4. Pre-established translations 1
1
Aprior text is intertextually called up by elements of a text currently unfolding for 1translation. In other words, the statements, structures and images in the text at 1hand reactualize similar ones in earlier translations of similar texts. Thus the 1mediation process in a current text is triggered by the conventions utilized in 11 previous translations. The Bundestag links up with the German legislative system, 1
and the Arabic sheikh with Islamic-Arab social conventions. 1
As the figure below illustrates there is a triangular continuum of interaction 1
among the tripods of mediation. On the one hand, there is the author—invoked 1interpretation which may predominate the pragmatics of context and dictate the · 1manner and style of TL translation. On the other hand, the initiator/translator may 1
opt for intervention on the basis of TL sociocultural norms. Further still, a third 1translator may follow the diction of earlier established texts/translations and use 1
them as the basis for referral. Actual texts and their translations, however, may be 1a hybrid product of all these factors. 1
1
1
1
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Referral variable
Pragmatics of context ·
Socio-textual conventions
Established translations
ST based renderin TT based renderin‘ Author invoked Translator mediated
(Minimal intervention) Cases in between (Maximal intervention)
Bakhtin (1986:78-9) notes that ‘double-voicing’ of earlier references may not only
draw upon conventions of earlier texts, but may also ‘re-accentuate’ them by
referring to them ironically, or reverently. For example, citing the phrase ‘fifty-
seven varieties’ with reference to the original ad of Heinz indicates a wide choice
of products whereas quoting it as the New Statesman journalist did in commenting
on President Reagan’s foreign policy implies that ad-hocery is the hallmark of this
policy.
Names of institutions, fictional, non-fictional and biblical characters that
have gained a traditional form will usually force the translator to adopt the
established form regardless of whether it is correct or not. The Shakespearean
character Othello has been traditionally rendered as ’utayl whereas the same
name if used for a regular person would be transliterated ;—“§;l othello. Yet,
translators of later versions of the play have retained the transliterated name intact
as the source text has achieved canonical status between the first translation and
the later ones. This implies an increase in the acceptability of the restrictions posed
by the source text. Similarly, the transliterated form of the US Midwestem state
Indianapolis has long been rendered r_;··,¤L•a\J•\+=—-J=! Indianaplis although the
correct transliteration would be eJ·“lél:‘l:*-‘-%‘l Indianabolis. Generally speaking, the
existence of a popular translation of a proper name or even a classical masterpiece
would increase the constraints on the leeway allowed to the translator.
6.8.5. Non-cognitive constraints
Aside from investigating cognitive variables that influence translator/interpreter
performance such as memory overload, heavy accents of SL speakers and
environmental noise, little research has been done on the role of the pressure and
interference of other interlocutors in a given setting. Highly sensitive texts which
involve interpreting for political leaders at times of international crises are likely
to be subject to various types of non—cognitive constraints that influence his choice
of certain strategies in terms of reinforcing cultural stereotypes and enabling or
obstmcting other’s points of views (Baker 1997:111-2). Baker cites the interview
with Saddam Hussein which was broadcast on the British channel ITN on ll
November 1990 as a good example ofmanipulation at its best.
With the close monitoring by both the participants (including Saddam who
has adequate knowledge of the TL) and the millions of viewers, the interpreter was
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under immense pressure to render everything literally, faithfully and honestly in
order to shirk off responsibility. The fear of being accused of misinterpretation
forces the interpreter to interrupt Saddam (who is breathing down his neck) and
asks him about the meaning he intended for the word Q}•—•ä$·-¤·J‘ al-
mustad’af0on ‘bullied, victimized; taken advantage of’. He starts translating:
Interpreter: I . . . I am the helpless citizen of the Middle
East(Thenhe stops suddenly and asks Saddam)
Interpreter: Mustad’af, Sir?
Saddam: Mustad’af, don’t you know what mustad’afmeans in English?
Interpreter: Sir, has no power and no strength, meaning helpless?
Saddam: Yes, exactly, he has no power he has strength meaning 1
that God is with him. Meaning that our strength lies in God’s strength.
So we are not weak, but others may see us as weak.
The interpreter then turns to the TV host and makes a metatextual comment to
rectify the breakdown in the communication.
Interpreter: I must sanction to the use the word a word which
we need to be very specific about. I used hebless to describe it but I
wasn’t really very certain about it. What he meant is that we are people
who are not weak in ourselves, because we have the strength of God
behind us, but who may be looked by others to be weak we are sort
of looked or viewed to be weak by others.
(Baker 1997:118)
Whether a misinterpretation or merely a slip of the tongue, it is clear from
the above examples that the main interlocutor is playing a positive role in
manipulating the translation given by the interpreter in order to suit the
image he wants to portray for himselfbefore the eyes of the world. The level
of tension and stress the interpreter was subjected to is even made worse by
an incriminating speaker who breathes down his neck. When asked about
reports ofatrocities committed in Kuwait, Saddam replies (literally):
Saddam: You are right in part ofwhat you say.
Interpreter: Yes, you are right, you’re partly right there.
Saddam: (correcting the interpreter): IN PART OFWHATYOU SAY
Interpreter: (reassuring him): Partly right there.
(Baker 1997:121)
7. Conclusion
This study attempted to offer explorations and critical assessments of text
manipulation and alteration at the ideational and the textual/lexico—grammatical
levels including total text volume. The question is what causes such alterations.
Some of the possible motivations discussed include the sociocultural and
ideological (political) framework in which the translations have been produced.
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I Other factors may involve the translation commissioner who lays down certain
I objectives and gives explicit instructions to the translator. Ideologically, there is
I always the possibility that any intervention is intentionally motivated by a
I publisher or even a translator to create a different image of the ST in the minds of
I its readers. Some of the changes in sentence structures, paragraph division andI punctuation may be carried out by a copy-editor, while omissions in the TT may
I be due to the constraints of space in the media.
I As outlined in the introduction, the degree of censorship or manipulationI would depend on the genre of the source text. Different rules apply for different
I text types depending on whether the text to be translated is a literary work, a news
I report, an advertisement, a legal text, a joke, a religious source, etc.
I Apart from conventional govemmental censorship, the translator cannot be
I exonerated from his role as a censor/mediator. Some of the alterations in the
I examples cited in this paper were attributed to either the translator’s religious
I affiliation or political allegiance. The TT recipients, on the other hand, mayimpose their own expectations on the translator who modifies the TT to confonn
I to established sociolinguistic constraints; the use of euphemisms being a salient
I feature of such an influence.
I Although we have attempted to diagnose the cases of manipulation in
I translated texts, there is more investigation that can be done. Interviews with
I translation commissioners, editors, and translators, if possible, would illuminate
I some of the reasoning behind the instances ofmediation. The subsequent reactionsI of the TT recipients might be gauged against that of the ST readers. Altemative
I renditions of the same ST may be compared to solicit evidence of manipulation.I Other hypotheses that can be tested include the following: do translations of the
I same text into other languages within a similar sociocultural and ideological
I context exhibit the same degree of manipulation? What is the role of textual
I typology: is non-fiction subject to greater shifts than fiction? If so, what are theI reasons?II
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This article argues that in languages like (Standard) English, the
distribution of I-to-C movement in questions can be explained by
supposing that matrix and embedded interrogative clauses are headed
by two distinct categories. Specitically, a new category F capable of
triggering I-to-C movement is proposed; in contrast, C is taken as a
category that never triggers such movement. The fact that I-to-C
movement is observed only in root questions is then explained as a
matter of c-selection; CP is c-selected, but FP is not in languages like
(Standard) English. Some peculiar facts about Belfast English can also
follow from this line of explanation.
The article also provides a criticism of Rizzi’s (1996, 1997)
Wh—Criterion account of question formation. It then reviews some
notable OT-based analyses of the topic, namely, Ackema & Neeleman
(1998), Grimshaw (1997), and Pesetsky (1998), and points out their
weaknesses. It further discusses Pesetsky & Torrego’s (2001) radically
different analysis and presents reasons to question its validity.
1. Introduction ,
Wh-questions in Standard English are generally characterized by wh-movement
and subject—auxiliary inversion, or ‘I—to-C movement’ (Rizzi 1996), as in (1):
(1) What will Rudy say?
What motivates these movement operations? Assuming the theoretical framework
ofChomsky (1993), Rizzi (1997:282) writes:
[S]yntactic movement (or, more neutrally, the formation of non-trivial
chains in syntax) is ‘last resort’ in the precise sense that it must be
triggered by the satisfaction of certain quasi-morphological requirements
of the heads.
{1 would like to thank the reviewer for his/her comments. This work was supported by Waseda University
Grant for Special Research Projects (2004A-201).
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Wh—movement and I-to—C movement are no exceptions; they are assumed to be ]
motivated for the satisfaction of a minimalist rendition of his ‘Wh-Criterion’,
which was originally defmed as in (2) (Rizzi 1996:64).
(2) The Wh-Criterion I
A. A wh—operator must be ir1 a Spec—head configuration with X°.
[+wh]
B. An X°must be in a Spec—head configuration with a wh-operator.° [+wh]I
Though popular especially in the days of Principles and Parameters, this‘ Wh-Criterion account of the movement operations in question (and itsmi imalistvers on
as well) seems fnmdamentally flawed. The first task of the present paper is
to demonstrate how so.
Quite different analyses of wh-movement and I-to-C movement have been ‘
offered by some Optimality Theory (OT) advocates; the most notable ones are
Ackema & Neeleman (1998), Grimshaw (1997), and Pesetsky (1998). These will
then be discussed and rebutted. Next, Pesetsky & Torrego’s (2001) very
innovative analysis in the minimalist framework of Chomsky (2000, 2001) will be
examined, and it will be shown that even this analysis faces technical and
empirical difficulties.
Finally, my own explanation for wh-movement and I-to—C movement will be
offered. I will do this by adopting Grimshaw’s (1993, 2000) theory of extended
projection and by hypothesizing that matrix and embedded clauses are headed by
two distinct functional categories.
2. The Wh-Criterion
Let us see how (2) works by examining the following examples from Rizzi (1996):
(3) (= Rizzi’s (8))
a. *[[Mary has seen who]] °
b. *[Who [Mary has seen 1]]
c. *[has [Mary 1 seen who]]
d. Who has [Mary 1 seen 1]]
(4) (= Rizzi’s (9))
a. *I wonder [[Mary has seen who]]
b. I wonder [who [Mary has seen 1]]
c. *I wonder [has [Mary 1 seen who]]
d. *I wonder [who has [Mary 1 seen 1]] 4
Let’s start with (4). Rizzi (1996:66) notes that ‘[t]he verb wonder selects an
indirect question, hence an embedded C marked [+wh]’. Therefore, assuming that
the embedded C is marked [+wh] throughout (4a-d), he first rules out (4a) by
clause B of (2), because its embedded C fails to have a wh-operator in its Spec. In
3
3
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3 contrast, (4b), with who in [Spec, CP], satisfies the Wh-Criterion and is
3 grammatical. (4c) is excluded for the same reason as (4a), plus ‘by whatever
3 principle accounts for the root character of I-to-C movement’ (ibid.).‘ (4d), in3 which who is in [Spec, CP], is also ruled out for the illegitimate I-to-C movement.
3 The important assumption here is that the Wh-Criterion applies at SS in English;
3 hence, unlike languages like Chinese and Japanese, wh·movement in this language
3 camiot wait until LF, where the Wh-Criterion is taken to apply universally (Rizzi
3 l996:65).’
3 . . . . .
3 As for the main clause parad1gm rn (3), since main clauses are not selected
3 (hence C is not specified for [:l:wh]), Rizzi proposes that the locus of [+wh] is I
3 (1996:66). He then suggests that I-to-C movement ‘moves the wh-specification
3 high enough to allow satisfaction of the Wh—Criterion’ (ibid.). Thus, (3a) is ruled
3 out by clause B of (2), since the [+wh] 1, which is realized as has, stays in situ, but3 its specifier is occupied by Mary. Likewise, the Wh-Criterion is not met in either
3 (3b), where who is in [Spec, CP] but has stays in I, or (3c), where has has moved
3 to C, but who remains in its DS position. In contrast, (3d) is well formed with the
3 satisfaction of (2) at the CP level. Incidentally, this is what Rizzi calls ‘agreement
3 as a static configuration, in which a Spec and a head are each independently
3 endowed with a given feature’ (1996:76) as opposed to his ‘dynamic agreement’
3 (ibid.), to which we tum in section 2.4.
3
3 Here is Rizzi’s summary of I-to-C and wh·movement (1996:64):
3 [T]he application of I-to-C movement in this and other similar cases rs
3 enforced in order to satisfy the Wh—Criterion, a general well-formedness
3 condition on wh-structures, which is also ultimately responsible for the
3 SS distribution and LF interpretation ofwh-operators.
3
3
33 I Rizzi & Roberts (1996) as well as Baker (1970) suggest that this should be explained by selection, or lack
3 thereof. That is, I-to-C movement is called for only when the relevant C is unselected; the most typical
3 instance ofthis is a root question, as assumed in the next paragraph ofthe main text.However, Cheng (1997:24-25) argues otherwise; one ofher arguments involves indirect questions in3 subject position. Look at (i).
3 (i) (= Cheng’s (17))
3 Who Ms Tiger despises is obvious.
3 Since subject is not selected, the embedded question in (i) is unselected; I-to-C movement, however, does not
3 take place in this sentential subject.
3 Likewise, concessive clauses, with or without wh-phrases, are all adjuncts and therefore they are notselected either; and yet, concessives with wh-phrases do not employ I-to-C movement. The following are3 from Leech & Svartvik (1975):
3 (ii) She looks pretty, whatever she wears.
3 (iii) She looks pretty, no matter what she wears.
3 Hence, the presence/absence of I-to-C movement appears to be dictated by some principle other than3 selection. —
3
2 Multiple wh-questions in English contain wh-phrases that do not meet the Wh-Criterion at SS. We will tum
3 to this issue in section 2.3.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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2.1. Lack of the first trigger
Given the quote above, we are naturally led to assume that in root wh-questions,
I-to-C movement occurs first, thereby inducing wh-movement. But then, a (
question immediately arises as to what drives this I-to-C movement in the first 1
place, especially under the assumption that it is a last resort operation. On the 1
other hand, if a wh-phrase moves to [Spec, CP] first, thereby inducing I-to-C 1
movement, then, the trigger for the wh-movement becomes mysterious. In the 1
Wh-Criterion account, there does not seem to be any way around this problem? 1
1
2.2 Subject wh-questions (
. . . . 1When we look 1nto the details of R1ZZl’S account based on (2), we encounter even (
more problems. First, the explanation of subject wh—questions seems untenable. (
Rizzi (1996) assumes that the structure of Who loves Mary? is as follows: (
(5) (= Rizzi’s (13b)) 1
[who C [t loves Mary]] (
In this root question that lacks I-to-C movement, the locus of the [+wh] feature is I, 1
but who is in [Spec, CP], so the Wh-Criterion is not met. And yet, the sentence is 1
perfectly grammatical. Why? 1
1
Rizzi’s answer is as follows. Following Chomsky (1957, 1991), Rizzi 1
suggests that Infl lowers to V by affix hopping, and as a result, I and V form a 1
chain. Who, which is originally in a Spec—head agreement configuration with I, 1
moves to [Spec, CP], thereby forming another chain. Rizzi then writes (1996:69): 1
1
Within the standard assumption that agreement is minimally expressed (
by coindexation, the subject trace is coindexed with Infl as well as with 1
who; the latter is coindexed with C°, hence by transitivity, C° is 1coindexed with I°. 1
. . . . 1This rs rllustrated in (6). (
(6) (= Rizzi’s (20)) 1
[Whoi C, [ti I, love- —s Mary]] (
[+wh] (
1
(3 Regarding this problem, the reviewer states that ‘one can interpret Rizzi’s claims in partially (
nonderivational terms: the Wh-Critcrion applies to the output structure (SS in Rizzi’s analysis), not to
intermediate representations.’ If so, however, I-to-C movement and wh-movement cannot be last resort 1
operations in the sense that they ‘must be triggered by the satisfaction of certain quasi-morphological 1
requirements ofthe head’, as quoted earlier from Rizzi (1997), who reintroduces the Wh-Criterion account of 1
the two movement operations in Minimalist terms. (
Following Hiraiwa (2005) and Chomsky (2007), the reviewer also suggests that we ‘can reinterpret (
the analysis in more Minimalist terms, by assuming that the Wh-Criterion (reinterpreted in terms of feature
checking) is checked at the end of the CP phase’ and that within the CP phase, ‘operations are for all intents 1
and purposes simultaneous, so their relative derivational order is not relevant.’ But then, the Wh-Criterion 1
cannot be a direct trigger for either movement, which in turn undermines the Wh-Criterion account under 1discussion. (111
1
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In other words, C comes to possess the [+wh] feature through two instances of
Spec-head agreement, first between who and I at the IP level," and after
wh-movement, between who and C at the CP level. As a result, ‘an agreement
configuration with respect to the feature [wh]’ (1996:76) is achieved between C
and its specifier.
A problem immediately arises, however, with object wh-questions. Consider
(7a) also from Rizzi (1996).
(7) a. Who C° [Mary I° loves t] (= Rizzi’s (21))
b. Who does [Mary t love t]
Here, who cannot form a chain with Mary; if it were coindexed with it, the result
would be a case of strong crossover. Therefore, Rizzi writes (1996:69):
As C° cannot be endowed with the [+wh] feature through chain
formation in this case, the only available device to fulfill the
Wh-Criterion is I-to-C movement [as shown in (7b)].
lndeed, C will come to possess [+wh] in this way, but this I-to-C movement will
also create a chain, which gives rise to the following problem, under the
assumption that the coindexation mechanism employed in (6) will be at work in
this case as well (and it should, if it is not an ad hoc mechanism devised only for
cases like (6)). That is, when I moves to C, it carries not only the [+wh] feature but
also the index of Mary; notice that Mary is in a Spec-head configuration with I
before 1-to-C movement. Then, C (coindexed with Mary) and who (contraindexed
with Mary) in its specifier carmot be coindexed, as is illustrated in (8).
doesj [jp Mafyj fj love li]
If agreement is indeed minimally expressed by coindexation, lack of coindexation
means there is no agreement; then, who and C (after I-to-C movement) in (7b)
cannot agree with each other, failing to meet the Wh-Criterion. If this mismatch of
indices between C and its specifier does not cause any problem (and it doesn’t, as
the well-formedness of (7b) shows), the coindexation of who and C in the account
of (6) loses its foundation. Thus, the full grammaticality of subject wh—questions
like (5) still remains an obstacle to the Wh-Criterion account under considerationf
4 Notice that the Wh-Criterion is met at this point, that is, before the movement ofwho to [Spec, CP]. Rizzi
gives three (theory-intemal) reasons that will prohibit satisfaction of the Wh-Criterion at the IP level and
writes (1996:68-69) that ‘[t]hese technical problems [...] suggest representation [(5)] is to be favored’.
However, he falls to identify the direct trigger for who’s movement to [Spec, CP].5 As the reviewer points out, my criticism here is based on Rizzi’s assumption that subject wh-questions do
not involve inversion. Citing Chomsky (1957), however, he/she writes that this is not necessarily true.
Presenting the example of Who bought that book?, he/she argues that inversion occurs in this sentence as well,
although subsequentAf1ix Hopping (analyzed to be a postsyntactic operation in the sense ofHalle & Marantz
1993) makes it opaque. And he/she concludes that it would be fairly easy to adopt this type of analysis in
Rizzi’s framework.
I am somewhat puzzled by this comment by the reviewer, since even if we adopted this type of
analysis, the problem of a missing trigger would remain the same. That is, there would still be two triggers
needed. If the locus of [+wh] is 1, the proposed I-to-C feature movement would have to precede the
subsequent wh—subject movement, but the question is, what triggers this first movement?
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2.3. Multiple wh-questions
N
Multiple wh-questions are also problematic to the Wh-Criterion account of
wh-movement. As is well known, English allows wh in-situ in multiple
wh-questions. Since the Wh-Criterion is assumed to apply at SS in this language,
Rizzi (1996:70) asks, ‘[W]hy is wh in-situ at all possible?’ Consider the following:
(9) (= Rizzi’s (22b))
What did you give t to whom?
In (9), what and [+wh] C are in a Spec-head configuration, meeting the
Wh-Criterion (if we ignore the lack of agreement between C and its specifier
pointed out for (8)). The problem is the in-situ wh-phrase (to) whom, which is not
in the configuration required by (2), but (9) is nonetheless grammatical.
In order to explain this fact, Rizzi redefines the notion wh-operator as in
(10).
(10) (= Rizzi’s (26))
wh-operator = a wh-phrase in an A-bar-position°
With this definition, (to) whom in (9) no longer poses a problem, since it is in an
A~position, hence does not count as wh-operator at SS. It only moves to an
appropriate scope position in LF by a principle that supersedes (10), ‘according to
which all elements endowed with intrinsic quantificational force are operators at
this level, and must be moved to an appropriate scope position’ (Rizzi 1996, note
5). Thus, (to) whom satisfies the Wh-Criterion at LF.
However, Rizzi also states in his note 5 that (10) holds at DS and SS (but not
at LF). _With this in mind, consider (ll), which represents the structure of (9)before wh-movement but aüer I-to-C movement. N(1 1) did you t give what to whom[+wh]
Notice that what and (to) whom are in A-positions, so they are not wh-operators
under (10). Then, there is no candidate for wh-movement to [Spec, CP], leaving
the actual movement ofwhat in (9) a mystery. Suppose (10) held only at SS. Then,
both what and (to) whom would probably count as wh-operators at DS owing to
their intrinsic [+wh] feature, so both of them should move to [Spec, CP] to meet
the Wh-Criterion at SS. That this is not the case points to a flaw in the proposedanalysis. N6 To accommodate cases such as (i) below, Rizzi (1996) later reünes (10) as in (ii). ’
(i) Which ofthe students borrowed t from you which of the theses?
(ii) wh-operator = a wh-phrase in a scope position
Notice that which ofthe theses, which has undergone heavy-NP shift, is supposedly in an A’—position, and the
Wh-Criterion is irrelevant to it, since it is not in a scope position.
N
11
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1 2.4. Dynamic agreement11 The Wh-Criterion account encounters problems in explaining French facts as well.
1 Consider the French paradigms below from Rizzi (1996) that correspond to (3)1 and (4):
1
1 (12) (= Rizzi’s (39))
1 a. [[Ell a rencontré qui]]1 ' ‘She has met who’
1 b. [Qui [elle a renconté t]]
1 ‘Who she has met?’1 c. *[a-t [elle t rencontré qui]]
1 ‘Has she met who?’
1 d. [Qui a—t [elle trencontré t]]
1 ‘Who has she met?’
(13) (— RIZZI s (40))
1 a. *Je ne sais pas [[elle a rencontré qui]]
1
‘I don’t know she met who.’
1 b. Je ne sais pas [qui [elle a rencontré t]]1 ‘I don’t know who she has met.’
1 c. *Je ne sais pas [a-t [elle trencontré qui]]
1
‘I don’t know has she met who.’
1 d. *Je ne sais pas [qui a—t [elle trencontré t]]
1
‘I don’t know who has she met.’
1 The embedded paradigm in (13) shows exactly the same pattern as the
1 corresponding English paradigm in (4). Noting this, Rizzi concludes that the
1 Wh-Criterion must be satisfied at SS in French as well. lf so, why are the root1 questions in (12a, b) grammatical despite the fact that they do not show the
1 Spec—head configuration required by (2)‘?
1 To answer this question, Rizzi proposes the following option for French:
1 (14) (= Rizzi’s)(41)) 01 wh·op X :> wh-op X
1 [+wh]1
1 This is what Rizzi calls ‘dynamic agreement’, by which a [+wh] specifier endows
1 its head with the [+wh] specification when the latter is not originally so specifiedf
1 With (14), how (12a, b) pass as well-formed questions is explained as follows. In
1 the DS of (12a), neither C nor I has the [+wh] feature, and qui does not qualify as
1 wh-operator under (10); hence, nothing moves before LF, so the Wh-Criterion
1
1 ‘
1
7 If agreement is indeed minimally expressed by coindexation as Rizzi suggests, the coindexation
1 mechanism employed in (6) must be another instance ofthis dynamic agreement; notice that C in (6) can be
1 viewed to receive the [+wh] specification from who in its Spec. Then, (14) should be available to English as
1 well, which gives rise to another difficult question: why, then, are (3a) and (3b) ungrammatical?
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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doesn’t come into play at SS." At LF, because of the principle we saw earlier that ’ 1moves elements with intrinsic quantificational force to their appropriate scope 1
positions, qui moves to [Spec, CP] and gives the [+wh] specification to C by (14); 1the Wh-Criterion is thus met at LF. As for (12b), its DS is identical to that of (12a). 1
Then, qui moves to [Spec, CP] before LF, endowing C with the [+wh] feature by 1(14); hence, the Wh-Criterion comes to be satisfied at SS. 1
1
But what triggers the wh-movement in (12b)? With I and C yet to be 1
endowed with [+wh], satisfaction of the Wh-Criterion cannot be the trigger for this 1
overt movement. Thus, the proposed explanation of the French facts with dynamic 1
agreement must necessarily presuppose wh-movement that is independent of the 1
Wh—Criterion, so the well-formedness of (12b) actually argues against the 1
Wh-Criterion account ofwh-movement. 1
1
2.5. Conclusion · 1
1
For these reasons, it is concluded that the Wh-Criterion account of I-to-C 1
movement and wh-movement camiot be tenable. After all, if these movement 1
operations are to be last resort operations that can cooccur, there have to be two 1
separate triggers for them. The Wh-Criterion account based on (2) provides just 1one, so its failme seems inevitable after all. 1
1
1
3. Optimality Theory 1
1
In this section, we turn to what OT has to say about the motivations for 1wh-movement and I-to-C movement. Specifically, I will examine Ackema & 1
Neeleman (1998), Grimshaw (1997), and Pesetsky (1998). 1
1
3.1. Ackema & Neelman 1998 1
1
In an OT framework, Ackema & Neelman (1998) (henceforth, A & N) motivate 1I-to-C movement by proposing a constraint they call Q-Marking, which is ‘the 1
marking of the proposition as a question’ (p. 446). ‘Since the proposition is 1expressed by VP (under the VP-intemal subject hypothesis)’, they argue, ‘it is VP 1
that must be Q-marked’ (ibid.). They then suggest that for this marking to take 1place, a head-complement configuration, as is illustrated in (15), must be 1
achieved. 1
1
1
8 Rizzi implies that even though (12a) is a root question, its I does not have to be associated with [+wh] at DS 1
precisely because French has the option of (14). Thus, regarding English, which is assumed to lack (14), he 1
writes(1996:76):1
[I]f the feature [wh] is not specified at DS under Infl, the language has no device to introduce it later 1
on, and the structure corresponding to [(12a)] will inevitably violate clause A ofthe Wh-Criterion. 1
But, as is clear üom (12d), the option of [+wh] I at DS is also available to French. Hence, yet another 1question arises. If (14) is available, why does French have I·to-C movement at all? 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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(15) (=A&N’S (3)) .
/\
F[+Q] +-+ VP
Since Q-Marking is ranked higher than all the other constraints relevant to
question formation in English, its satisfaction is virtually obligatory in this
language. The most straightforward example of this is an embedded yes/no
question, such as (16). (In A &
N’s theory, which ties in with Grimshaw’s theory
of extended projection, F is used as a cover label for all functional categories, and
you have seen the soccer match in (16) is analyzed as VP; see their argument on
page 445.)
(16) (= A & N’s (4))
John wonders [PP if [VP you have seen the soccer match]]l +Q.f
Here, the complementizer gf bears the Q-feature, and it takes a VP as its
complement; hence, it Q-marks the VP.
In contrast, as A & N point out, it is not immediately obvious how
Q-Marking is achieved in root wh-questions. In (17), for example, it is what that
carries the Q-feature, not have. It thus appears that the configuration in (15) fails
to be obtained here.
(17) (=A & N’s (5))
[PP What, have, [VP you t, seen t,]]
According to A & N, however, this is not a problem. They argue that
‘if an
XP must be marked for some property, and if a functional head cannot be
inserted, head movement out of XP is required’ (p. 446). Since (17) is a root
question, gr is not available, so have within the VP moves to the relevant head
position. Then, ‘the general mechanism of spec-head agreement’ (ibid.) comes into
play, and the wh-specifier ‘will transfer its Q-feature to the verb, after which this
head is capable of Q-marking its complement’ (ibid.). In this way, both
wh—movement and I-to-C movement (or V—to—F in the case of (17)) are motivated.
If wh-movement alone takes place, the head F position will be empty, failing to
achieve the head-complement configuration in (15). Also, I-to-C movement
without wh—movement cannot satisfy Q—Marking, since the verb then will fail to
receive the Q-feature from the wh-phrase. Therefore, both movement operations
must cooccur.
For this explanation, I would like to raise two problems. First, why isn’t y'
available in root questions? A & N fail to answer it. (I will propose a solution in
section 5.) Second, notice that this explanation crucially relies on the standard
mechanism of Spec-head agreement. As we saw in section 2.2, however, this
mechanism is very problematic. Since have first agrees with you in (17), forcing it
to agree with what is tantamount to forcing you and what to agree. For these
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reasons, it is concluded that A & N’s model too falls short of offering a viableexplanation for wh-movement and I-to-C movement.°
3.2. Grimshaw 1997 —
Building on her own theory of extended projection (Grimshaw 1993, 2000),Grimshaw (1997) argues that I-to-C movement in matrix wh-questions is induced
by the interaction of two constraints, OP-SPEc (OPERAroR in S1·Ec1F1E11) and
_OB-HD (ÜBLIGATORY HEADS). Owing to OP-SPEC, which ‘requires an operator tobe in the specifier from which it takes its scope’ (p. 379), wh-phrases move to
[Spec, CP] (in most cases). Otherwise, this constraint will be fatally violated, as in
the first candidate in Tableau 1 below (p. 378), where the dominance relation of
OP-SPEc » OB-HD » STAY is assumed to hold.‘°
Tableau 1. Matrix interrogatives
Candidates OP—SPEC OB-HD STAY
[,,. DP will [V,. read what]1. C,.
e [,,. DP will [V,. readwhat]]]:‘: ED
_
[CP What ·= t¤· DP WD twmd«·tcp w¤¤tw¤¤· r¤» DP ·=[ twmd aniii
The second and fifthi candidates are also excluded by the violation of OP-SPEC.
OB-HD, the constraint ranked second, stipulates that ‘[a] projection has a
head’ (p. 374), and this constraint becomes relevant once OP-SPEC is satisfied. The
movement of a wh-plrrase necessarily creates a CP layer, whose head position
needs to be filled owing to OB-HD. Fulfilhnent of this constraint is what
distinguishes the wimring candidate (indicated by the index finger) from the only
remainirrg competitor, namely, the candidate in the third row.
Given this explanation, one is led to wonder how it extends to subordinate
interrogatives, in which I-to-C movement does not take place despite obligatory
wh-movement. At this point, two more constraints come into play: CASE (CASE
9 Here the reviewer raises the question of whether the criticism of Rizzi’s coindexation analysis can be .extended to A & N’s analysis of (17), since although Rizzi claims that Spec-head agreement necessarilyinvolves coindexation (i.e., two ageeing items must have the same referential index), A & N do not claimthat this is the case, clearly assuming that Spec~head agreement and coindexation are two separate notions.However, what Rizzi says is that agreement may be expressed by coindexation and that this is a general .assumption; see the first quote fromRizzi (1996) in 2.2 above. In fact, it is this general assumption that ledChomsky (1981) to devise the notionofaccessible SUBJECT (i.e., AGR in finite I, whichagrees with subjectin [Spec, 1P]) in his binding theory. Hence, as long as A& N resort to ‘the general mechanism ofspec-headagreement’ (A & N 1998:446), they too have to face the problems associatedwith the Wh·Criterion account.‘° The constraint called ECONOMY ofMovnmnm is called STAY, which stipulates that ‘trace is not allowed’(Grimshaw 1997:374).
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[ MARKING), which says DPs must be Case-marked, and PURE-EP (PURITY OF
EXTENDED PROJECTION), which is stipulated as:
[ (18) Pure-EP
No adjunction takes place to the highest node in a subordinate extended
[ projection; and no movement takes place into the highest head of a
subordinate extended projection." (p. 394)
[ The. postulation of CASE needs no explanation. The first clause of PURE-EP is
intended to capture the fact that subordinate clauses do not allow adjunction, as is
[ evident in (19) and (20) below (= Grimshaw’s (21) and (22)).
(19) Complement clauses
[ a. It’s probable that in general/most of the time he understands what
is going on.
[ b. *It’s probable in general/most of the time that he understands
what is going on.
[ (20) Adjunct clauses
a. *The people [when you get home [who want to talk to you right
[ away]]...
b. *I graduated [while at college [without having really learned
[ anything]].
The second clause of (18) is for the impossibility of I-to-C movement in temporal
[ adjuncts (= (21a)), relative clauses (= (2lb)), and indirect questions (= (21c)).These are in stark contrast to the obligatory application of inversion in matrix
[ questions such as (21d):
(21) (= Grimshaw’s (23))
[ a. I left when he had/*had he arrived.b. The day when he had/*hadhe arrived.
c. I found out when he had/*had he arrived.
[ d. When *he had/had he arrived?
[ CASE is ranked between OP-SPEC and ÜB—HD, whereas PURE-EP is rankedhighest of all the constraints we have seen above; thus, we obtain the dominance
[ relation ofPURE-EP » OP—SPEC » CASE » OE-HD » STAY.Let us now look at the subordinate interrogative candidates in Tableau 2,
[ which is the relevant part ofGrimshaw’s Tableau 14.
[ H The reference to ‘subordinate’ extended projection seems problcmatic here, and this issue will be taken up
in section 4.
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Tableau 2: Subordinate interrogatives: Candidates that satisfy OP-SPEC
j Candidates PURE-EP OP-S1>Ec CASE OB-HD STAY 1DP wh¤1·¤¤1dP DP DP PP DP V Pm IH j«·— DP wh °1¤’ DP P¤····¤d DP VP DWP P¤···¤-P DP DP V PDTXEXH 1The C in the first candidate cannot accept any element moving into it owing to
PURE-EP; see (21c). In the third candidate (= IP), the wh-phrase moves to [Spec, 1
IP], satisfying OP-SPEC; it should be noted here that OP-SPEC ‘merely requires that
the wh-phrase appear in a specifier position’ (p. 379), as long as it can take scope 1
from that position. In this regard, [Spec, IP] does count as scope position in
Grimshaw’s theory of_extended projection, in which ‘[e]very projection is optional ]and is present only if it is needed. The size of an extended projection is variable
and depends on the effects of grammatical constraints’ (p. 416). At any rate, the
consequence of this wh-movement to [Spec, IP] is that CASE is now violated, 1
because the subject DP ‘is never in a specifier—head relationship with the
Case-marking head’ (p. 396). Therefore, this candidate too is eliminated. The 1wimiing candidate violates OB-HD (in_addition to STAY, which all the candidates
violate), but this constraint is ranked lower than both PURE—EP and CASE, so
thewi neris nonetheless deemed optimal and hence grammatical. Basically, this is
how the distribution of I—to—C movement and wh-movement in English is
explained in Grimshaw (1997). 1
Let me now point out a problem with this explanation. Look at the
exclamative sentences in (22) from Huddleston & Pullum (2002:991) with slight 1
modification.
(22) a. How old they were! 1
b. What games they can play!
These seem to involve wh-movement to specifier position, but I-to-C movement is 1
not induced; hence, OB-HD must be violated here. Noting this, Grimshaw
speculates that English exclamatives are ‘adjunction structures’ (p. 380) along the 1
lines of (23) (= Grimshaw’s (4b)).PP Ä 1ZP Ä 1Spec Ä ]X
YPIfthe wh-phrases in (22) are adjoined like ZP in (23), they won’t create a new
head; hence, OB-HD will be irrelevant. Under this scenario, (22a, b) will
berepresentedas in (24) below.
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] (24) a. [Ip how old [Ip they were t]]
l b. [Ip what games [Ip they can play t]]]
] But then how old and what games, which are syntactic operators, now violate
] OP-SPEC, the highest ranked constraint in Tableau 1, since they are no longer in
l specifier position, but in adjoined position. One might dismiss this by saying the
l wh-phrases in (24) can still take scope from the adjoined positions. If so, however,
l it becomes unclear why this option is not available to matrix interrogatives; notice
j that (24a, b), as opposed to How old were they? and What games can they play?,
j are ungrammatical as matrix interrogatives. The OT model under discussion will
j be hard-pressed to answer this question.
l When we look at subordinate exclamatives, the problem becomes clearer.
l Consider the examples in (25) below, also from Huddleston & Pullum (ibid.) with
j slight modification.
l (25) a. She forgot how old they were.
j b. I know what games they can play.
] According to Huddleston & Pullum, the embedded wh-clauses in these examples
] are ambiguous between interrogative and exclamative interpretation. Now, if
l exclamatives have adjunction structures, (25a, b) under exclamative reading will
l be analyzed as in (26a, b), which violate PURE-EP, the highest ranked constraint in
j Tableau 2. Hence, these sentences should be ungrammatical, contrary to fact.
] (26) a. She forgot [lp how old [Ip they were t]]
l b. I know [Ip what games [Ip they can play t]]
]
j A reasonable interpretation of this fact is that how old and what games here are in
] [Spec, CP], but then, they should be in [Spec, CP] in matrix exclamatives as well.
] Thus, the mysterious absence of I-to—C movement in (22) comes to the fore again,
l suggesting a theoretical hole in Grimshaw’s analysis.
Creating construction-specific tableaux by referring to the interrogative/
] exclamative distinction might offer an easy way out here, but Grimshaw writes (p.
] 398)
j The essential property of the solution for inversion is that each
com onent princi le is fully general: none of the principles is s ecific to] P P P
j interrogatives or to inversion, for example. In fact, there is no theory of
] inversion; it is just the result of ÜB—HD, whose effects are seen whenever
] the effects of PURE—EP do not obscure them.
]
j Thus, Grimshaw’s model as is cannot seem to avoid the problem pointed out in
j this section.
]
] 3.3. Pesetsky 1998
]
l Another OT-based model that deals with the distribution of wh-movement and
j I-to-C movement is that of Pesetsky (1998). In this work, Pesetsky proposes that
]
]
]
]
1
1
1
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‘the laws of movement are independent of the principles that determine 1pronunciation [...] and that the principles determining pronimciation form a 1coherent and possibly distinct subsystem of grammar’ (p. 338). There are several 1constraints that come into play in this subsystem, and they interact in an optimality 1theoretic fashion, determining which words to (not) pronounce. Pesetsky discusses 1relative constructions extensively and extends the same analysis to interrogative 1constructions. In what follows, therefore, I will mostly examine how his theory 1explains facts about relative clauses. 1‘ At the outset, we should note the following view by Pesetsky on Russian, 1English, and French (p. 368), which forms the underlying assumption for the 1ensuing discussion. 1
[. . .] the structures and movement patterns in the Russian CP system can 1be viewed as identical ·with English and French. The pronunciation 1patterns, however, are interestingly different. 1
The following constraints will also be directly relevant. 1
(27) Left Edge(CP) (LE(CP)): The first pronounced word in CP is the 1complementizer (p. 34l)." 1
(28) Telegraph (TEL): Do not pronounce function words (p. 344). 1
Let us start with French. Constraints (27) and (28) are ranked as in (29) in 1this language. 1
(29) LE(CP) » TEL
1Pesetsky gives the following tableau, where strike-outs indicate non-pronunciation, 1
which he sometimes calls ‘deletion a purely phono1ogicalnotion’ (p. 339): 11Tableau 3. 1
1
Candidates LE(CP) TEL 1
1 Nm er 1*l’homme [CP qui que je comiais] 1
‘the man who that I know’ V ’» 1··· 1
1*1’homme [CP qui que je connais] Q Qi 1
¤· l’homme [cp qui que je connais] V11, 1
*l’homme [CP qui que je connais] 1
The first candidate has qui, a relative pronoun, as the first word in its CP, violating 1LE(CP). It also violates TEL with the complementizer que. The second candidate, 1which has qui in [Spec, CP], doesn’t obey LE(CP), whereas que in the third · 1candidate is against TEL. Neither qui nor que is pronounced in the CP of the 1
1
U A second version of LE(CP) is also introduced in Pesetsky (1998), but it is ignored here, since it is not 1directly relevant to the present discussion. 1
1
1
1
1
1
l
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i fourth candidate, which thus violates LE(CP) while satisfying TEL. Under (29),l therefore, the third candidate comes out as the winner.
In English, the following pronunciation possibilities are observed.
( (30) a. *wh complementizerb. wh
c. wh complementizer
l - d. wh
That is, only the combination of a pronounced wh-word and a pronounced
l complementizer, namely (30a), is excluded. Pesetsky captures this by introducing
( the concept of a ‘constraint tie’, which is defmed as (31).
l (31) (= Pesetsky’s (24))
l The output of a set of tied constraints is the union of the outputs of eveTY
( possible ranking of those constraints.
l In English, LE(CP) and TEL are said to form a constraint tie, LE(CP) = TEL. (30b,
( c, d) violate no more than one constraint (i.e., (30b, d) violate LE(CP), and (30c)
TEL) and are considered equally optimal when compared with (30a), whichl
( violates both LE(CP) and TEL. This state of affairs is described in Tableau 4.( Tableau 4
l Candidates LE(CP) TEL
l r whwmpßmeeieerl
( r ~‘*¤¤m¤‘¤m¤¤“wmereemeereri
In the case of Russian, as far as nominative and accusative relative pronouns
l are concemed, the following pronunciation possibilities are obtained. Notice that
l (32d), unlike (30d) in English, is impossible.
l (32) a. *wh complementizer
l b. wh
c. wh complementizer
d.*whl
( To capture this, another constraint is called for:
l (33) Deletion in CP Principle (DCP) (= Pesetsky’s (42))
( The head or specifier of a CP may be deleted only if that CP is a -
( complement.
(
DCP was originally devised to capture the following fact about complementizer
rhaz.
1
1
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1
(34) (= Pesetsky’s (35)) 1a. Sue believes [that the world is round].
b. Sue believes [that the world is round]. 1
c. [That the world is round] is believed by everyone. 1
d. *[ZPhat the world is round] is believed by everyone. 1
Notice that the non-pronunciation of that is possible only when the CP it heads is a 1
complement. 1
Retuming to Russian, the tableau below is obtained for the pronunciation 1
possibilities in (32), under the assumption that DCP is ranked lower than the 1constraint tie of LE(CP) = TEL in this language.
1Tableau 5 1
Candidates LE(CP) TEL DCP 1
*whcomplementizer-··i 1~r Wh eemeemerret3 C* 16- whcomplementizer Spec, CP* 1
*wh C* 1
Spec, CP*! 1
Since relative clauses are adjuncts, DCP virtually requires that both C and its 1
specifier be pronounced as in the first candidate, but double violation of the 1
higher-ranked LE(CP)-TEL constraint tie renders this candidate nonetheless 1
undesirable. The remaining three candidates each violate either LE(CP) or TEL 1
singly, so the winner(s) gets determined by DCP. The second and third candidates 1violate DCP once, whereas the fourth twice. Hence, the second and third
candidates are both deemed equally optimal." 1
To summarize, French, English, and Russian all share the following relative 1
clause structure, but they show surface differences owing to their different 1
pronunciation possibilities ofwh-word and complementizer: 1
(35) [CP wh complementizer t ...]] 1
Regarding this explanation, I would like to make the following two 1
comments. First, in this system, in which deletion is considered a purely 1
phonological operation, candidates that lose by failing to delete words or by 1
pronouncing words that are supposed to be deleted should just be phonologically 1deviant but syntactically well formed. That is, their ill—formedness should be
1
13 At this point, one is led to wonder why (30d) (= wh ) is allowed in English, which is also 1
assumed to have the constraint ranking of LE(CP) = TEL » DCP. The answer offered by Pesetsky is that 1
relative clauses that exhibit the prommciation possibilities of (30), e.g., (the person) whom/that I met, are
complements, not adjuncts. This solution seems ad hoc, but I will not discuss it in this article. 1
1
1
1
1
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11 comparable to that of, say, (36b), which is a phonologically unnatural version of
1 (36a). (Capitalized syllables are intended to receive primary stress.)
1 (36) a. THIS is a graMMAtical SENtence.
1 b. *This is A grammatiCAL senTENCE.
1 (Radford 1988:4)
1 Compare (36b) with (37), which is the only candidate that is less than optimal in1 (30). The question is, is the deviance of (37) of the same nature as that of (36b)?
1
1 (37) *the person whom that I met.
1
1 The answer seems negative, but this judgment may not be shared by all. (In fact,
1 relative clauses containing sequences of overt relative pronoun and( complementizer were found in earlier stages ofEnglish and are still found in other
1 languages, such as Canadian French and Dutch (Radford 1988:486)). There are,( however, cases that suggest more directly that the deviance of losing candidates in
1 Pesetsky’s system must be different from that of phonologically ill-formed1 examples like (36b). To see this, let us look at yet another constraint:
1
1 (38) Recoverability (REC) (= Pesetsky’s (14))( A syntactic unit with semantic content must be pronounced unless it has
1 a sufticiently local antecedent.
1 REC, which is ranked higher than all the constraints we have seen above, explains,1 for example, why the non-pronunciation of a pied-piped wh-expression, unlike that
1 of a single wh-word, is disallowed. In this connection, observe the following1 French examples from Pesetsky (p. 342).
1
1 • „ • ,(39) a. *l’homme avee—qui que j’a1 danse
1 b. l’homme qui que je cormais
1 „ „ • ,( c. l’homme avec qui que _],8l danse
1 Pesetsky writes (ibid.):
1
1 REC blocks deletion of avec qui, since the head of the relative
— while
1 it is an antecedent for qui — is not an antecedent for avec qui [as in
1 (39a)]. Avec qui has no sufficiently local antecedent and has semantic1 content. Qui in [(39b)], by contrast, is deletable because the head of the
1 relative is its antecedent, and the declarative complementizer que in1 [(39c)] is deletable because it lacks semantic content.
1
1 The same explanation is then extended to relative clauses with pied piping in1 English (p. 349).
1
1 With this much in mind, consider the nature of the deviance of (40a, b).
1 (40) a. *the school that I went1 b. *the school I went
1
1 These are cases of c-selection — hence syntactic — violation, quite different from1 the phonological violation of (36b). Notice that the deviance of (40a, b) stems
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1(41) a. I went [PP to the school]. 1
b. *1 went [DP the school]. 1. . . 1But v1olat1on of REC also creates the same surface forms as (40a, b) (1.e., the 1school t6—whieh that I went and the school I went, respcctively). And 1yet, it is practicalhw impossible to interpret these as cases ofphonological deviance, 1_just as it would to ir1terpretI loveyou as a phonologically less than optimal version 1of I don 't love you (i.e., I donlt love you)." These facts thus cast doubt on the 1credibility of the phonological deletion system under discussion, which in turn 1makes it at least possible to regard (37) as a syntactically ill-formed example also. 11Second, and more importantly, Pesetsky (1998) fails to provide any syntactic 1
motivation for any movement operation, since his work is only concemed with 1how a given sentence gets pronounced. For example, the pronunciation 1
possibilities of the indirect question in (42) are discussed in relation to DCP and 1TEL (1998:355), but the movement of when and the lack of inversion are simply 1
taken for granted. 1
. . 1(42) a. *[When that Peter will come] is unknown. 1b. [When that Peter will come] is unknown. 1
As to I-to-C movement, Pesetsky proposes the universal in (43) below by 1supposing ‘that the laws of movement allow both left-adjunction and 1
right-adjunction to C, but not "substitution" for C’ (p. 339). He then writes, ‘It 1would then fall to principles of pronunciation to tell us that when the verb is 1
1
1
N A word of caution is in order here. As the reviewer correctly points out, there is simply no pretheoretical 1way to determine whether the deviance of a given sentence is syntactic or phonological; only a theory of 1phonology can tell us whether a given string is deviant for phonological reasons, and only a theory ofsyntax 1can tell us whether it is deviant for syntactic reasons, Therefore, the fact that the ill-formedness of (41b) can 1also be explained in syntactic terms cannot be used as a ground for arguing against Pesetsky’s phonological 1theory.
I agree with the reviewer in princüzle, but not in practice, at least in the case at hand. Notice that 1examples like (37) and (40b), unlike (36b), are generally excluded for syntactic reasons, The standard 1assumption is that these examples are violations of the Doubly Filled Comp Filter and c-selection, 1respectively. And given another standard assumption that PF comes into play only after overt syntax, I feel 1the proposed phonological theory redundant unless it is somehow guaranteed that what is fed into PF üom 1overt syntax is always well formed (which seems impossible). This is so because, in theory, for all 1syntactically deviant sentences, we could always devise a phonological explanation as well (in optimality 1theoretic temas or not). For example, a syntactically ill—fom1ed sentence like (i) below could also receive a 1phonological explanation for its deviance, along the lines of (ii): 1(i) *I is a tudent1
(ii) PF operation ofgiving the right pronunciation to be malfunctioned. 1Thus, it seems superfluous to develop a phonological theory totally independently of a syntactic one unless _ 1its application is limited only to syntactically well-formed sentences like (36a, b). Notice also that if the 1proposed phonological theory were accepted, it would become practically impossible to maintain the clear 1distinction between (36b) (= phonologically deviant) and (i) (= syntactically deviant) in terms of nature of 1deviance, which I think is rather unforttmate. Hence, I must conclude here that a theory like the one under 1discussion is notd sirabl .1
1
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1
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1 left-adjoined to C, the complementizer is not pronounced’ (ibid.). Subsequently,
1 he reaches the generalization in (44).
1 (43) Verb-adjunction universal
1 a. OK [cp that verb ...] b. *[Cp verb that]
1 (44) (= Pesetsky’s (7))
1 If the complementizer heading CP cannot be pronounced at the edge of. CP, it is unpronounced.1
1 Pesetsky (pp. 338-39) argues that Irish exhibits the pattern represented in (43a)1 and German the pronunciation pattern of [verb that] and that in this respect,1 English is the same as German. But here again, the existence of the syntactic verb
1 movement per se is simply taken for granted.
1 We might entertain the idea of relating constraint interactions to movement1 operations, as in Grimshaw (1997). This, however, would go directly against1 Pesetsky’s view that the principles that determine pronunciation are independent
1 of the laws ofmovement. Moreover, if principles that determine pronunciation are
1 indeed independent of the laws of movement, syntax as we know it may lose its
1 raison d’étre, for it will give rise to the following consequence: no matter what
1 happens in syntax, its effect doesn’t directly get reflected in PF. This in tum makes
1 it possible to argue that all languages are syntactically identical (not just in relative1 clause construction, but in all constructions), but they show their surface1 differences owing to their different pronunciation rules. Then we simply end up
1 doing in phonology what we used to do in syntax, but in so doing, we lose the
1 distinction between phonological and syntactic ill-formedness, as I pointed out in
1 note 14. Since the distinction seems real, I must conclude the phonological theory
1 under consideration should be dropped, no matter what predictions it makes about
1 matrix and embedded wh-questions.
1
1
1 4. Pesetsky & Torrego 20011
1 A strikingly different proposal about I-to—C movement is offered by Pesetsky &
1 Torrego (henceforth, P & T) (2001). In the spirit of the Minimalist Program
1 (Chomsky 2000, 2001), they argue that uninterpretable features with the EPP
1 property drive movement operations. More specifically, C in matrix clauses in1 English can have an uninterpretable T feature (uT) and an uninterpretable1 wh-feature (uWh), both with the EPP property. When uT and uWh are present in
1 matrix C, they are said to trigger T—to-C (= I-to-C) movement and wh-movement,
1 respectively. The formation of object wh-questions like What will Mary buy? is
1 thus explained by this particular feature composition of C; uT [+EPP] attracts will,
1 and uWh [+EPP] what.
1 This explanation doesn’t extend to subject wh-questions (e.g., Who bought
1 the book?), however, since these lack overt T-to-C movement. To solve this
1 problem, P & T make an innovative suggestion regarding the nature of the
1 nominative case, as in (45) below.
1
1
1
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(45) (= P & T’s (8)) 1
Nominative case is uT on D. 1
Under this assumption, subject DPs, including wh-subjects, in finite clauses are 1viewed to have uT. Therefore, when subject wh-expressions, which also have the (
wh-feature, move to [Spec, CP], they meet the demands of C’s uT [+EPP] and (
uVVh [+EPP] simultaneously. This is why, P & T argue, T-to-C movement isn’t (
called for in subject wh·questions." (
For this explanation to hold water, however, the following assumptions must 1
also be made. First, deletion ofuninterpretable features waits ‘until the completion 1
of a CP’ (p. 360), which is comparable to Chomsky’s notion of ‘phase’ (Chomsky 1
2000, 2001). To see this, let usconsider the derivation of Who bought the book?. 1The subject DP (i.e., who) must first be attracted to [Spec, TP] from [Spec, VP], as (
shown in (46). (
(46) (= P & T’s (9)). 1
[TP [DP subject, uili, rp], [T, mp] [t-subjecti bought the book]] 11
This movement is induced by the uninterpretable rp-features (mp) with the EPP 1
property on T. Regarding (46), P & T write (p. 361): 1
The ucp-features on T are marked for deletion once a syntactic 1relationship has been established with DP’s interpretable cp-features. (
This also allows uT on DP to be marked for deletion; but, as noted, final (
erasure of this feature can be delayed at least as long as the CP cycle. (
If the uT on DP disappears at this stage, it won’t be able to satisfy the uT on C 1
when the DP moves to [Spec, CP] later in the derivation. Hence, the notion of 1‘marked for deletion’ is needed until the completion of a CP. 1
Second, the following Economy Condition must be assumed as well: 1
(47) (= P & T’s (6)) 1
A head H triggers the minimum number of operations necessary to (
satisfy the properties (including EPP) of its uninterpretable features. (
This is because without (47), the following example should also be accepted as 1
another unmarked realization of the subject wh-question under discussion: 1
(48) *W“ho did buy the book? 1
In (48), uT on C is satisfied by did, and uWh by who. That is, two operations are 1involved to meet the feature requirement of C. But since who, being subject, (
carries nominative case, it can also delete C’s uT on its own, under (45). Thus, for (
the deletion of uT and uWh on C, this single operation of subject movement to 1
[Spec, CP] suffices, which in tum renders (48) illegitimate, under (47). 1
1———-———— 1
15 Can an uninterpretable feature satisfy the needs of another uninterpretable feature? The answer seems to 1
be no, an issue to which we tum later when we discuss (64)-(68). (
1
1
11 1
1
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In embedded wh-questions, T—to-C movement is not observed, as shown in
[ (49) below.
(49) (= P & T’s (47a, b))
[ a. Bill asked what Mary bought.
b. *Bill asked what did Mary buy.
[ P & T explain this by postulating that the feature composition of C in embedded
wh-clauses is uT [-EPP] and uWh [+EPP]. Since HT on C is specified as [-EPP]
[ here, what is needed for the deletion of this feature is simply Agree (Chomsky
2000) without displacement.
[ Equally innovative in P & T’s proposal and directly relevant to the present
discussion is their analysis of that that is usually regarded as a complementizer.
[ They suggest this that is ‘an instance ofT that has moved to C’ (p. 371). Therefore,
in a wh-question like What didJohn say that Mary will buy?, that is analyzed as a
[ realization of T, forming a chain with will. In other words, both the head and tail
of this chain are pronounced in this example; according to P & T, putting aside the
[ question of why the head of the chain is realized as that, not will, will in this caseis an element comparable to a resumptive pronoun (p. 372). See (50) below, which
[ illustrates this point.
(50) (= P & T’s (29))
[ What, did John say [cp t-what, [T that], + [C, HT, Hällh] [TP Mary will,
buy t-what,]]?
[ Will, which has the tense feature, moves to the embedded C and gets realized as
that. This operation satisfies uT [+EPP] on C and deletes it. (In P &
T’s proposal,
[ embedded declarative clauses in Standard English always have uT [+EPP]; see
their summary on p. 381.) What moves to the specifier position of this C on its
[ way to the matrix [Spec, CP], deleting uWh [+EPP] on C at each stop.
Notice, however, that wh-questions like (50) also have that-less versions,
[ such as (51).
(51) (= P & T’s (35))
[ What did Sue say [CP Mary will buy _ ]?
[ Here, the absence of that indicates that will does not move. Then, what deletes uT[+EPP] on the embedded C? P & T suggest that ‘the nominative subject does this
[
j0b’ (p. 374). According to them, the derivation of (51) thus proceeds as in (52).
(52) (= P & T’s (36)) '
[ What, did Sue say [CP t-[what, +wh], [Mary, HT], [C, HT, HWh] [TPt—Mary, will buy t-what,]].
[ Notice that the embedded C exhibits two specifiers in this derivation. The inner
one gets occupied by the nominative subject Mary, which moves there and deletes
[ C’s uT as well as its own; this is possible under (45), coupled with the assumptionthat Mary’s case feature is only ‘marked for deletion’ in [Spec, TP] (and another
[ assumption we tum to in the discussion of (64) and (65) later). The outer one
QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
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what then moves on to the matrix [Spec, CP]. j
In sum, there are two operations that can delete uT on C: T-to-C movement
and nominative subject movement. Between these options, however, there is one 1important difference in the consequences. In the former case, the tense feature on
T, being interpretable, does not delete even after the completion of a CP, whereas juT on nominative subject eventually does. P & T argue that this is the reason for
the contrast in grammaticality between the following twosentences:(53)
(= P & T’s (62))
a. [That Sue will buy the book] was expected by everyone. jb. *[Sue will buy the book] was expected by everyone.
The sentential subject in (53b) is a CP in which uT on C is deleted by the jnominative subject Sue at the end of this CP cycle. At the same time, Sue’s uT also
deletes. As a result, this CP becomes, in a way, ‘caseless’. On the other hand, uT
on C of the sentential subject in (53a) gets deleted by T-to-C movement. Since T, 1
now realized as that in C, has the interpretable tense feature (which does not
delete), the whole CP can be regarded as nominative under (45). Hence, it is 1possible for this CP to function as sentential subject, just like ordinary DP subjects.
And these characterizations of (53a, b) are what P & T consider ‘the novelty of 1[their] claim’ (p. 385).
In order to see exactly how this ‘nominative CP’, as opposed to ‘caseless CP’, 1is allowed to appear in subject position, we need to turn to the following condition,
which P & T call the ‘Match Condition’ (p. 383). j
(54) (= P & T’s (61))
If a head H enters an Agree relation with a set of phrases K, each 1syntactic feature of H must be present on some member of K (not
necessarily with the same value, including value for EPP). j
Consider (53b) again. The bracketed CP originates in the complement position of
expected; this CP has interpretable cp-features of its own, but not uT at this point in 1the derivation (since it already has been deleted upon the completion of the CP).
The matrix T has the interpretable tense feature as well as urp with the EPP jproperty, but it cannot attract this CP (which lacks uT) owing to (54). On the other
hand, the bracketed CP in (53a) still has the relevant tense—feature in addition to its
cp-features when it is merged with expected. Therefore, the Match Condition is met 1
between the matrix T and this CP, which in tum allows a successful attraction of
the CP by the matrix T. 1
This explanation for the contrast between (53a) and (53b) now forces P & T
to speculatively propose (55) below, about feature life span. 1
(55) (= P & T’s (67))
jA feature F on ot marked for deletion disappears at the end of the CP
cycle unless F on ot is an attractor [. . .] and is [—EPP].1
1
I
I
I
I
I
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I (S5) is necessary because subject wh-questions, in contrast to the bracketed CP in
I (53b), can fimction as sentential subjects; look at (56).
I (56) (= P & T’s (66))
I [Which person read the book] is not known.
I Ir1 the derivation of the bracketed CP in (S6), the nominative subject which person
I moves to [Spec, CP] and deletes uT on C as well as its own, as noted earlier.
I Therefore, this CP, which lacks T—to-C movement, doesn’t count as nominative;I hence, under (54), the matrix T shouldn’t be able to agree with it, much less attract
I it from the complement position of known. However, this is contrary to fact, as the
I full grammaticality of (56) shows.
I To solve this problem, P & T tum to the [:I:EPP] distinction of uT on C
I between embedded declarative clauses ([+EPP]) and embedded wh-clausesI ([-EPP]). In the bracketed CP of (53b), which is a declarative clause, uT on C is
I [+EPP] and therefore it doesn’t qualify for the unless-clause in (SS). Neither doesI uT on the nominative subject Sue, since it is not an attractor. Therefore, they both
I delete upon the completion of the CP. On the other hand, the C of the bracketed
I CP in (S6) has uT [-EPP] (see (49)), as well as uWh [+EPP], and attracts whichI person. Hence, this uT qualifies for the unless-clause in (55) and therefore it
I doesn’t delete even at the end of the CP cycle, virtually rendering the CP
I nominative. This is why (S6) is accepted as a grammatical sentence, just as (53a)I is."
II Thus, I—to-C (= P & T’s T—to-C) movement and wh-movement are given
I separate triggers in P & T (2001); the former is viewed to be driven by uT [+EPP]
I and the latter by uWh [+EPP]. Furthermore, the lack of inversion in embeddedI wh-clauses is explained by their postulation that uT on C in this environment is
I [—EPP]. As to the lack of inversion in matrix subject wh-questions, it is attributed
I to their proposal that nominative case is uT on D.
I I would like to raise three questions with this explanation. First, if
I nominative case is indeed a realization of the tense feature on D and that-clause inI (53a) is nominative, why can this ‘nominative clause’ appear in object position, as
I in (S7), without causing case clash?
I (57) Everyone expected [that Sue will buy the book].
I
I Likewise, if the tense feature on C in the bracketed CP in (56) doesn’t delete andI therefore this CP too counts as nominative, how can it appear in accusative
I position, as in (S8)?
I (58) Nobody knows [which person read the book].
I
I I6 This means that the relevant uT will survivc to LF, but if so, it will violate the ‘principle of full
I interpretation (or FI)’ (Chomsky 1986:98) at that interface. Technically speaking, therefore, (S6) should still
I be ungrammatical, contrary to fact.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1
One might argue that verbs don’t assign case to CPs, so there is no case clash in 1
these examples. However, even in environments where accusative case is clearly 1
· assigned, the expected case clash isn’t observed. Look at (59). 1
(59) They will ask [this question] and (also) [what makes a car a classic]. 1
1
Here, a wh-clause is coordinated with a DP. Given the fact that verbs don’t assign 1
case only to one member of coordinated phrases (see (60a, b) below), we are led to 1conclude that the wh-clause in (59) must be in accusative case position. 1
1
(60) a. It is possible to love her and (also) him. 1
b. *1t is possible to love her and (also) he. 1
1
Still, it might be argued that CPs, unlike DPs, don’t require case to be 1
legitimate syntactic objects and therefore they don’t assume case even when they 1
appear in case position; that is, case is simply irrelevant to CPs. If so, however, it 1
will be contradictory to claim that the bracketed CP subjects in (53a) and (56) are 1
nominative; remember that in P &
T’s theory, these CPs enter into an Agree 1
relation with T in terms of the tense feature (= nominative case feature), just as 1
nominative DPs do." 1
The fact that there is no case clash obseryed in examples like (57-59) 1
suggests that the bracketed CPs in them are not nominative. Moreover, the fact 1
that they can appear in non-case position, as shown in (61) and (62) below, 1suggests that they don’t need case to be legitimate in the first place. (In fact, 1
following Pesetsky (1983), Chomsky (1986) specifically argues that the 1
ungrammaticality of (62b) is due to w0nder’s inability to assign case.) 1
1
(61) a. 1 hope that Sue will buy the book. 1
b. *1 hope it. 1
(62) (= Chomsky’s (62ii) and (63ii)) 1
a. 1 wonder what time it is. 1
b. *1 wonder the time. 1
1
Thus, the claim that sentential subjects are nominative seems to lack solid grounds. 1This in turn casts doubt on P & T’s characterization of the tense feature as 1nominative case feature and also their explanation of T-to-C movement based on 1
this characterization. 1
Second, the notion of ‘marked for deletion’ as is laid out in P & T (2001) 1
also seems problematic. As was noted earlier, they suggest and adopt the 1
hypothesis that ‘the final disappearance of an uninterpretable feature marked for 1deletion may quite regularly wait until the completion of a CP’ (p. 360). If so, 1
object wh-questions would become troublesome, since the uninterpretable case 1
1
1
17 In addition to T that is responsible for nominative case assignment, P & T (2004) introduce into their 1
theory another instance of T, i.e., To (as opposed to TS, which is the traditional T), by assuming that 1
accusative case is also an instance ofuninterpretable T. But problematic cases like (57-59) remain the same 1
as before, since the embedded clauses of these examples are now simply viewed to engage in accusative 1
feature checking with Tg instead ofV in this extended theory. 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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( feature on the wh-object, as well as uT on C, would then remain alive until thecompletion of the CP. To see this, consider (63) (= (49a)).
I (63) Bill asked what Mary bought.
I In this example, the embedded C has uT [-EPP] and uWh [+EPP], and to satisfy
( this latter feature, what, with its accusative case feature only marked for deletion,moves to the embedded [Spec, CP]. As for uT (= nominative case feature) on C,
( although it is in an Agree relation with T, its deletion too waits until the
completion of the CP. Hence, the situation obtains before the completion of the
I embedded CP that the head C has the nominative case feature and its specitier
( accusative. Therefore, case clash is expected, but it is not observed.
If we adopt Chomsky’s (2001) proposal that vP, as well as CP, is a phase,
I however, we may be able to avoid this problem by supposing that the
uninterpretable case feature on the wh—object is deleted within the vP phase. Then,
I we could argue that when the wh-object moves to [Spec, CP], it does so without
( the accusative case feature, precluding the possibility of case clash with thenominative C head.
I However, the following problem still seems inevitable. Remember that the
( uT [+EPP] on C in Who bought the book? was deleted by the nominative subject
who, which moved from [Spec, TP] to [Spec, CP]. But notice that this C is similar
( to a nominative DP in that it too possesses uT. Therefore, under the assumption
that uninterpretable features establishes an Agree relationship with corresponding
I interpretable features (Chomsky 2000:123-24), this C must agree with
( interpretable tense feature, or zT, of T. And this is indeed what happens in anobject wh-question like What will Mary buy?. (64) below indicates the stage of the
( derivation of this sentence where uT on Mary and 1T on will agree, and (65)
illustrates the next stage where C’s uT agrees with 1T on T (which undergoes head
I movement).
( (64) Ä( DP T*
I (iI Mary T VP
[uT] | ( >I will buy what
( UT]
I
I
I‘I
I
I
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TP
I Q
[uT] DP T’ II ZSMary T VP II Q I_ will buy what[IT] I
But the wh-subject in Who bought the book? has uT, not zT; hence, just the
movement ofwho to C cannot delete uT on C in this subject wh-question. I
(Perhaps) to solve this problem, P & T resort to the following assumption: I‘Since the features of the head are shared by its projections, a nominative DP
moved to [Spec, CP] can delete uT on C in the same way that T moved to C can’
I(p. 361). What P & T seem to be suggesting here is the following. T’s 1"T with the
ability to delete uT gets shared by the nominative subject in [Spec, TP], which
Ilater moves to [Spec, CP] and deletes uT on C. If this assumption is true, what in
(50), repeated below as (66), should assume the embedded C’s tense feature borne
by that, because it stops at the embedded [Spec, CP] to delete this C’s uWh [+EPP] I
on its way to the matrix [Spec, CP].
I(66) (= (50))
Wl'latI .lOhI] say [gp l—Wh0tI [T thatjlj 'l' [C, [Ip Mary
Ibuy t-what,]]?
Since that in the bracketed CP is the head of the chain it forms with will, it should I
have the interpretable tense feature that never deletes (which makes possible
sentential subjects with that, but not ones without it, as we saw in (53)). lf this Ifeature is shared by what when this wh—phrase stops at [Spec, CP] (and it should if
the feature sharing operation assumed above is not an ad hoc mechanism that Iworks only for T and its Spec), it should block T·to-C movement in the matrix
clause, under (47). Hence, the expected derivation should be along the lines of I(67) below, not (66).
(67) [What, [C, a€l?, awk] [TP John say [CP t-what, [T that], + [C, aT, awk] I
[TP Mary will, buy t-what,]]]]?
I(67), however, only leads to an ungrammatical sentence, as shown in (68).
(68) *What John said that Mary will buy? I
Hence, P & T’s analysis of T-to—C movement, just like Rizzi’s Wh-Criterion ·
Iaccount of (8) in section 2.2, cannot seem tenable in this respect as well.‘“
Is In Chomsky (2000), the form of uninterpretable features is determined by corresponding interpretable
features through Agree. Therefore, if Agree strictly requires pairs of an interpretable and uninterpretable
I
l
l
l
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l . . . . . .( Fmally, with regard to postulating different feature compositions for C
( depending on its enviromnent (i.e., uT [+EPP] in matrix clauses, but uT [-EPP] in
( embedded), P & T state in their note 43 that ‘one wants the reference to
( "embedded" versus "matrix" clauses to follow from other properties of the theory’.
( This is very true because otherwise, one would be hard—pressed to explain the
( following facts. Remember that the grammaticality of (53a), repeated below as
( (69), was due to P &
T’s proposed analysis of that as the head of the chain it forms
with will; in this wa , the inte retable tense feature of T, which is comparable toi y . .
( the nominative case feature, comes to head the bracketed CP, virtually rendenngthe CP a nominative clause.l
J (69) [That Sue will buy the book] was expected by everyone.
l . . . .Hence this CP as opposed to its that-less variant (which IS ‘caseless’), can( 9 9
function as subject.l
J What is puzzling, however, is the ungrammatical status of (70).
J . . .( (70) *[Wh1ch book did John read] 1S not known.
J In the bracketed CP of this example, did (with the interpretable tense feature)J moves to C via T-to-C movement. Then, (70) should also count as nominative, justJ as the sentential sub'ect in 69 does; this, however, is contrary to fact. The onlyJ . .J wa to exclude 70 in P & T’s theory IS to st1pulate that the C that heads anV . .J embedded wh-clause has uT [-EPP], while C that heads a matrix wh-clause doesJ uT [+EPP]. But without first defining ‘II'13t1’lX’ and ‘embedded’ clauses inJ structural (or featural) terms, this argument will simply be circular.‘°
l
(
feature for this reason, we cannot maintain the account that P & Toffer for the distinction between (53a) That
Sue will buy the bookwas expected by everyone and (53b) *Sue will buy the book was expected by everyone,J since although the sentential subject in (53a) is said to have nominative case (manifested on that?), it is in fact
1T, not uT. Thus, we have an agreeing pair of(fl', il') between the matrix T and its Spec, which shouldn’t be
permitted.J However, for P & T, who do adopt the notion ofAgree (see the discussion of (49)), [zkinterpretable]J distinction (and manifestation) of features do not seem necessary for Agree to take place. To give more
l examples, nominative case is postulated to be uT onD in (45), but in (53a), 1T (which doesn’t delete) on that
( adjoined to C is regarded as nominative case. Moreover, it is also never clear how uT on matrix interrogative
C, upon agreeing with ff on T, manifests its nominative case. In What will Mary buy?, is nominative caseJ manifested on will (in addition to Mary)? Is there a way to test it? (If the relevant feature is uV and gets
l somehow realized on will, it is much easier to swallow.) For that matter, how about uT [-EPP] on C of the
( embedded interrogative clause, such as (63) Bill askedwhatMary bought?
At any rate, given this theory of Agree that is blind to [iinterpretable] distinction, it comes as aJ surprise that P & T resort to feature sharing in explaining subject wh-questions.J ‘° Despite P & T’s note 43 quoted in the main text, the reviewer still says my conclusion here is puzzling,
] since ‘P&T explicitly say that embedded interrogative C lacks the EPP property for uT.’ Let me repeat. This
( is only a stipulation (hence, P &
T’s note 43). In theory, any clause should be able to function both as matrix
and embedded clause, and ifwe ünd a clause that is somehow unable to assume either function, we need toJ seek independent reasons for it that do not touch on the distinction of matrix/embedded clause, which is
actually what we want to explain. And yet, according to the reviewer, ‘the standard definition of "matrix CP"
( is "CP not dominated by another CP", which is what P&T probably assume] If so, however, we can’t avoid
circular arguments like the following:J Which book didJohn read in (70) is a matrix clause.l What makes it a matrix clause?
( The fact that it can’t be used as an embedded clause.
i
l
i
i
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A similar problem arises with P &
T’s analysis of that. The sequence of that 1Sue will buy the book is fine as long as it is used as an embedded clause, as in (69). 1
If it is to be used as a matrix clause, the option of T—to-C movement is no longer 1
available for some reason (see P & T’s notes 41 and 43 for their speculations). But 1
this certainly doesn’t mean that matrix C cannot have uT with the EPP property, 1
since a yes/no question like (71) does employ T-to-C movement. 1
(71) Will Sue buy the book? 1
As P & T admit (p. 372), the weakness of their theory here is its failure to explain 1
why this T-to-C movement results in the chain {will, t}, not {that, will}, and why 1
the opposite is the case in (69). But notice that the feature composition of C in (71) 1
and that of the embedded C in (69) are identical (i.e., uT [+EPP]), and in both 1
cases, the tense feature of T ends up in C. Thus, we are again faced with 1practically the same question, namely, why can’t (72) be grammatical? 1
(72) *[Will Sue buy the book] was expected by everyone. 1
1
To answer this question by saying will Sue buy the book is a matrix clause will 1
again lead to a circular argument.2° 1
For these reasons, it seems premature to accept P &
T’s model at this time. 1
1
1
5. Proposal 1
1
Adopting Grimshaw’s theory of extended projection, I now would like to propose 1
a hypothesis for the distribution of T-to-C movement and wh-movement by 1
suggesting that the functional category that appears above T (when present) in a 1
given clause is not limited to C. (Here, I put aside the variety of functional 1
categories between T and C posited by Rizzi (1997)). Specifically, I propose 1
another functional category F and hypothesize that this category can appear in 1
place of C. Obviously, C and F are similar in that they appear at the top end of a 1
clause, but I further assume that FP, in contrast to CP, is not c-selected by any ‘ 11
1
Why can’t it be used as an embedded clause? 1
Because it is a matrix clause. 1
Likewise: 1uT [+EPP] is a feature characteristic ofmatrix, not embedded, interrogative C.
Why can’t it be associated with embedded interrogative C? 1
Because it is incompatible with embedded interrogative clauses. 1
Why is it incompatible with embedded interrogative clauses? 1
Because it is a feature characteristic ofmatrix, not embedded, interrogative C. 120 Another potential problem is that {will, t} and {that, will} are associated with interrogative and declarative
reading, respectively. This is surprising, since they are stipulated to be two phonological realizations of 1
exactly the same chain. Indeed, allowing something like this would be equivalent to allowing the allophones 1
[s] and [z] of the plural morpheme /s/ in English to have two different meanings. 1
However, P & T mention in their note 27 that there is also an interpretable feature Q (as opposed to 1
uninterpretable uWh) that can be associated with C. Although this feature must be relevant to the discrepancy 1in interpretation between {will, t} and {that, will}, P & T do not elaborate on it. Hence, I simply note this
discrepancy as a potential problem at this time. 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1 . . . .
1 verb in languages like (Standard) Engl1sh." In such languages, F then virtually
1 becomes a category that heads only matrix clauses, and C (mostly) embedded
1 clauses. After all, complementizers are so named because their main function is to
1 introduce complement clauses, and thus clauses like [cp that John will dance] and
1 [cp for John to dance] as matrix clauses should be unifonnly excluded for that
1 reason.“ Moreover, as is well known, there are phenomena that are observed only
1 in matrix clauses, such as the V2 phenomenon of languages like German. One
1 plausible interpretation of this fact is that these matrix clauses are categoriallydistinct from embedded ones, and the resent h othesis is a direct reflection of1 P YP
1 th1s interpretation. ‘
1
1 Regarding F, following P &
T’s characterization of C, I too assume that it is
1 always featural, in other words, F ‘itself [. . .] is null in English’ (P & T 2001 :372).
1 When F hosts an uninterpretable [v] feature, it induces inversion, as in (73) below.
1 If it also has an uninterpretable [wh] feature, it attracts a wh-phrase as well, as in
1
1
1 21 In this respect, 1 agree with Ackema & Neelman (1998) in that "functional architecture varies across
1 languages and across different constructions within a language" (p. 445), which amounts to the theory of
1 extended projection (Grimshaw 1991, 1994).22 The followin are examples ofdeclarative CPs used as matrix clauses (Radford 1988:297-98):1 g _(i) a. At du junne gßre det! (Danish)1
1 that you could do it
1 ‘How could you do such a thing!’ (Jacobsen 1986:37)
1 b. Daß mire das nicht früher aufgefallen ist! (German)
1 that me that no earlier struck is‘To think that it didn’t strike me earlierl ’ (Haider 1986:50)
1 c. Qu’il aille se faire fourte! (French)1 that he 0-SUB himselfmake do81 ‘Let him go and get stuffed.’
1 d. Que vengan todos! (Spanish)
1 that come all
1 ‘Let them all c0me.’ (Harmer & Norton 1935: 179)
1 These must be special cases, however, since despite their forms, none of them are interpreted as plain
1 declaratives (i.e., (ia, b) = exclamatives, (ic, d) = imperatives). Nevertheless, they are said to constitute
1 evidence that there are languages that allow declarative CPs with an overt complementizer to function as
1 matrix clauses.
1 But the acceptability ofthese examples might be a matter of language use. That is, it may be that they
1 are structurally embedded clauses, but the deliberate use of them as independent clauses is somehow
1 responsible for the special interpretations they receive, and English happens to lack this kind ofCP usage.
1 Citing Ross (1970:245, 270), Radford further presents (ii) to argue that ‘independent declarative
1 Clauses in Classical Arabic and Spanish can be introduced by a declarative Complementizer’.
1 (ii) a. ?inna lwalada qad taraka lbayta
1 that the-boy did leave the-house
1 ‘The boy leh the house.‘
1 b. Que mi gato se enratono
1 that my cat itself emnoused
1 ‘My cat got sick from eating too many mice.’
1 These seem to suggest more directly that some languages do allow CPs headed by a declarative
1 complementizer to function as matrix clauses. However, there are reasons to suspect that even these may be
1 structurally embedded clauses. Regarding (iib), Ross (1970:269-70) writes that it
‘is
more emphatic and
1 more insistent” than the version without que. Likewise, (iia) is also more emphatic than the one
1 without ?inna and would be used, for example, to emphasize/confirm the speaker' s initial report on which
1 some doubt was cast; hence, it is usually translated as ‘indeed' (Mohammad Alhawary, personal
1 communication). Thus, it at least seems possible to analyze (iia, b) as embedded clauses, which happen to
1 be usable in these languages as matrix clauses for reasons of discourse emphasis or the like.
1
1
1
1
1
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(74).” (I assume that these features are ‘strong’ in the sense of Chomsky (1993, [1995) bydefault.)(73)
[PP Willi [TP John ti give a book to Mary]]? [
(74) [PP Whati willi [TP John ti give g to Mary]]? [
Can F have [wh] without [v]? The answer might seem affirmative; given the 1
right kind of wh-phrases, this particular feature composition of F will derive [exclamative sentences, such as How beautyüzl she is! and What a night wed!.‘But
these can also be selected by verbs like know (e.g., She doesn ’t know how 1
beautäul she is and He doesn ’t know what a night we had), so they are not like 1
interrogatives in that they don’t show any structural differences between matrix 1
and embedded enviromnent. Hence, I will keep to the traditional assumption that [exclamatives are invariably CPs, as shown in(75).(75)
a. [CP How beautiful [TP she is]]! [
b. [cp What a night [VP wehad]]!T en,
as far as FP is concemed, the following interpretative rules may be obtained. [
(76) Interpretation of FP (here, V = finite verb/auxiliary) [
a. [PP V [TP ...]] 9 yes/no question [
b. [PP wh V [TP ...]] 9 wh-question 1
Let us turn to C. This is the category that indicates clausal boundanes, [
typically with a declarative complementizer that. Furthermore, the position this 1
category occupies is generally assumed to indicate scope for wh-phrases (when 1
these phrases are present). Contrary to the general view, however, I characterize C 1
as a non-verbal category, meaning it never hosts [v]. Consequently, the head [
position of C can never be occupied by a verb. Therefore, there is noinversi no s rved
in embedded wh-clauses (in Standard English). 1
Since C doesn’t host [v], the structure of CP with [wh], namely [CP wh [
[subject predicate]], is unifonn among different wh—constructions, such as yes/no 1
questions, specific questions, exclamatives, etc.2‘ Therefore, interpretation of any 1
given CP with [wh] must be detennined by factors other than the CP’s internal [
structure. For example, wh-phrases like how very tactful, where how precedes [
another degree modifier very, and what a game, in which what combines with
theindefinitd terminer a, are clearly exclamative expressions, yielding only 1
exclamative interpretation for the clauses they appear in: 1
1
(77) a. I know [CP how very tactful she is]. 1
b. I know [CP what a game they played]. 11
. 1
23 The features [v] and [wh] are based on Chomsky’s (1995) FQ = [V] (p. 290) and FQ = [wh-] (p.
293),respectively.However, unlike Chomsky’s [V] and [wh-], which are two realizations of the Q feature on
C(C omsk1995:4.5.4), [v] and [wh] here are tw independent features, more like P & T’s uT and uWh. [M Since C usually heads dependent clauses, the list also includes relative and concessive clauses, both of [
which lack T-to-C movement as ll.1
1
1
1
1
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Likewise, the use of wh-complementizers, namely whether and in complement
CPs unambiguously signals the yes/no question status of clauses like (78a, b)
(Huddleston & Pullum 2002:982; analyses added).
(78) a. She didn’t say [CP if the door was locked].
b. He doesn’t know [cp whether it is ready].
In contrast to these unambiguous cases, Huddleston & Pullum (2002:991)
give (79a, b) below as instances of CP ambiguous between interrogative and
exclamative reading.
(79) a. She forgot [cp how old they were].
b. I know [CP what games they play].
This is because wh-expressions like how old and what games are compatible with
both interrogative and exclamative clauses, and verbs like forget and know allow
clauses of both types as their complements. We can disambiguate these by using a
verb like inquire (i.e., another extemal factor), as in (80) below, since this verb
does not select an exclamative complement (Huddleston 1984).
(80) a. He inquired [CP how old they were].
b. She inquired [cp what games they had played].
An elaboration on the nature of [wh] will be appropriate at this point.
Wh-phrases are intrinsically specified as [+wh], and this feature, being part of the
semantics of wh-phrases, is interpretable; hence, it doesn’t have to engage in any
syntactic agreement (or it doesn’t need to be ‘checked’ in the sense of Chomsky
(1993, 1995)). To be usable in a clause, however, wh-phrases must be placed in
scope position, namely, clause-initial position in languages like English. Since
these languages, unlike languages like Chinese, lack scope-indicating
‘wh-particles’ (Cheng 1997) that obviate overt wh-movement, a feature that
attracts a wh-phrase to scope position, namely [wh] (which practically works like
P & T’s uWh), has to be postulated on F/C as well (when these categories are
present). If a wh-phrase happens to be placed in scope position for some other
reason, however, the necessity of wh-movement doesn’t arise, and the movement
thus doesn’t take place. In fact, this is the case with subject wh-questions. Look at
(81). (The analyses below are legitimate under Grimshaw’s theory of extended
projcction.’·’)
25 According to P & T (2001:405-06), subject wh-phrases overtly move to [Spec, CP]. The evidence they
provide for this claim concems the distribution of the expression the hell (Pesetsky 1987). See the contrast
between (i) and (ii) below, which appears to indicate that the hell can only attach to wh-phrases that have
overtly moved to [Spec, CP].
(i) a. What the hell did Sue give to whom?
b. Who the hell did Bill meet where? .
(ii) a. *What did Sue give to whom the hell?
b. *Who did Bill meet where the hell?
Given the grammaticality of (iii) below, P & T then go on to conclude that subject wh-phrases too overtly
move to [Spec, CP].
(iii) Who the hell bought what?
However, this fact is also compatible with the analysis that the hell can only attach to wh-phrases in
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(81) a. [TP Who will love me]?
b. [VP Who loves me]?
In (81a), A—movement from [Spec, VP] to [Spec, TP] satisfies the scope
requirement of the wh—subject, since [Spec, TP], the highest position in this clause,
counts as scope position; therefore, who doesn’t move any farther. As for (81b),
[Spec, VP], being at the left edge of the clause, counts as scope position for who.
Hence, this wh-phrase can stay in [Spec, VP] as well.
Thus, subject wh-clauses never appear with F or C, so the interpretive rules
in (76), which are meant only for FPs, do not apply to them. Instead, their
interpretation is determined by external factors, just like interpretation of CPs.
When used independently, examples like (8la, b) are unambiguously questions,
since who is not usable in exclamative sentences. However, examples like (82)
below are ambiguous between exclamative and interrogative in abstraction from
the prosody/punctuation (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:918).26
(82) a. How much remains to be done!/‘?
b. What strange people inhabit these parts!/‘?
Moreover, notice that subject wh-clauses are not FPs, so T-to-C movement is
never triggered in them. Furthermore, being non-FPs, they may also be selected by
matrix predicates, such as know, as in Do you know how much remains to be
done? and They know what strangepeople inhabit theseparts. (In this connection,
see Grimshaw (1997:410) for how VP, TP, and CP can all be selected by verbs
like think in her theory of extended projection.)
In sum, T-to-C movement is observed only in matrix interrogative clauses in
Standard English, because these clauses are headed by F, a category that can host
inversion-triggering [v]. Embedded clauses are headed by C, which never hosts [v],
and therefore embedded wh-clauses lack T-to-C movement. Wh-movement is
triggered by scope-indicating [wh] on either F or C. Subject wh-questions do not
employ T-to-C movement, since they are either TPs or VPs, and the scope
requirement for wh-subject is met in either [Spec, TP] or [Spec, VP]. It now
follows from these categorial characterizations of clauses that complementizers
such as that, whether, and can only appear in CPs, since they are Cs, not Fs.
(This is why whether and jdo not appear in matrix questions.) Moreover, there is
no need to appeal to the notion of Spec-head agreement in triggering T-to-C
movement and wh-movement. As was pointed out earlier, this notion is
problematic and therefore Spec-head configuration should not be given any special
status, which is also a conclusion reached by Chomsky (2000: 126).
scope position. Since [Spec, TP] and [Spec, VP] may count as scope position in Grimshaw’s theory of
extended projection, P & T’s argument about the hell does not refute the analyses in (81).26 The grammaticality of these sentences directly argues against P & T’s claim that ‘it should be impossible
to form a wh-exclamative whose moved wh-phrase is the nominative subject’ (2001:377). Although P & T
admit in their note 40 that ‘judgments waver with unaccusative verbs’ and present the example of (?)What a
strange packagejust arrivedl, (82b), which has an ordinary transitive verb (i.e., inhabit), clearly points to
difficulty in maintaining P & T’s claim.
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1 Before closing this section, I would like to tum to some peculiar facts about
1 Belfast English, which P & T (2001) discuss extensively. One important
1 characteristic of this English dialect is that it allows embedded wh—clauses to have
1 T-to-C movement; look at (83) (Henry 1995:105).
1
1 (83) a. I wondered was Bill going.
1 b. They asked them what had they done.
1 • •(83a, b) mean I wonder whether Btl] was gozng and They asked them what they
1 had done, respectively. Under the proposed hypothesis, this will be explained as a
1 matter of c-selection. That is, suppose Belfast English, unlike Standard English,
1 allows verbs to c—select FPs. Then, if a head F has the inversion-inducing [v], it
1 will create a clause with inversion, which, by (76a), gets interpreted as a yes/no
1 question. (83a) will thus be interpreted as a statement with an indirect yes/no1 question of the form [pp was Bill going]. If this F also has [wh], it triggers1
h
ti
ll[ hthdth d ]' (83b) 'llth b 't td1 w -movemen as we ; pp w a a ey one 1n W1 en e 1n erpre e as
1 an indirect wh-question by (76b).
1 Of course, this doesn’t mean that CP cannot be c-selected in Belfast English.
1 As is clear from (84) and (85) below (Henry 1995:107; analyses added), CP, as
1 well as FP, can also be c-selected.
1
1 (84) a. They couldn’t work out [cp whether/ifwe had left].
1 b. They couldn’t work out [pp had we left].
1 (85) a. John asked Mary [cp whether/if she was going to the lecture].
1 b. John asked Mary [pp was she going to the lecture].
1 In (84a) and (85a), which are semantically equivalent to (84b) and (85b)
1 respectively, the bracketed clauses are headed by C with [wh], and this feature is
1 satisfied by whether/ÜT The use of these complementizers then leads to yes/no
1 question interpretation, just like the embedded clauses of (78a, b).
1 .
1 To derive wh-questions as opposed to yes/no questions, wh-movement must
1 be employed, and this is how sentences like (86) are derived in Standard English.
1 (86) I wonder which dish they picked.
1 Interestingly, the complementizer that can appear in this environment in Belfast
1 English, as shown in (87) (Hemy 1995:107).
‘ 4
1 (87) I wonder which dish that they picked.
‘ I
1 This indicates that that can occupy C° position, regardless of [wh] on C; therefore,
1 in cases like (87), it looks as if a [-wh] complementizer attracts a wh-phrase to its
1 Spec. This is not very surprising if [wh] on C is only a ‘scope feature’ and has
1 nothing to do with interrogative meaning. (See P & T’s (2001) note 27 for a
1 similar analysis; see also (90) below, where the same situation holds under the
1 standard assumption that wh-phrases move from Comp to Comp.) Moreover, (87)
1 also indicates that the ‘Doubly Filled Comp Filter’ (e.g., Chomsky & Lasnik
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1993:56) is not at work in Belfast English, a characteristic shared by a number of
languages, such as Bavarian, Norwegian, Flemish, etc. (Radford 1988:500-0l).
Even more peculiar about Belfast English, however, is the ambiguity of (88)(Henry 1995:109) below.
(88) Who did Jolm say did Mary meet?
According to Henry, one interpretation of this sentence is (89) inSta da dEnglish.”
1· 1(89) Who did John say whether Mary meet? 1
1Under the proposed hypothesis, this can be explained by the analysis of [pp who 1did John say [pp did Mary meet t]]. That is, the head F of the embedded clause in 1
(88) has only [v], which induces inversion. Thus, by (76a), this FP gets interpreted 1as a yes/no question. Notice that this means who doesn’t stop at the embedded 1[Spec, FP] (whose head lacks [wh]) on its way to the matrix [Spec, FP] (whose 1
head, in contrast, has both [v] and [wh]). This conclusion is consistent with the 1fact that (89) is a case of (weak) subjacency violation. 1
The other interpretation of (88) is (90) in Standard English (ibid.). 1
(90) Who did John say that Mary meet? 1
Since (90) is generally assumed to involve Comp-to—Comp movement of who, the 1derivation of (88) under this interpretation is arguably along the lines of (91). 1
1(91) [pp Who did John say [pp t did Mary meet t]] 1
1This derivation can be explained by postulating an F with both [v] and [wh] for the 1
embedded clause (as well as the matrix clause); inversion is induced by the [v] 1feature on F, and the wh-movement of who by [wh]. Who cannot stay within the 1embedded clause, however, since the matrix F also has [wh] (as well as [v]). 1
Hence, who moves up, and the surface sequence of (88) with the interpretation of 1
(90) is obtained." Thus, the proposed hypothesis seems capable of explaining 1these peculiar facts about Belfast English as well. 1
1
127 In (91), the embedded FP is not interpreted as a question, although the matrix FP is. This means the 1interpretive rule in (76b) applies only to the matrix clause of this example, but not to the embedded clause, 1presumably because who overtly moves out ofthe embedded clause. That is, only the surface configuration of 1[pp wh V [TP ...]], but not [pp t.„.,, V [1-P ...]], is relevant to (76b). 1Admittedly, this explanation does not attain explanatory adequacy, but it should be noted that 1something like it must be assumed in the standard analysis ofwh·clauses as well; look at (i) below. 1(i) Who do you think [t will love me]? 1The embedded clause of this wh-question has the form of who will love me (which is, in isolation, 1unmistakably a question) when merged with think. Once who moves out ofthe clause, however, the clause no 1longer counts as a question by itself This is so, because think does not take wh-complements, as is clear from ° 1(ii). 1(ii) *I think who will love me. 1(iii) is also ungrammatical for the same reason. 1(iii) *Do you think who will love me? 1Thus, it must be the case that the bracketed clause in (i), which is a complement ofthink, is not a question, but 1a proposition of some kind, and the presence of a wh-trace instead of a wh-phrase must somehow be 1
1
11 1111
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[ 6. Further issues
[ In this fmal section of the present article, I would like to present some further
[ 1ssues of the hypothesis proposed in the previous section. First of all, given thedh th thttr ff t plyb d 1propose ypo esis, a — ace e ec C3I1 sim e viewe as a natura
[ consequence of the assumption that subject wh-questions are not CPs. That is, the
[ complement of think in (92) below, for example, should be [TP who will love me],from which who moves to the matrix [Spec, FP], but not [cp that [TP who will love
[ mel]-
[ (92) *Who do you think that twill love me?
[ However, why can’t [cp that [TP who will love me]] be allowed? This can’t
[ be due to the c-selectional property of think, since this verb is compatible with CPsheaded by that, as shown in (93).
[ (93) I think [CP that Karen will love you].
[ Rather, it must be due to the incom atibilit of that with who will love me as_ P Y rr ,
[ rn I know (*thaü who will love me (unless that appears in wh-in-situ questions like
You think that who will love me?, to which we will turn below). But this is
[ puzzling, because the primary function of that is to introduce a subordinate clause,
[ and the TP in question certainly can frmction as a subordinate clause (e.g.,embedded question).” My conjecture about this matter is the following. As was
[ suggested in the previous section, [TT who will love me] is a full-fledged clause,
[ with who already in scope position.” On the other hand, C (and F) is, in a way, a‘scope category’ in that it can host [wh] and attract a wh-phrase to indicate the
[ phrase’s scope (e.g., Nishigauchi 1990). In (94) below, for example, the position
[ of who in [Spec, CP] signals its scope
—— the matrix clause in (94a), and the
embedded clause in (94b). As a result, (94a) is interpreted as a direct question, and
[ (94b) indirect.
[
responsible for this interpretation of the clause. (Incidentally, this raises a difficult question for the notion of
s-selection as a syntactic primitive, since it is inconceivable that verbs s-select a proposition expressed by a
clause that already contains a wh—trace.)[ N In this connection, it should be noted that a [-wh] complementizer in Japanese can take a full-fledged ,
wh-clause complement (provided that the verb that takes such an embedded clause is of wonder-type as[ opposed to lmow-type) (Nishigauchi 1999:284):
[ (i) [Dare-ga kuru ka-to] omotta/tazuneta/utagatta/ibrrlcattawho—NOM come Q-that wondered/asked/doubted/wondered
[ ‘(I) wondered/asked/doubted/wondered who would come.'Citing Rivero (1980), Nishigauchi (ibid.) tirrther writes in his note 8 that Spanish shows the same
characteristic:[ (ii) Te pregimtan qué para que quieres el préstamo.
[ you ask(3p) that for what want(2s) the loan
_
‘They ask what you want the loan for.’
[ To explain why and how this is allowed in these languages, but not languages like English, however, is also
ä issue for further research. · · I ‘ r
[ To bg farecrsäehät 1; m a potential scope position,
smce rt may move to a higher scope position, as in (i).
i o o you think [TT t will love me]?
[
[
[
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(94) a. Who do you think Karen will love? [b. I wonder who Karen will love.
Hence, it appears that that (= a potential scope category) cannot take as a [
complement a TP (or VP) that contains a wh-phrase already in scope position. In [
fact, who in (95) below is yet to move to scope position when that merges with the
embedded TP, creating [CP that [TP Karen will love who]]; therefore, the bracketed [
CP is considered legitimate in this example. [
(95) Who do you think [CP that [TP Karen will love t]]? [
In any case, this is what the present hypothesis leads us to speculate at this point. [Next, one may wonder how the proposed hypothesis will deal with the
French facts presented by Rizzi in (12), repeated here as (96). [
(96) a. [[Ell a rencontré qui]] [
‘She has met who’
b. [Qui [elle a renconté t]] [
‘Who she has met?’ [c. *[a-t [elle trencontré qui]]‘Has she met who?’ [
d. [Qui a-t [elle trencontré t]]
‘Who has she met?’ [
Under the proposed hypothesis, (96b, d) will be analyzed as follows: [
(97) a. [CP Qui [TP elle a renconté t]] (= (96b)) ° [
b. [PP Qui a-t [TP elle trencontré t]] (= (96d)) [
That is, while (96d) has the ordinary FP structure of matrix wh-questions, (96b)
has to be a CP, which is identical to the embedded clause ofJe ne sais pas qui elle [
a rencontré (= (l3b)). In other words, it must be concluded under the present [hypothesis that French, unlike English, allows CP wh-clauses to function as root,
as well as embedded, questions. [
What is more challenging to the present hypothesis is the acceptability of [
(96a). Like English, French lacks a wh-particle and employs wh-movement to
indicate scope for wh-phrases. Indeed, this will be the reason for the [
ungrammaticality of (96c), where [wh] on F is not satisfied by the in-situ qui. [Therefore, we expect qui to move obligatorily in all cases, including (96a),
contrary to fact. [
As Adli (2006) points out, however, wh-in-situ questions like (96a) are [restricted to colloquial language. He writes (p. 8):
A variationist perspective points out an important characteristic of [
wh-in-situ questions in French: This construction is marked [low] on the [
diaphasic dimension. Wh-in-situ is a phenomenon restricted to the
colloquial fianeais familier (or a lower register like frangais pupulaire) [
and is therefore also precluded from written language.
[
[
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( According to Adli, ‘diaphasic variation describes different styles or registers used
according to the situation’ (his note 8). This reminds us of wh—in-situ questions in
( English, which ‘generally occur [...] in contexts of sustained questioning, such asquizzes and interrogations by legal counsel, police, and so
on’ (Huddleston &
Pullum 2002:873); (98a, b) below are the examples given by Huddleston &
( Pullum (ibid.).’°
(98) a. And those senses are located where?
( b. And the results of that examination were what?
From the existence of these examples, Huddleston & Pullum conclude that
( ‘[t]ronting of a non-subject [wh-phrase] is not obligatory in main clauses’ (ibid.),as long as those clauses are used in the aforementioned contexts and the like. Why
only in these contexts is a question for pragmatics. What concems us more directly
( is how wh-phrases are licensed in these cases. My current view about this matter is
that the kind of wh—in-situ in (96a) is allowed precisely because the scope of an
in-situ wh-phrase is somehow predetermined to be matrix clause, and this is why
( wh—in-situ questions under discussion are always interpreted as direct questions.
Despite what Huddleston & Pullum suggest, however, fronting of a wh-phrase is
(
not obligatory in embedded clauses either, as is clear from quiz questions like (99)
below (from Quiz-Zone.co.uk):
(99) In 2006, it was announced that the murder of former KGB officer
( Alexander Litvinenko was due to poisoning by which chemical ‘
element?
( Indeed, this and other questions of the same type are all root questions with
wh-phrases taking matrix scope.
( Exactly the same situation seems to hold in French as well. By adopting themethod of qualitative interview, Adli (ibid.) has shown that the following complex
sentences are all attested and even preferred in colloquial language":
( (100) a. Tu crois que Jean a acheté quel livre?
you believe that Jean has bought which book
( b. Tu penses que Jean va épouser qui finalement?
you think that Jean will many who in the end
(Pollock 1998:189)
( (101) a. Tu crois qu’il arrive comment?
you believe that he arnves how
( b. Tu crois que j’achéte quoi?
you believe that I buy what?
((Adli2006: 13)
’°
(98a, b) ‘are attested examples used in court during the cross-examination of a medical witness. As such,
( they are nquite different nom echo questions: the aim was to illicit new information, not a repetition orclanncation ofwhat had just been sa1d’ (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:873).3‘
From these examples, Adli concludes that Boskovié (1998) and Cheng & Rooryck (2000) are mistaken in
(
assuming that wh-in-situ is restricted to matrix clauses in French.
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The important point to note here is that the in-situ wh-phrases in these examplesall take matrix scope and therefore the sentences they appear in all function asdirect questions. q
But how can this predetermined scope be captured in structural terms? Isthere null F or C that hosts [wh] at the top end ofmatrix clause? This isn’t likely lfor two theory-intemal reasons. First, in Grimshaw’s theory of extended projection,which is adopted here, this simply isn’t allowed. More specifically, under thetype-category theory of selection (Grimshaw 1991), which analyzes I think that it l‘will rain, I think it will rain and I think it rained as in (102), it practically holdsthat the projection ofa functional category ‘can only be present if its head is fi1led’ ](A & N, p. 445).
(102) a. I think [CP that it will rain]. ]b. I think [PP that it will rain].
c. I think [VP it rained].
(Grimshaw 1997:410) l
Second, since [wh] is postulated to be ‘strong’ by default in languages like Englishand French, if it were present, it would attract a wh—phrase right away, contrary to lcases like (96a). Hence, some other explanation is in order.
My guess as to how this predetermined matrix scope is obtained in wh-in·situ lquestions is as follows. Questions of this type characteristically function likeverbless constructions, such as (103). ]
(103) What about the others?
(1—Iuddleston1994:423)Or
even shorter expressions like (104).
(104) So what? l
Lacking clausal structure, these verbless constructions are interpreted more or lessdirectly from the semantics of wh-phrases, and these phrases take the whole lexpression under their scope. Likewise, wh-in-situ questions like (96a) and thosein (100) and (101) may be treated as single semantic chunks with an informational ]gap expressed by a wh-expression, which is presumably made possible by thegeneral mechanism of wh-feature percolation observed in pied-piping. If so, thesechunks will be interpreted exactly like verbless constructions, and the question of lwh-scope doesn’t arise; it always covers the whole expression. (Moreover, this isprobably why the sequence of that who is allowed in wh·in-situ questions like It is ]claimed that what is discovered?, despite the fact that what is already in scopeposition; that is, owing to feature percolation, the whole sentence is nowreanalyzed as one wh-expression, obscuiing the structural scope of who before . lreanalysis.)
These are some of the remaining issues of my hypothesis and my current lthinking about them, although I must admit my views are still not conclusive andneed further elaboration. Nevertheless, I wish to have made it clear in this article ]
l
1
1
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1 that treating matrix and embedded clauses as categorially distinct is at least a
p viable alternative to the existing analyses of wh-movement and I-to-C movementin interrogative sentences. Indeed, adopting this alternative, we can easily account
1 for the grammatical/ungrammatical contrast between 1 wonder what Ruay will say
1 and *1 wonder what will Rudy say in Standard English in terms of c-selection.
That is, wonder c-selects [cp what Rudy will say], but not [FP what will Rudy say].
p After all, this contrast seems comparable to that between it caused [Np deepdisappointment] and *it caused [W deeply disappoint] in that what is at issue is not
1 the semantics of the complement (i.e., s-selection), but its categorial status (i.e.,
1 c-selection).
1
1
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N CONTOUR TONE DISTRIBUTION IS NOT AN ARTIFACT OF TONAL
MELODYMAPPING°
Jie Zhang
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In traditional autosegmental analyses of tone, the gravitation of contour
tones to prosodic-final syllable and syllables in shorter words is
conceived as the result of the one-to-one, left-to-right Association
Conventions that govern the mapping of tonal melodies, I argue in this
paper that these properties of contour tone distribution are not an
artifact ofmelody mapping, but stem from the longer duration of these
syllables. Three arguments are presented: first, there are languages that
do not justify tonal melodies, but have the same kinds of restrictions on
contour tone distribution; second, even in languages with justifiable
melodies, an Optimality—Theoretic rendition of the mapping mechanism
still requires the identification of syllables with greater duration as
privileged contour bearers; third, the lack of contour tone advantage in
initial position has to be arbitrarily posited as the result of directionality
by the mapping analysis, but receives a principled account in the
durational approach, as initial position does not benefit from
lengthening comparable to final position. This paper complements
Zoll’s (2003) theory ofOptimal Tone Mapping in presenting additional
arguments against tonal melody mapping and putting the distribution of
tones in the bigger context ofphonology—phonetics relationship.
N 1. Introduction
The phonological status of contour tone has been widely disputed over the past
decades. It is oüen argued that contour tones in Asian languages are different from
N
°Various aspects of this paper have been presented at the l9'“ West Coast Conference on Formal
Linguistics (2000), the
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this paper. All remaining errors are mine.
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those in African languages, in that the former form a tonal unit while the latter are
Ntonal clusters. My use of the term ‘contour tone’ here does not make the unit vs.
cluster distinction and consequently includes any pitch change within a syllable
that has a contrastive fimction, lexical or grammatical. I am concemed here mainly
with the distribution of contour tones in a language, i.e., under what phonological
contexts contour tones are more readily realized. The topic has been of much
Ntheoretical interest, as it sheds light on the representation of tone (Woo 1969, Bao
1990, Duanmu 1990, 1994a, Yip 1989, 1995), the mechanism of tonal association
(Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976, Clements & Ford 1979, Pulleyblank 1986, Yip
1988, Zoll 2003), and the relation between phonetics and phonology (Duanmu
1994b, Gordon 1999, Zhang 2000a, 2002).
NOne characteristic of contour tone distribution is that contour tones often
occur more freely in- prosodic-final positions. This is explicitly noted in Clark
(1983). One example she cites is Kikuyu (based on Clements & Ford 1979): when
a floating High tone docks onto a syllable with an original Low tone, a simple
High tone obtains if the syllable is not phrase-final (la); but a LH rise surfaces if
Nthe syllable is phrase-final (lb).
(1) Kikuyu High tone docking:
a. karioki moevä —> kariöki moeya ‘good Kiriuki’
L H L L H L N
b. karioki —> karioki ‘Kiriuki"
\l/ \l/~.
L H L H
Clark’s intuition has proven valid cross-linguistically by a survey of contour Ntone distribution documented in Zhang (2002). Of the 187 languages surveyed, 47
languages distributed in different language phyla, from Afro-Asiatic and Niger-
Congo to Oto-Manguean and Sino-Tibetan, show the preference for phrase-final
syllables as contour bearers. The preference is established through the following
criteria: (a) contour tones can occur on a final syllable but not on the same syllable
elsewhere; (b) the contour tones that occur on a final syllable are a superset of
those that occur on the same syllable elsewhere; and (c) the pitch excursions of
contour tones on a final syllable are greater than those on the same syllable
elsewhere.
My survey also reveals another characteristic of contour tone distribution, Nnamely, the preference for contour tones to occur on syllables in words with a
lower syllable count. Such preference is established through the same criteria
outlined above. 19 genetically diverse languages show this preference.
N
‘
Clements and Ford (1979) argue that there is also a floating extra low after the floating high for the word.
The extra low is not realized in either of these forms.
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Shanghai Chinese illustrates the contour tones’ preference to occur in shorter
words. As a Northem Wu dialect of Chinese that is often described as having a
‘left-dominant’ tone sandhi pattern (Yue-Hashimoto 1987), its basic sandhi pattem
is that the tone on the initial syllable of a polysyllabic compound spreads
. rightwards, taking over the lexical tones of other syllables. This is schematized in
(2) (Zee & Maddieson 1979). As we can see, the HL pattern tits the above
description neatly; but the LH pattem involves a slight complication —— there is a
boundaiy Low tone at the right edge of the sandhi domain, and the tones on
syllables between the spread H and the boundary L are interpolated between the H
and the L. Despite the complication, the following generalization holds:
monosyllabic words may have contour tones in isolation in Shanghai, but no
contour surfaces in polysyllabic compounds.
(2) Shanghai tone sandhi: ·
o' o' 6 0 Go G 666
HL H-L H·M-L H·M-L —L
MH M-H M-H-L M-H-M-L
LH L-H L-H-L L-H-M-L
In traditional autosegmental theory of tone, there is an easy explanation for
the greater contour tone licensing ability of prosodic-tinal syllables and syllables
in shorter words. Assuming that tones and tone-bearing units (TBUS) are linked
according to the Association Conventions and Wellformedness Condition (Leben
1973, Goldsmith 1976, Pulleyblank 1986) as in (3), the gravitation of contour
tones to tinal syllables is an axtifact of the left-to-right mapping direction, and the
privilege of syllables in shorter words is an artifact of tonal melodies. The
derivation in (4a) shows that if left—to-right mapping is a phonological universal,
contour tones will only surface on the right edge of a prosodic domain, and the
derivation in (4b) shows that the faithful realization of a tonal melody may result
in contour tones in a shorter word, but not in a longer one.
(3) a. Association Conventions: Map a sequence of tones onto a
sequence of tone-beaiing units from left to right, in a one—to-oner relation. A
b. Wellformedness Condition: Association lines do not cross.
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(4) a. 1 1 UR
L H L
1 1
| Association Conventions
L H L Wellformedness Condition
· 1 1
I I
L H L _
1 1 SR
I I\
L H L
b. 1 1 1 1 1 UR
L H L L H L
1 1 1 1 1
| | Association Conventions
L H L L H L Wellformedness Condition
1 1 1 1 1
I I I IL H L L H L
1 1 1 1 1 SR
I I\ I I IL H L L H L
This formal explanation, however, is not the only one viable. Another way of
accounting for the pattem is to recognize the phonetic similarity between phrase-
final syllables and syllables in shorter words — they are both longer in duration
than their respective counterparts — and relate the durational advantage to the
greater contour tone licensing ability. Both final lengthening (e.g., Oller 1973;
Klatt 1975; Wightman et al. 1992) and lengthening of syllables in shorter words
(e.g., Lehiste 1972; Lindblom, Lyberg, & Holmgren 1981; Lyberg 1977) have been
well-established in the literature; and contour tones, which involve articulator
movements in its production and decoding of pitch change perceptually, demand
sufficient duration in their realization. Thus, the contour licensing privilege of
these types of syllables may not be the artifact of tonal melody mapping, but stem 'from the durational characteristics of these syllables and the functional need for
contour tones to be realized safely.
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1 The aim of this paper is to put these two analyses to test, and eventually
argue for the latter. The first argument is on the generality of the approach.
1 Together with Zoll (2003), I show that the concept of tonal melody is unworkable
for many languages, including some that have been traditionally considered as
1
exemplars of tonal melodies. Next I show that even for languages in which tonal
melodies can be validated, the analysis cannot be properly rendered in Optimality
Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993) without specifically identifying the prosodic-
1 final syllables and syllables in shorter words as privileged contour tone licensers.. Third, I discuss languages that purportedly have right-to-left melody mapping and
show that there is in fact no tendency for contour tones to surface on the initial
1 syllable of the prosodic domain. The initial vs. final asymmetry must then lie inthe difference between the initial and fmal syllables, not the direction of the
melody mapping. And finally, I further support the durational approach by
1 refuting another altemative advanced by Hyman (2004a, b) —— i.e., it is not the
tone on the final syllable, but the final tone in a tonal sequence, that receives
1
contour licensing advantage — on the grounds that the ‘final tone’ approach
leaves the door open for a comparable ‘initial tone’ approach and also loses a
generalization that unifies the gravitation of contour tones not only to prosodic-
1 final syllable and syllables in shorter words, but also long-voweled and stressedsyllables (Duanmu 1990, 1994a, b; Yip 1989, 1995; Zhang 2002).
2. To map or not to map _
1 2.1. The lack of universal validity of tonal melodies
1 If tonal melody mapping is to be taken as a general account for the primacy ofsyllables in prosodic-fmal position and in shorter words in contour tone licensing,
it must be shown to be a valid notion cross-linguistically, not just in African
1 languages where most of its motivations come from, as the licensing asymmetriesare manifested in languages with diverse genetic affiliations. But in some Sino-
Tibetan, Daic, Oto-Manguean, and Trans-New Guinea languages, the notion of
1 tonal melody over a larger prosodic domain is possibly irrelevant, at least on the
lexical level. Let me illustrate this point with examples.
1 2.1.1. Beijing and other Northern Chinese dialects
1 Beijing Chinese, along with virtually all other Northem Chinese dialects, havelexical contour tones. The four tones in Beijing Chinese are illustrated in (5).*
1 Z Tones are marked with Chao letters (Chao 1948, 1968).
‘5’ and ‘ 1 ’ indicate the highest and lowest pitches
in a speaker’s regular pitch range. Combinations of numbers indicate contour tones. For example, 53
1
indicates a high-falling tone; 13 indicates a low-rising tone.
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(5) Lexical tones in Beijing Chinese:
ma 55 ‘mother’ l
ma 35 ‘hemp’
ma 213 ‘horse’
ma 51 ‘to curse’ l
Moreover, the tone sandhi pattems in these northem dialects do not involve
spreading as in Shanghai. Instead, they have been referred to in the literature as
‘pattem substitution’ (Chan & Ren 1986) or ‘syllable-bound’ (Bao 2004); i.e., a i
tone on a syllable paradigmatically changes into another tone when combined with
other tones. The sandhi pattern in Beijing is illustrated in (6). We can see that the
tone 213 paradigmatically changes into 21 or 35 in nonfinal position. The changed i
tones are not the result of spreading from adjacent tones.
(6) Beijing tone sandhi: j
a. 213 in final position: b. 213 in nonfinal position:
55-213 ——> 55-213 213-55 —> 21-5535-213 —-> 35-213 213-35 -—> 21-35 j213-213 ——> 35-213 213-213 —-> 35-213
51-213 —> 51-213 213-51 —> 21-51
But let us note that although Beijing tone sandhi does not result from tonal l
melody mapping, it exhibits the same licensing asymmetry for contour tones as in
Kikuyu — more complex tones occur more freely in final position. In fact, this
observation has spawned a number of analyses that treat the sandhi tones 21 and l35 as simplifications of the base tone 213 (e.g., Yin 2002). If we take melody
mapping as the account for such final advantage in Kikuyu, we must look for the
account for Beijing elsewhere. This is an undesirable dichotomy. j
2.1.2. Ron Phibun Thai
Ron Phibun Thai (henceforth RP Thai) is a southem Thai language in the Daic i
language family. Its tone sandhi behavior is documented and analyzed by
Thompson (1998). There are seven citation tones on ‘unstopped’ syllables (CVV, j
CVR, and CVVR; R=sonorant) in RP Thai, as illustrated in Figure 1. Tone 1 and
Tone 3 are convex tones, Tone 2 and Tone 4 are level, Tone 5 and Tone 7 are
falling, and Tone 6 is rising. j
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1 300· 280260 -9-Tone 1
1 240 —l—Tone 2
220 ‘ —X··— Tone 3
1 200180 ——T<m¤ S
1601
140
—I—Tone 7
120
1 100 .0 100 200 300 400 500
1
Duration (ms)
Figure 1: Ron Phibun Thai citation tones in unstopped syllables
1
(adapted from Thompson 1998)
But when an unstopped syllable occurs in the initial position of a disyllabic
1
word, a number of tone sandhi processes are triggered. Most notably, the two
convex tones (Tones 1 and 3) lose the initial rise portion and become falling tones,
and consequently Tone 5, which is also falling, is neutralized with Tone 3. This
1 can be observed in Figure 2.
1 300280
260
1 240
*•*T0ne 1
220 *\
—·l—Tone2
1 200
—X—T0ne 3180Ü —•—Tone4;—•.• +T6¤= 6
1 160140
120
1 100 0 100 200 300 400 500
1
Duration (ms)
Figure 2: Ron Phibun Thai tones in syllable l of disyllabic utterances
1
(adapted from Thompson 1998)
1
1
1
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is clearly another case in which the licensing ofmore complex tones in
fmal position does not result from the spreading of a tonal melody across the
wordaccordingto the Association Conventions. Th mpson (1998) analyzes the tonal
changes as truncation from the left edge. But whatever formalism the analysis
assumes, the intuition is clear: convex tones are simplified to simple contours
in o f alposition due to the lack of sufficient durational support. The durational
difference between the citation tones and tones on the first syllables of disyllabic
„utterances is apparent in the comparison between Figures 1 and
2.’Supportfor the durationally driven analysis also comes from the behavior of
tones on ‘stopped’ syllables (CVO, CVVO; O=obstruents). On such syllables, the
tonal inventory is much reduced. Only Tones 1, 3, and 5 can occur on CVOl
Tones 2, 4, and 6 can occur on CVVO. What is of particular interest to us is
the phonetic realization of Tones 1, 3, and 5 on CVO. RP Thai, like many other
Sino-Tibetan and Daic languages, shortens the vowel durationtremendou lybefore
an obstruent coda. Consequently, the tonal contours ofTones 1, 3, and 5 are
all simplified (Tones 1 and 3 from convex to rise, and Tone 5 from fall to level).
Both the durational and pitch properties of these tones are shown in Figure
3.300280260
240 "•*TOI1C l
220 —l- Tone
200··—¤—Tone 3—•—Tone 4180 ——Tone 5
· 160 —l—Tone
140
1201000
100 200 300 400 500
Duration (ms)
Figure 3: Ron Phibun Thai citation tones in stopped syllables.O lyT e
l, 3, and 5 occur on CVO and only Tones 2, 4, and 6 occur on
CVVO (adapted from Thompson1998)3
One might argue that for both Beijing and RP Thai, the relevance of tonal melodies is reflected on
t mor ilevel, as in both languages, the sirnplification f contour tones in noniinal position can be seen as
leaving 05 pitch targets that do not have enough moras to map onto. But this is fundamentally different
from the melody-mapping account of final privilege and quite in line with the durationally driven theory
advanced here, in that the durational advantage of the frnal syllable must be taken into
consideration,specifically,in the form of xtra moras.
1
1
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1 Intuitively, the simplification here happens for exactly the same reason as in
nonfinal position — the duration of the tone carrier is insufficient to support a
1 more complicated tonal contour. -Tonal melody mapping again does not directly
1 bear on the pattem here and thus as a theory misses apparent correlations betweenempirical observations. As for the reduction of tonal inventory on ‘stopped’
1 syllables, although the durational approach does not predict exactly which toneswill. survive in the inventory, the reduction of the inventory itself is surely
1 durationally govemed, just as the reduction of vowel inventory in unstressed
1
syllables in English and Russian (Crosswhite 2001, 2004).
1 2.1.3. Trique
1 Hollenbach (1977) provides detailed phonological descriptions of two Triquedialects spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico — San Juan Copala (hereafter SJC) and San
1 Andrés Chicahuaxtla (hereafter SAC), both ofwhich are tonal.
1 SJC has five long vowels /i, e, a, 0, u/ and three short vowels /e, 0, a/, all ofwhich may be nasalized. Hollenbach describes the short vowels /e, 0/ as having a
1 more open articulation than their long counterparts. Long vowels occur in both
1
ultimas and non-ultimas, while short vowels only occur in unchecked ultimas.
Nasalization is contrastive for ultima vowels only and extends regressively to non-
1 ultimas until a consonant barrier (any consonant other than /j, w, ?/) is reached. All- syllables are open, except that the ultimas may be checked by a final /?/ or /h/. A
1 long vowel is extra long in an unchecked ultima, but in a checked ultima or non-ultima, it is fairly short. Except in Spanish loans, long /e/ and /0/ mainly occur in
1 non-ultimas when the ultima vowel is also mid. In addition, non-ultimas
‘are
articulated so rapidly that the vowel is often reduced and/or devoiced’ (p. 42).1 Hollenbach’s description prompts the following generalizations on vowel
1 duration in SJC: final unchecked long vowels have the longest duration, followed
by final short vowels and checked long vowels; nonfinal long vowels, albeit
1 phonologically [+long], have the shortest duration, as indicated by their tendency
1 to reduce and devoice as well as their inability to carry [zbnasal] and [zhhigh]contrasts.
1 SJC has eight tones — three level /3, 2, 1/, two falling /32, 31/ and three
1 rising /45, 34, 13/‘. In unchecked ultimas with a long vowel, all eight tones occur,as exemplified by the minimal eight-tuplet in (7).
1 (7) jä3 ‘he is sitting’ jä3l ‘scar’
1 jä2 · ‘unmarried jä45
‘to be sitting’
jäl ‘one’ jä34 ‘comcob’ _
1 jä32 ‘salt’ jä13 ‘Spanish moss’
1‘
To be consistent with the rest of the paper, 1 use Chao letters to represent tones in SJC; i.e., l represents
1 low and 5 represents high. Hollenbach uses the Americanist transcription in which l represents high and 5represents low. Therefore, the eight tones in Hollenbach’s notation are 3, 4, 5, 34, 35, 21, 32, and 53.
1
1
1
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On unchecked ultimas with a short vowel, all but 45 and 31 occur, as shownin (8). 1
(8) guno3 ‘to hear (completive)’ guno32 ‘to sow (completive)’
1
guno2 ‘to sow (potential)’ gano34 ‘to grab (completive)’ 1
ganol ‘to grab (potential)’ guno13 ‘to hear (potential)’ 1
On ultimas checked by /h/, all but 34 occur, but 31 is very rare (9). 1
(9) ja?ah3 ‘chili pepper’ majah31 ‘yellow’ 1nuh2 ‘generous’ ja?ah45 ‘gourd’
ni3nuh1 ‘bean gruel’ ga3nuhl3 ‘shoe’ 1
. ja?äh32 ‘god’ 1
On ultimas checked by /Y/, all but 32 occur, but 45 and 31 are very rare, and
34 only occurs as a sandhi tone (10). 1
(10) nä?3 ‘to start from home’ 1rune32 nana?2 ‘large black beans’ 1mä?l ‘two (tortillas)’
zaga?l3 ‘spleen’ 1
tsa?31 (variant of a3za?5) ‘how? (with a component of surprise)’
t”§i45 (variant of tsi?3) ‘tiny’ 1
nä?34 zo?1 ‘you start from home’ 1
(cf. na)/3 ‘to start from home’)
1
And finally, only 3, 2, and 45 occur on non-ultimas, as in (11).
1(11) gwe3se1 ‘judge’ ‘
ga2jä45 ‘to Slt’ 1ja45nuhl3 ‘drum’ 1
The tonal restrictions in SJC Trique match the durational pattem of the 1language quite well. The largest number of tonal contrasts is realized on the
position that has the longest duration, namely, final unchecked long vowels. A 1
slightly reduced inventory is attested on final checked long vowels and final short
vowels, which have shorter duration. Nonfinal long vowels, which are the shortest 1
in duration, can only support a vastly reduced tonal inventory. The effect of final 1position is apparent: it outweighs the durational disadvantage of [-long] and causes
final short vowels to have a longer duration than nonfinal long vowels, and the 1
extra duration enables the former to have a greater tonal inventory than the latter. 1
Although SAC Trique receives a different tonal analysis from SJC in
Hollenbach (1977) in that it is considered to be a ‘register’ rather than a ‘contour’ 1
system, we can make similar generalizations on its tonal inventory: with no vowel 1
length contrast, unchecked ultimas have a full inventory with contour tones,
checked ultimas have a reduced inventory with contour tones, and non-ultimas can 1only have level tones. 1
1
1
1
1
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1 The fact that the ultimas in SJC and SAC Trique are better contour tone
1
carriers clearly cannot be due to tonal melody mapping. Although the durational
properties of final and nonfinal syllables do not directly predict which tones will
survive in the inventory, the reduction of the inventory itself is surely durationally
1 govemed. This again finds parallel in vowel reduction in unstressed syllables in
languages like English and Russian (Crosswhite 2001, 2004). Although
1 Crosswhite’s analyses are mostly concemed with cases of altemation, they may beextended to predict inventories for vowels and tones alike.
1 I 2.1.4. Mianmin
1 Mianmin belongs to the Ok family of the Trans-New Guinea language phylum.
The variety of which we have detailed phonological documentation (by Smith &
1 Weston 1974) is spoken in the West Sepik District of Papua New Guinea.
Mianmin has five vowels /i, e, a, 0, u/ and four diphthongs /e1, ai, a“,
o“/.
Its
1 syllables are either open or closed by one consonant, which can be an obstruent or
a nasal. There are ‘lengthened vowels’ according to Smith & Weston (1974),
1 which are ‘from 1 1/2 to 2 times the length of a single vowel’ (p. 14). But they areinterpreted ‘as a sequence of two vowels and are two syllable nuclei’ (p. 14).
1 There are four contrastive tones in Mianmin — high (’), low (‘), high falling
(^), and low rising (”). On monosyllabic words, all tones are attested, as show in
1 (12).’·‘
(12) Mianmin tones on monosyllabic words:
1 H; [khin] :6yc* [gäth] ‘mole’ [M] mc:
L: [khin] ‘insect sp.’ [as]
‘tree’ [sa'] ‘vine’
1 HL: [fäp] ‘where’ [krä] ‘properly’ [ä]/[tä] ‘and’
LH: [düm] ‘point of taro’
1 On disyllabic words, the following tone patterns occur:
1 (13)
Mianmin tones on disyllabic words:
L-L: [khémit] ‘gourd’ [bésä] ‘nothing’ [ükthém]
‘ash’
L-H: [khäwa] ‘axe’ [bimän] ‘snake’ [wä‘sä] ‘cut’
1 L-LH: [märjgék] ‘bee’ [ämün] ‘stomach’ [khömök] ‘headman’
L-HL: [ätdä] ‘cliff’ [dämip] ‘garden’ [bäsi] ‘nose tusk’
1 H-H: [mtinüij] ‘nose’ [biibiir] ‘flower’ [thémbär] ‘young man’H-L: [änök] ‘bow’ [äjäp] ‘uncle’ [jabir] ‘down place’
1 H-HL:
[khwé‘lön] ‘hand’ [babär] ‘veranda’ [btikhüm] ‘charcoal’
On trisyllabic words, the following tone patterns occur:
5 Smith & Weston’s (1974) transcriptions have been adapted to IPA.
1
6 Although Smith & Weston (1974) state that the high falling tone does not occur on monosyllabic words
(p. 29), there are three words in their data that go against this generalization: [fäp] ‘where’, [krä] ‘properly’,
1
and [ä]/[tä] ‘and’. I thus assume that the generalization is not true.
1 .-..2 1
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(14) Miamnin tones on trisyllabic words:’ I
L-L—L: [fäniwär] ‘ancestors’ [thümimiri] ‘wasp’s nest’
L—L-H: [khäthäbäm] ‘cave’ [äfünän] ‘leg hair’
L-L—LH: [äkhüräp] ‘am1t’ [äthöthöp] ‘spark’ 0L-L-HL: [wésémé] ‘canoe’ [ éthäthön] ‘skull’s hollow’
L-H-L: [bémämin] ‘caterpillar’ [3‘iriisäm] ‘roofing grass’r L-H—H: [Iikhäri] ‘pumpkin’ [määpsé‘] ‘tortoise sp.’ 0
[bänäkrä]. ‘undemeath’ [ikhämwär] ‘married couple’
H-H-H: [sinibi] ‘crocodile’ [1imäs6“] ‘eel’ 0L-H-HL: [bäänön] ‘jaw’
H-L-H: [fätnämin] ‘what, when’
H-H-HL: [btiküpsän] ‘beads’ 0
From the data above, we can clearly see that the contour tones are strictly
restricted to word-final syllables, while the high and low tones are generally free 0in their distribution. Certain melodies do seem to be missing from di- and
trisyllabic words even with the contour restrictions taken into account, e.g., H-LH 0in disyllables, and H-L-L, H-L-LH, H-L-HL, H-H-LH, and L-H-LH in trisyllables.
This may seem to be an argument for a melody mapping analysis. But three facts
suggest that such an analysis is inappropriate. First, the motivation for tonal 0melodies is often the economy of the analysis, in that a very limited number ofmelodies can account for all the data. But in Miamnin, the melodies that are 0needed far exceed the ones that are missing. Second, disyllables and trisyllables do
not instantiate the same melodies. E.g., H-L-H is attested on trisyllables, but H-LH
is missing on disyllables; H-L is attested on disyllables, but H-L-L is missing on 0trisyllables. Third, there are melodies that do not observe the one-to-one, left-to-
right Association Conventions, and the association is contrastive; e.g., the LH
0melody has contrastive realizations L-H and L-LH on disyllables and L-H-H, L—L-
H, and L-L-LH on trisyllables. There are two possible ways to resolve this
conundrum without violating the Association Conventions. One is to posit 0different tonal melodies for the different associations, e.g., L-H-H, L-L-H, and L-
L-LH are of the melodies LHH, LLH, and LLLH respectively. This further vitiates
the economy advantage ofmelody mapping. The other is to posit prelinking in the 0
underlying representation. E.g., L-L-H and L-L-LH have the underlying forms as
shown in (15a). Then the Association Conventions and Wellforrnedness Condition 0predict the correct surface forms (see Leben 1978, who adopted this solution for a
similar problem in Mende). But this analysis renders the restriction of contour
tones to word-final syllable completely accidental, as one can easily imagine 0prelinking scenarios that produce contour tones on nonfinal syllables, for example,
the one in (15b). Therefore, it eliminates any explanations for the gravitation of 0contour tones to word-final syllable under melody mapping. ‘
7 Smith & Weston (1974) do not list L-H-HL, H-L-H, and H-H—HL in their discussion oftonal distribution.
0But these pattems show up in examples they give elsewhere in the paper.
0
I
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I
I (15) a. Prelinking that resolves contrastive association:
I 6 6 6 6 6 6 UR
I I /
I L H L H
I 6 6 6 6 6 6
I Association Conventions
I L H L H Wellformedness Condition
I
I 6 6 6 6 6 6I ‘~I : ‘~1/
6 L H L HI SR
I 6 6 6
II L H
I b. Prelinking that produces contour tones on nontinal syllables:
I 6 6 6 6 6 URI \ \I L H L H L
I
I
6 6 6 6 6 6I I\ : Association Conventions
I L H L H L Wellformedness Condition
I
I 9 9 9 9 9I : I\
I L H L H L
6 SR
I I
I I II • •
I L H L
I 2.1.5. Local conclusion
I
I In the previous sections, we have seen four languages from four different languageI phyla that have a final advantage in contour tone bearing. In none of these
I languages can the final advantage be appropriately derived from one-to-one, left-
6 to-right melody mapping. But there is a clear correlation between the duration ofI the final syllable and its attraction of contour tones. The durational property is
I explicitly discussed in three of the four languages, and given the prevalence of
I final lengthening, it would not be surprising that Mianmin has a similar durationalI profile. This constitutes one reason that even in languages in which tonal melodies
can be shown to be relevant, the mapping mechanism is not the explanation for the
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final advantage for contour tone bearing, as otherwise we would need two separate 1
accounts for the phenomenon when there is a unifying factor that can do the job. 1
In §4, I also show that the mapping deiivation alone cannot be translated into the 1
OT framework to account for the gravitation of contour tones to final syllables and 1syllables in shorter words, and the durational advantage of these syllables must be 1
acknowledged in the analysis. 1
1
2.2. Exemplars of tonal melody mapping revisited 1
1
The last section identifies languages for which tonal melody is not a relevant 1
concept. This section looks in more detail at languages in which tonal melodies are 1
purportedly responsible for the distributional asymmetries of contour tones and 1
argues that none of the celebrated cases of melody mapping holds up under closer 1
scrutiny. The bulk of the arguments in this section stems from Zhang (2000a) and 1
Zoll (2003), which are acknowledged at appropriate places. 1
1
2.2.1. Mende 1 1
1
First discussed in the generative framework by Leben (1971, 1973, 1978), Mende 1
is arguably the most celebrated case of tonal melodies. Leben claims that there are 1. five basic melodic pattems in Mende: H, L, HL, LH and LHL. These pattems are 1
mapped onto syllables in the word one-to-one, left—to-right. The examples in (16) 1
illustrate these melodic pattems in words up to three syllables (from Leben 1978): 1
(16) Mende examples: 1
1
1
H ko ‘war’ pélé ‘house’ hawämä ‘waistline’ 1
L kpä ‘debt’ bélé ‘trousers’ kpäkäli ‘tripod chair’ ° 1
HL mbü ‘owl’ ngilä ‘dog’ félamä ‘junction’ 1
LH mbä ‘rice’ fändé ‘cotton’ ndäviilä ‘sling’ 1
LHL mba ‘comanion’ n ähä ‘woman’ nikili
‘ roundnut’ 1
1
Dwyer (1971, 1978, 1985), however, challenges Leben’s melody mapping 1
view. He claims that tones are associated with syllables underlyingly in Mende. 1
His major contentions are two. First, the five tonal patterns Leben provides do not 1
account for all of the Mende lexicon. Other pattems, such as HLH and HLHL, are 1
also attested, illustrated by examples in (17). Second, the mapping analysis cannot 1
formally capture the following contrasts: H-L and H-HL in disyllables; H-L-L and 1
H—H-L, L-H-H and L—L—H in trisyllables. But these contrasts exist in Mende, as 1
shown(18).1
. (17) a. HLH: yämbüwii ‘tree (sp.)’ 1
lansänä ‘proper name’ 1lénää ‘for now’ 1
. 1
1
1
1
1
1
~ 1
1
1
1
1
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I
I b. HLHL: näfälé ‘raphia clothed clown’
I njéngiilü ‘tarantula’
I diimbéékä
‘star’
I (18) a. H—L: käli ‘hoe’ ngilä ‘dog’
I H-HL: könyö ‘friend’ hökpö ‘navel’ °
I b. H-L—L: félämä ‘junction’ mölimö ‘Muslim’I H-H-L: simbiti ‘spider’ kököli ‘seek’I c. L-H-H: ndéndéli ‘shade’ ndäviilä ‘sling’
I L-L-H: kölöbé‘none’ lélémä ‘praying mantis’
I Rather than treating the contrasts in (18) as the result of partial prelinking
I (Leben 1978), Dwyer contends that all tones in Mende must be prelinked to the
I TBUs in the underlying representation rather than associated to TBUs by the
I Association Conventions during the course of the derivation. He hence refers to
I the approach as a ‘segmental’ approach.
I The major criticism held against Dwyer’s analysis is that it overgeneratesI tonal pattems that are not attested. For example, Conteh et al. (1983) list the
I following patterns in trisyllabic words that are predicted by the prelinking
I analysis, but not attested in Mende:
I (19) a. CVCVCV b. CVCVCV c. CVCVCV d. CVCVCV
I A I I A I I\ A A I\ I I\ I\I HL H H HL H HL HL HL HL H HL HL
I e. CVCVCV f. CVCVCV g. CVCVCVI I I\ I\ A I I A A I
I L HLHL HLH L HLHLH
I However, it is apparent that all pattems in (19) involve the HL contour on
I nonfinal syllables. Therefore, these missing patterns do not instantiate
I overgeneration of Dwyer’s segmental approach; instead, they illustrate thatI Mende, like many other languages, displays a common pattem of contour tone
I distribution
— the preference for final syllables. Aided by the reference to final
I syllables as privileged contour carriers, Dwyer’s analysis better captures the tonal
I pattems ofMende by doing away with tonal melodies, and at the same time does
I not nccessarily overgenerate any of the pattems in (19).
I One complication in Mende is that contour tones on nonfinal syllables are in
I fact attested
— Dwyer (1978) lists a number ofwords with a HL or LH contour on
I nonfinal syllables. But these syllables invariably have a long vowel, as in (20).
I (20) LH-H: béési ‘pig’
I LH-L: nyääpö ‘mistress’
HL-L: wöömä ‘back’
Leafing through Innes’s ‘Mende-English Dictionary’ (1969), not only do we
find numerous examples of this sort, we also find long vowels with level tones,
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e.g., s55 ‘long’ and néé ‘boil’. Therefore vowel length does seem to be contrastive
in Mende, even though Leben is not willing to commit to such a view. Dwyer also
argues that the monosyllabic word for ‘companion’ in (16), which carries a LHL
contour, should be transcribed with a long vowel — mbää. This argument finds 1
support in Spears (1967) and Innes (1969), both transcribing the word with a long 1vowel. 1
The fmal complication in Mende is on the surface realization of its rising 1
’tone LH. On a long vowel, a rising tone can surface as such, as illustrated by 1
words like béési ‘pig’ in (20). But on a short vowel, the rising tone usually 1
behaves as a ‘po1arizedtone’1 it surfaces as a downstepped H before a pause or L, 1and as a L before a H, which is subsequently downstepped. This is illustrated by 1the data in (21) (Dwyer 1978: 182). 1
(21) UR; nja 1SR before #1 nj1ä ‘water’ 1SR before L: nj1ä—félé ‘two rivers’ 1SR before H: njé-1i ‘the water’ 1
If the above generalizations about the rising tone are true without exceptions, 1we are inevitably led to the conclusion that the rising tone LH can only occur on 1long vowels. But Leben (1973:187) claims that the words for ‘rice’ (mbä) and 1‘kill’ (pä) do have a rising pitch. He further asserts that the simplification of the 1
rising tone does not apply to monosyllabic nouns and verbs. This statement is 1
obviously in disagreement with the data in (21), which show rising simplification 1
on a monosyllabic noun. Therefore it is plausible that the downstepped High, or 1
rather, Mid, is a contrastive tone in Mende. But with the scarcity of data, no 1
defmitive statement can be made regarding this. The relevant point here, however, 1is the following: if a rising pitch WERE TO occur on a short vowel, it could only 1occur on monosyllabic nouns or verbs. This statement does not contradict either of 1the data sources —— Leben (1973) and Dwyer (1978). 1
We are thus led to the following generalizations regarding the distribution of 1contour tones in Mende. Long vowels can carry a complex contour LHL in 1
monosyllabic words; they can carry a simple contour HL or LH in other positions. 1
Short vowels can carry either of the simple contours HL and LH in monosyllabic 1
words; they can carry the falling contour HL in the final position of di- or 1
polysyllabic words; they cannot carry contours in other positions. These 1
generalizations are summarized in (22). 111
11111111111
1
1
1
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1 (22) Mende contour tone restrictions:
1 Vowel No. of Syllable position LHL ok? LH ok? HL ok?
1 length syllables in word1 in word1 VV 1H111111VV>1 T V 1 H11111 ÄZXKQ11 V >11111 11V >1¤<>11ü1 ¤11
We can see that the contour limitations in Mende are largely due to
1 durational factors instead of restrictions on tonal melodies. For instance, the
1 restriction of LHL to long vowels in monosyllabic words finds explanation in the1 complexity of the tone and the fact that this vowel, being [+10118], final, and in
1 monosyllabic words, is durationally triply advantaged. Tonal melodies alone
1 cannot explair1 this restriction: the melody HLHL, which would give rise to LHL1 on the final syllable of a disyllabic word if mapped one-to-one, left-to-right, is
1 attested, e.g., nafälé ‘raphia clothed clown’ (see (17)).
1
1 At this point, we can clearly see that the limited inventory of tonal melodies1 and their mapping to segmental contents as envisioned by Leben do not provide an
1 adequate account for Mende tones. But Mende nonetheless displays the
1 preferences for contour tones to appear on prosodic-final syllables and syllables in1 shorter words. As suggested earlier, the real account lies in the phonetic
1 peculiarity of these syllable types, namely, they are longer in duration than ceteris
1 paribus syllables in other positions.
1
1 2.2.2. Etung
1
1 Etung is a Bantu language with three basic tones —— High (H), Low (L), and
1 Downstep (1H) (Edmondson & Bendor-Samuel 1966). Syllables in Etung can be1 CV, CV0 or CVR. No vowel length contrast is documented. Emondson and
1 Bendor—Samuel observe that while there is no restriction on the occurrence of level
1 tones, the falling and rising contours (HL, H1H, LH) are restricted to the final1 syllable ofmono- and disyllabic phonological words. They account for this effect
1 by taking tone as a feature of the phonological word. They identify 12 patterns of
1 tonal melody composed of the three level tones and map them from left to right to1 syllables in a phonological word. These patterns are shown in (23).
1
1 (23) Pattems
‘ 6 6 6 6 6 6
1 1 L-L-L L-L L —1 2a L-H-H L-H LH1 2b 1H-H-H 1H-H 1H1 3 H-L4L H-L HL
1 4 H-H-H H-H H
1 5 L-H-L L-HL —
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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16 L-L-H L-LH —— 17 H-H-L H—HL — 1
8 11-111-11- 11-111 11111 1
9 H-L-H H-LH — 110 L-H-1H L—H1H — 111 11-11-111- 11-11111 — 1
1
Goldsmith (1976) subsequently proposes to simplify melodies 1, 2a, 3, and 4 1
to L, LH, HL, and H. But Zoll (2003) observes that these melodies and the 1
conventional mapping mechanism do not account for patterns such as L-L-H and 1
H-H-L on trisyllables and consequently questions the melody mapping approach. 1
Furthermore, as Morris Halle has pointed out (Goldsmith 1976:156, footnote 2), 1
the eight patterns that do not involve 1H include all the melodies expressible as 1
T1T2T;. This observation makes the melodie approach immediately less attractive, 1
as it does not serve the purpose of restricting possible tonal combinations in 1
polysyllabic word. The missing pattems can be described by the common 1
restrictions on contour tone distribution alone: (a) contour tones only occur on 1
word final syllables; (b) contour tones cannot occur in words with more than three 1
syllables; (c) complex contours with three or more pitch targets do not occur. 1
These restrictions are related to the durational advantage of syllables in prosodic- 1
final position and words with fewer syllables. This position is also endorsed by 1
Zoll (2003). 1
1
1
2.2.3. Kukuya 1
1
The tonal pattern of Kukuya is very similar to that of Mende envisioned by Leben 1
(Paulian 1974, Hyman 1987). Paulian (1974) argues that there are also five tonal 1
melodies in Kukuya: H, L, HL, LH, and LHL, and they are mapped one-to—one, 1
left-to-right to syllables in the word. Examples in (24) show the mapping of tones 1
in words with up to t11ree syllables. A significant glitch to the mapping analysis is 1
in the word for ‘younger brother’, which is in bold in the table in (24) — it has a 1
L-L-H pattern instead of the expected L—H-H, as if tones are mapped from right to 1
left in this particular case. 1
1
(24) Kukuya examples: 1[ 1
H ba bägä baläga 1‘oil palms’ ‘show knives’ ‘fence’ 1
L ba bälä balägä 1‘grasshopper killer’ ‘to build’ ‘to change route’ 1
HL ka kalä kälägä 1‘to pick’ ‘paralytic’ ‘to be entangled’ 1
LH sä sämi mwärägi 1‘weaving knot’ ‘conversation’ ‘younger brother’ 1
LHL bvi pali kälégi 1‘he falls’ ‘he oes out’ ‘he tums around’ 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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(
( Paulian (1974) suggests that the tonal melodies are associated with the moras
( in an ‘edge-in’ (Yip 1988) fashion in trimoraic words, as the first and the last
( moras receive primary and secondary accents respectively. The unaccented middle
( mora, which corresponds to the ‘prosodic trough’ in Hyman’s (1998) term,
( receives the default L, giving rise to H-L-L in the case of the HL melody and L-L-
( H in the case of LH.
( In keeping with the left-to-right mapping convention, Hyman (1987)
( proposes a special ‘fix-up’ rule that spreads a L one syllable to the right if the
( following syllable is associated with a doubly linked H, and subsequently delinks
( the first H association, as in (25).
(25) Kukuya ‘fix up’ rule (Hyman 1987):
( o o 6( I/V( L H
Zoll (2003) argues that the exceptional case here in fact reflects a cross-
( linguistic principle which she terms CLASH —— there is no H sequence on adjacent
( TBUs. Therefore the tone mapping in Kukuya does not proceed from left to right,
( but ensures the satisfaction of the highly ranked CLASH constraint. This constitutes
( one part of her framework on tone mapping that does away with directionality in
( the traditional Association Conventions.
( Thus, Kukuya illustrates a slightly different point from Mende and Etung.( For the latter two languages, tonal melodies lack principled motivation: in order to( derive all the lexical pattems, the number of melodies that have to be postulated( approaches the number of possible tonal combinations given the tonal inventory.
For Kukuya, however, the motivation for tonal melodies is considerably stronger,
as unlike Mende, no examples have been put forth to contradict the existing five
melodies. What is being challenged is the directionality of the mapping convention
( per se. But as we have seen, the directionality is the crucial mechanism that
( restricts contour tones to domain final syllables. Thus, if it cannot be established,
( the privilege of domain final syllables has to find its explanation elsewhere. And
( clearly, Kukuya does exhibit the familiar effects: contour HL can only occur on
( monosyllabic words or the final syllable ofdisyllabic words.
( 2.3. Languages in which tonal melodies are motivated
(
( 2.3.1. Banned tonal melodies ‘
(
( The Kukuya case that we have seen indicates that the notion of tonal melody does
( have its merit on the lexical level, since Kukuya truly has a limit on the number of
( tonal combinations that can occur in a word. Granted that we do not find pattems
( like HLH, HLHL associated with words, we must consider constraints like *HLH-
( WORD, *HLHL-WORD to be relevant for Kukuya, and in this we find the
(
(
(
(
(
y (
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1
justification for lexical tonal melodies. But these melodies are quite different from 1
those envisioned in mapping analyses, where a melody is a contrastive 1
phonological entity. The banned melodies simply represent phonotactic 1
restrictions on tonal sequencing.
1
2.3.2 Morphological melodies
1
Tonal melody can also be a useful notion morphologically. For instance, in Tiv, 1
each verb tense is marked with one of two tonal melodies — a High melody or a 1
Low melody (Abraham 1940, Amott 1964, McCawley 1970, Goldsmith 1976). 1
The two melodies for the general past tense on one, two, or three syllable words 1
are given in (26). 1
(26) Tiv general past tense: 1G o' o' 0 0 6 1High mc1ody!HL; 1111 1HL 1HLL 1Low melody L: L LL LLL 1
From the behavior of the High melody on trisyllabic words, we know that the 1
mapping here proceeds from left to right. Zoll (2003) terms the directionality of 1
melody mapping required by grammatical morphemes ‘morphological 1
directionality’. She argues that this is the only type of directionality that is attested 1
in tonal melody mapping; phonological directionality, which maps tones to 1
segmental contents in underived environments, camrot be empirically established. 1
Morphological directionality can be either left-to-right, as in Tiv general past 1
tense, or right-to-left, as in Hausa plural nouns (Newman 1986, 2000) and 1
Kanakuru verb stems (Newman 1974). To render this in OT, we need alignment 1
constraints in the form of AL1GN(Catl, Edgel, Cat2, Edge2), where Catl belongs 1
to a grammatical category, and Cat2 belongs to a prosodic category (McCarthy & 1
Prince 1993). The Edge parameters can be either Left or Right. Left-alignment 1
represents a prefixing melody, while Right-alignment represents a suffixing 1
melody. 1
In traditional terms, morphological melodies do not seem to observe the left- 1
to-right convention of lexical melodies. This is due to the choice of prefixation or 1
suffixation available to morphology. Tonal infixation is also attested. Zoll (2003) 1
argues that the recent past tense marker in Tiv is a High tone infixed onto the 1
second syllable of the verb stem, and her analysis of such tonal infixation is 1
similar to that of segmental infixation: it is the imperfect realization of a prefix (or 1
suffix) due to some highly ranked constraint; in this case, a positional faithfulness 1
constraint protecting the underlying tone on the initial syllable.
1In terms of contour tones, morphological melodies predict that they should 1occur word-finally if the association is left-to-right, and word-initially if the 1association is right-to-left. As I show later in §4, in an OT rendition of the former 1scenario, we need constraints specifically banning contour tones on nonfinal _ 1
1
syllables as well as ALIGN-L constraints. The latter scenario, however, is not 1
1
1
1
1
1
(
(
(
(
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( attested: although there are cases of suffixing melody, they do not produce contour1 tones on the initial syllable. This could be an accidental gap due to the limited
( number of samples, but it may also be a principled restriction, as word-initial
( syllable is not affected by the same degree of lengthening as the final syllable.(
( 2.3.3. Melodies in tone sandhi
( Finally, tonal melodies are also useful in languages in which the tone sandhi( behavior of polysyllabic words is determined by the lexical tone on one of the( syllables. The Shanghai example we have seen in §1 is a case in point. The data
( patterns are repeated in (27). Such patterns again require alignment constraints in
( OT, which enforce either the docking of the initial and end pitches of a lexical( contour tone to the left and right edges of a bigger prosodic domain, as in( Shanghai, or one-to-one, left-to-right mapping of the pitch components of a lexical
( contour tone to syllables in a bigger domain, with or without a boundary tone at
( the end of the domain.
( (27) Shanghai tone sandhi:
1 6 6 6 6 GG 6 666
( HL H-L H-M—L H—M-LT-L
( MH M-H M-H-L M-H-M-L
( LH L-H L-H-L L-H—M-L(
( Tangsic (Tangxi) (Kennedy 1953), another northem Wu dialect of Chinese,( illustrates the 1eft—to-right spreading of a dominant tone in a cleaner way. There
( are three lexical tones in Tangsic: 33, 51, and 24. In adjective—noun compounds,
( the underlying tones of non-initial syllables are lost and the tone of the initial
( syllable is spread across the entire compound. This is shown in (28).*
( (28) Tangsic tone sandhi in adjective-noun compounds: ‘
( a. 33-T ——> 33-33:1 ko33—se33 ——> ko33—se33 ‘high mountain’
( high-mountain
( tsor]33-njin24 —> tS01]33—I1jlIl33 ‘middleman’
( middle-person
( pan33-se5l ——> pon33-se33 ‘ice water’
( ice-water
( b. 51-T-+53-31:
( ka51-sz-:33 ——> ka53-ss3l ‘rockery’
( artificial-mountain
( sjo51-njin24 —> sjo53-njin3l ‘children’ *
( small-person
(
((
8 All data are from Kennedy (1953). Non-IPA symbols have been adapted .to IPA according to Kennedy’s( descriptions. .(
(
(
(
(
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kwan51-se5l -> kwon53-$631 ‘boiling
water’boiling—water 1
c. 24-T —-> 22-44 (22-24 for slow or effeminate speech): 1
du24-$633 —> du22-se44 ‘large mountain’ 1
large-mountain 1
du24-njin24 —> du22-njin44 ‘adults’ 1
large-person 1ts1‘¤24-se5l —> ts1‘¤22—se44 ‘smelly water’ 1
smelly-water 1
Arguably, there are also Chinese dialects in which the tonal contour of the 1
final syllable is preserved and spread across the word. They are often referred to as 1
‘right-dominant’ dialects. Citing Zheng-Zhang (1964), Yue-Hashimoto (1987) 1
lists Wenzhou as an example. But Yue-Hashimoto acknowledges that the sandhi 1
pattern in Wenzhou is much more complicated than can be summarized as melody 1spreading. In fact, ‘right-dominant’ dialects primarily have contour leveling and 1
reduction on nonfinal syllables and cannot be appropriately captured by right-t0- 1
left melody spreading. I come back to this issue in §5.3. 1
1
13. The phonetic underpinnings of contour tone distribution 1
1
The cases discussed in §2 have shown that the distributional properties of contour 1
tones — that they preferentially occur in prosodic-final syllable and syllables in 1shorter words — are not necessarily the epiphenomena of one-to-one, left-to-right 1
tonal melody mapping, and I have hinted at the durational basis for these 1
properties. In this section, I further spell out the phonetic underpinnings of these 1
crosslinguistic patterns of contour tone distribution. These points are made in 1
further detail in Zhang (2002, 2004a). 1
3.1. The importance of duration in contour tone bearing 1
1
Tone bearing ability, especially contour tone bearing ability, is crucially dependent 1
on duration. This is determined by both the production and perception of contour 1tones. 1
The production of contour tones crucially differs from that of other complex 1segments that require more than one oral constrictions (e.g., [Ep] in Yoruba or 1
clicks in Khoisan languages) in that for contour tones, the acoustic change results 1
from the state change of one single articulator — the vocal folds. Therefore the 1
laryngeal muscle contraction and relaxation, which determine the vocal fold 1
tension (Ohala 1978), must be sequenced to produce the pitch variation in a 1contour tone. This determines that, unlike a complex segment whose different oral 1
constrictions can be separately planned and overlapped, a contour tone requires 1
sufficient duration to be implemented. More specifically, a complicated contour 1
1
1
· 1
1
1
1
1
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tone, which involves more pitch targets, would involve more complicated muscle
1 state change, and thus prefer a longer duration to facilitate implementation; a
1 contour tone with farther-apart pitch targets would require the muscles to contract
1 or relax to a greater degree, and thus also prefer a greater duration of its carrier
1 (Sundberg 1979, Xu & Sun 2002).
1 Perceptually, contour tones are different from other contour segments such
1 as prenasalized stops and affricates. Although the production of the latter group of
1 sounds also requires one articulator to go from one position to another, the
1 acoustic consequence of such change is sudden; e.g., the frication noise is formed
1 the moment the oral occlusion is loosened, and the transition between the two
1 states has no perceptual consequence. But for contour tones, the gradual stretch or
relaxation of the vocal folds has a continuous acoustic effect, and the transition
1 from the beginning state to the end state carries a significant perceptual weight in
1 the identification of the tonal contour (Gandour 1978, Gandour & Harshman
1 1978). This deterrnines that a longer duration is preferred for contour tones, since
studies have shown that the perception of such gradual pitch change is enhanced
1 when the duration on which the change is realized is longer. For example,
1 Greenberg & Zee (1979) showed that given the same pitch excursion, the longer
1 the duration of the vowel, the more ‘contour-like’ the tone is perceived by the
1 listener. They also found that listeners cannot perceive pitch changes reliably
when the duration is below 90ms.
1 In the following two sections, I identify the word-final syllable and syllables
1 in shorter words as durationally advantageous. This allows them to serve as better
1 contour tone licensers.
1 3.2. Final lengthening
1 A rich body of phonetic literature has shown that the final syllable of a prosodic
1 unit in English is subject to lengthening(O1ler 1973, Klatt 1975, Cooper & Paccia-
1 Cooper 1980, Beckman & Edwards 1990, Edwards, Beckman, & Fletcher 1991,
1 Wightman et al. 1992, Byrd 2000, among others). This effect is also
1 crosslinguistically well attested. Johnson & Martin (2001) list the following
languages in which prosodic-final lengthening has been found: Swedish, Dutch,
1 German, Spanish, French, Italian, Russian, Czech, Finnish, Hungarian, Mandarin,
1 Japanese, Hebrew, and Muskogee Creek. Final lengthening has also been
1 documented for Welsh (Williams 1985, 1989), Korean (Cho & Keating 2001),
Tagalog (Zhang 2001), Fuzhou Chinese (Zhang 2001), and Xhosa (Zhang 2002).
1 Although the organization of the prosodic hierarchy remains controversial (Selkirk
1 1984, Nespor & Vogel 1986, Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986, Pierrehumbert &
1 Beckman 1988, among others), it is a generally agreed upon that bigger prosodic
1 boundaries induce greater lengthening effects (Oller 1973, Klatt 1975, Beckman &
1 Edwards 1990, Wightman et al. 1992, Hofhuis, Gussenhoven, & Rietveld 1995,
1 Byrd 2000, Cho & Keating 2001). In fact, most of final lengthening reported in the
1 literature represents utterance-final lengthening. Therefore, there is a discrepancy
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between this final lengthening effect and the gravitation of contour tones to the 1
fmal syllable of lexical words. 1 1
Non-prepausal word-final lengthening, however, has also been documented 1
in the literature. Oller (1973) tested the lengthening effects in utterance-final (‘It 1
was a [bab].’), phrase-fmal (‘The [bab] is on the table.’), and word-final (‘The 1
[bab] apple is on the table.’) positions and found that although utterance-final 1position has the greatest lengthening effect, phrase-final and word-final syllables 1raiso benefit from significant lengthening. A similar experiment by Lindblom 1
(1968) on Swedish reported similar results. Klatt (1975), in an acoustic analysis of 1
a connected discourse consisting of 13 sentences, 236 words, and around 1200 1
segments, found that the average percentage change in duration from the median 1
duration for a vowel is +30% for word-final and phrase-final position, -2% for 1
word-final but non-phrase-final position, -8% for phrase-final word but non-word- 1
final syllable, and -12% for neither word-fmal nor phrase-final position. This 1
indicates that non-prepausal word-fmal syllables are longer than non-word-final 1
syllables in either phrase-fmal or non-phrase-final words. Beckman & Edwards 1
(1990) compared the duration of [0] in Pop and Poppa in the following two 1
sentences: ‘Pop opposed the question strongly, and so refused to answer it’, and 1
‘Poppaposed the question strongly, and then refused to answer it’, and found that 1
duration of [0] in Pop is significantly longer than that in Poppa for many subjects 1
at many speaking rates. They also found that the duration of [9] in Poppa in the 1
second sentence to be significantly longer than that in opposed in the first 1sentence, indicating that the durational difference is due to final lengthening, not 1polysyllabic shoxtening (see §3.2). Given that it is unlikely that there is a phrase 1
boundary after Pop or Poppa, their data illustrate that there is indeed final 1
lengthening on the word level. Lehiste (1960), in her acoustic study of intemal 1
junctures in English, found that the durations of [aj] and [u] in Nye trait and two 1
lms are greater than those in nitrate and tulqos, respectively, presumably due to the 1presence of a word boundary in the former. 1
Moreover, unlike non-word—f'mal syllables, a word-final syllable also has 1
opportunities to occur before bigger prosodic boundaries. Therefore, the average 1
duration of a word-final syllable in a connected discourse will be greater than that 1of the same syllable in non-prepausal positions alone. This point can be illustrated 1by the acoustic data from Crystal & House (1982, 1988), which are composed of 1
both slow and fast readings of two English scripts, each composed of around 300 1
syllables, by various numbers of speakers. The long vowels [i, e, x, 0, o, o, u] and 1
short vowels [1, 6, A, 0] are considerably longer in word-final position, which 1
includes both nonprepausal and prepausal positions, than their average durations 1in all positions: the long vowels average 138ms and 154ms before word-final stops _ 1
and fricatives respectively, but only 128ms and 118ms before stops and fricatives 1
in general; the short vowels average 81ms and 71ms before word-final stops and 1
fricatives respectively, but only 63ms and 69ms before stops and fricatives in 1general. 1
1
1
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1 Therefore, although word—f'mal lengthening is admittedly less well
1 documented and smaller in degree than phrase- and utterance-final lengthening, it
1 still exists and hence can serve as the phonetic basis for the gravitation of contour
1 tones to the fmal syllable of a word. The reason that it seems to have a greater1 effect on contour tone licensing than phrase- or utterance—fina1 lengthening, I
1 believe, is related to paradigm uniformity (Kiparsky 1982, Bybee 1988, Burzio
1 1994, Kenstowicz 1997, Steriade 2000, among others). A word—final syllable will
1 always be word-final, but only occasionally, if ever, be phrase- or utterance-final.
1 Therefore, a phonology that bases its contour tone licensing decision on the word
1 level has a better chance at minimizing altemation.
1 Finally, phrase- and utterance-final lengthening in fact does have
1 phonological effects on contour tone licensing in some languages. For example, in
1 Kikuyu (1), the LH rise only siufaces when the syllable is phrase-final, but
1 simplities to H otherwise; in Beijing Chinese (§2.1.1), the complex contour 213
1 only surfaces in utterance-final position and simplifies to 35 or 21 in other
1 positions. These cases illustrate that the effect of phrase- or utterance—final1 lengthening can overiide the preference for paradigm uniformity to allow contour
1 tones to surface only in these final positions, as Optimality Theory would predict.
1 3.3. Polysyllabic shortening
1 The shortening of syllables in polysyllabic words has also been well documented1 in the literature (Lehiste 1972, Klatt 1976, Lindblom & Rapp 1973, Lindblom,
1 Lyberg, & Holmgren 1981, Lyberg 1977, Strangert 1985).
1 Lehiste (1972) studied the vowel duration differences among monosyllabic
1 words (e.g., sleep, shade) and their morphological derivatives of various lengths1 (e.g., sleepy, sleepiness; shaajz, shadiness). Although the biggest effect she found
1 was that the vowels in monosyllabic words are longer than those in longer words,
1 which could be attributed to final lengthening, she also found the initial vowel of a
1 disyllabic word is longer than that of a trisyllabic word, indicating that
1 polysyllabic shortening indeed exists. Based on the results of Lehiste (1975), Klatt
1 (1976), in his modeling of the durational behavior in English, designated a 15%
1 shortening effect for vowels in polysyllabic words.
1 Polysyllabic shortening has also been consistently reported in a number of
1 careful phonetic studies of Swedish (Lindblom & Rapp 1973, Lindblom, Lyberg, &
1 Holmgren 1981, Lyberg 1977, Strangert 1985). For example, Lyberg (1977) found
1 that the duration of stressed [ox] with an acute accent decreases with the increase
1 of the number of syllables following the [ox] in the word. Strangert (1985) further1 showed that the shortening effect in longer words is also operative on the phrasal
1 level. Moreover, Strangert (1985) listed the following languages in which
1 polysyllabic shortening had been documented: English, Dutch, German, Spanish,
1 French, Lappish, Fimiish, Hungarian, and Estonian.
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Polysyllabic shortening puts the syllables in polysyllabic words at a
disadvantage for contour tone licensing. In other words, syllables in shorter words,
in particular, monosyllabic words, are better contour tone licensers due to their -
inherent longer duration.
3.4. The relevance of final lengthening and polysyllabic shortening
Although final lengthening and polysyllabic shortening are both cross- 1
linguistically well attested, the magnitude of these effects varies from language to 1
language (Delattre 1966, Hallé et al. 1991, Johnson & Martin 2001, Strangert 1
1985). Moreover, for many tone languages for which we know the distribution of 1
contour tones, including some under discussion here, there is no available phonetic 1
data that verify the presence of these durational effects. Therefore, care should be 1taken to justify the claim that it is these durational effects that govem the 1
gravitation of contour tones to word-final syllable and syllables in shorterw rds.Th
are two reasons which suggest that the presence of these durational 1
effects is universal. First, although studies have found that the MAGNITUDE of 1
these effects is language-specific, no study has reported the complete LACK of 1
these effects. This is particularly true for final lengthening, which has been 1
documented for many languages in different language phyla. Second, the 1
suggested reasons for these effects have been invariably functional in nature. For 1
example, Klatt (1976) considered both speech perception and production as the 1
bases for final lengthening, Perceptually, the durational cues at prosodic 1
boundaries can help the listener process the prosodic and syntactic structure of the 1
utterance. Production-wise, the slowing down at the end of phrases may be due to 1
the decreasing number of words that needs to be produced from a hypothesized 1
phrase buffer; it may also help the speaker plan the next phrase to be uttered (p. 1
138). Strangert (1985) considered isochrony among words as the reason for 1
polysyllabic shortening, citing Fraisse (1982), who showed that when asked to 1produce groups of four taps, subjects shortened the intervals between taps as 1
compared to when they were asked to produce groups of two taps. If these are the 1
motivations for the durational effects under discussion, then there is no reason to 1
think that they will only be applicable to some languages, but not others. 1
3.5. Phonological works that recognize the effect of duration on contour tone 1
licensing 1
The durational basis of contour tone licensing has been most notably explored in 1
works by Woo (1969) and Duanmu (1990, 1993, 1994a, b). Woo (1969) proposed 1
that contour tones are sequences of level tones representationally, and each level 1
tone needs a rime segment to be licensed. This accounts for the direct relation 1
between the length of a syllable and the kinds of tones it can carry. Duanmu 1
further proposed that the tone bearing unit is the mora, and contour tones are only 1
allowed on bimoraic syllables. This captures the dichotomy behavior of Chinese 1
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languages: one type, represented by Mandarin and Cantonese, has coda contrasts, .
I diphthongs, longer rime duration, and consequently few distributional restrictions
I on contour tones; the other type, represented by Shanghai and Suzhou, has no coda
I contrasts, no diphthongs, shoiter rime duration, and consequently many tone
I sandhi processes that turn contour tones into level tones. Zhang (2002, 2004b)
I took the position further by arguing that the mora, as a phonological contrastive
I length or weight unit, is insufficient in capturing the cross-linguistic patterns of
I contour tone licensing; durational properties on a more detailed phonetic level
I must be available to phonology to allow a unified account for all durationally
I related pattems of contour tone distribution. This is the position taken in this paper
I as well.
I 4. The analyses of distinctive and nondistincüve tonal associations in
I Optimality Theory
In §2, we have seen two major types of languages. One is languages like Beijing
I Chinese, Ron Phibun Thai, and Mende, in which the association between tones
I and TBUs is contrastive, and the distinctive association is established through the
I irrelevance of tonal melodies in a domain larger than the syllable. The other type
I is languages in which tonal melodies are indeed relevant,_such as Kukuya, which
I has lexical melodies, and Kanakuru and Hausa, which have moiphological
I melodies. In this section, I provide Optimality-Theoretic analyses for both types of
I
languages, using Mende and Kukuya as examples. The goal is to show that for
I both types of languages, the analysis needs to specifically refer to the durational
I advantage of syllables in prosodic-final position and in shoiter words. Crucially,
I recapitulating the Association Conventions and Wellformedness Condition in
I constraint format does not provide a viable analysis for the preferred locations of
I contours, even for languages in which tonal melodies are motivated. In other
I words, relying solely on melody mapping does not only result in a dichotomy in
I the analysis of a uniform phenomenon, but is also technically impossible.
4.1. Distinctive tonal association — Mende
The distinctiveness of tonal association in Mende is established through examples
I in (18), which show that H-L vs. H-HL contrast for disyllables and H-L—L and H-
I H-L as well as L-H-H and L-L-H contrast for trisyllables. Taken together with the
additional tonal patterns such as HLH and HLHL identified by Dwyer (17), this
constitutes the major argument for durational factors rather than tonal melody
mapping as the basis for contour tone distribution in Mende.
i To account for Mende, I define the tonal markedness constraint family in
(29) and posit intrinsic rankings of the constraints in (30).
I (29) *CONTOURi-o'j: contour i cannot occur on syllable typej.
.gggggggggggggggggeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeereereeeeenrrrrrrrrrrrrr1
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(30) a. If the sonorous portion of the rime in Gm is longer than oj, then
*CONTOURj-Gm. 1b. If contour i requires a longer sonorous rime duration thannt rrz,
then *Cor~1roURi-6j» *CoNroUR„-61. 1
The ranking in (30a) ensures that a contour tone is allowed on a
longersyllablebefore it is allow d on a shorter syllable, and the ranking in (30b) ensures 1that a syllable allows a contour that requires a shorter duration before it allows
c nt urthat requires a longer duration. Both of these rankings are projected from 1phonetics. For detailed discussions on the contour tone bearing ability ofsyllabl s nd
the complexity of tonal contours that decides the duration required for
theirimplementation,see Zhang
(2002).Specificallyfor Mende, the relevant contour types, in descendingcomplexityin
terms of the sonorous rime duration required, are LHL, LH, and HLP The 1sonorous rime duration of the syllables in Mende is systematically affected
byt r eparameters: vowel length (o'VV>o'V), position of the syllable in the
word(6ÜI13l>O.B0I1f1113l)sand syllable count in the word (O-monosyllabic>O-polysyllabic>
where‘polysyllabic’here m ans two or more syllable ). If we assume that on the
ordl v l,the shortest long vowels are still longer than the longest short vowels,
t ent esyllable types in Mende can be ordered in descending sonorous rimeduratio a :
O-VV-monosyllabic, GVV-polysyllabic-final, O-VV-polysyllabic-nonfinab GV-monosyllabic, GV-
6V-p0]ysy1labic-¤0¤ü¤a]•lo 1
9 The LH vs. HL difference stems nom Sunberg’s (1979) and Xu & Stm’s (2002) finding that risingto take
longer to implement than falling tones ofequal pitchexcursi n.‘°
Lacking phonetic data in Mende, we cannot verify the assumption about the durational comparison 1between long and short vowels. But data nom other languages indicate that this is not an imreasonable 1assumption. Crosslinguistically, contrastive long vowels are generally about twice as long as short vowels 1(Lehiste 1970). Lehiste reports data nom Danish (V:/V=l.98), Finnish (V:/V=2.27),S rbo-Croatian(V:/V=1.49),
Thai (V:/V=2 to 3.57), and Swedish (V:/V=l.25 to 1.85) in support of this claim. Data nom 1Creek (Johnson & Martin 2001), Dutch (Jongrnan 1998), Thai (Abramson & Ren 1990), Hindi, Malayalam, 1and Arabic dialects (Broselow, Chen, & Huffman 1997) also show that the duration of long vowels falls in 1the range of 1.5 to 2.5 times the duration ofshort vowels. The lengthening effects in word-final syllable
andsyllablein shorter words, however, are smaller. In Lehiste (1972) (see discussion in §3.3), although she 1found that the vowels in monosyllabic words, which benefited nom being in both the final position and 1shorter words, were between 1.4 to 2.3 times of the duration of the same vowels in polysyllabic 1morphological derivatives, given that the words were read in isolation and thus benefited nomutt r nce-fi al
lengthening, the combined duration contribution ofword-final lengthening and being in shorter words 1would be much smaller. Klatt (1973) compared the vowel duration ofmonosyllabic words and the nonfinal 1syllable of disyllabic words in English and found that the former averages 1.2 to 1.5 times the latter. Klatt 1(1976), in his modeling of the durational behavior in English, designated 35% and 15% shortening for 1vowels in non-phrase—final positions and polysyllabic words, respectively, and recognized that
thedur tio aldiscr pancy between ünal and nonfmal vowels on the word level would be much smaller. Direct 1durational comparisons between short vowels and long vowels in a number of languages have also shown „ 1that long vowels are generally longer than short vowels even when they are in positions of prosodic 1disadvantage. Johnson & Martin (2001) showed that word-initial long vowels are considerably longer than 1word-final short vowels in Creek. Hofhuis, Gussenhoven, & Rietveld (1995) showed that Dutch vowels
arel ngthenedbefore prosodic boundaries, and the eüect gets progressively bigger nom the prosodic word 1boundary to the utterance boundary; but the long vowels before a prosodic word boundary are still longer 1than the short vowels before an utterance boundary. de Jong & Zawaydeh (2002) showed that in Ammani· 1Jordanian Arabic, long vowels are considerably longer than short vowels even when the latter benefit nom
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( *CONTOUR;-oj constraint family and their intrinsic rankings in Mende can be
( shown as in (3 l). MS=monosyllabic, PS=polysyllabic, F=fina1, NF=nonfinal.
(31) Mende *CONTOUR(-oj constraint family:
*LHL- » *LHL- » *LHL- » *LHL- » *LHL- » *LHL-
öv-Ps-Nr GV-PS-F Gv-Ms övv-Ps-NF Gvv-Ps-F Gvv-Ms
( · 3 3 3 3 3
( 3
*LH- » *LH- » *LH- » *LH- » *LH- » *LH-
övv-Ps-Nr Gvv-Ps-r= Gvv-Ms
( 3 3 3 3 3 ( 3
*HL- » *HL- » *HL- » *HL- » *HL- » *HL-
öv-Ps-NF ¤v-Ps-F ¤v-Ms övv-Ps-NF övv-Ps-F Gvv-Ms
To complete the analysis for Mende, I also define two tonal faithfulness
( constraints MAX(tone) and IDENT(tone), as in (32).
(32) a. MAX(tone): if T is a tone in the input, then T has an identical
( correspondent in the output.
( b. IDENT(tone): if ot is a TBU in the input and ß is a correspondent
of ot in the output, then the tonal specification of ot must be
identical to the tonal specification of ß.
The difference between MAX(tone) and IDENT(tone) is in the satisfaction of
( the constraint when the underlying tones have been reassociated to the Tone-
Bearing Units due to the loss of TBU, spreading, or other reasons. IDENT(tone)
( will be violated if reassociation such as LH—L to L-HL occurs, since the tonal
specifications for both syllables have been changed; but MAX(tone) is satisfied
( since all tonal targets are preserved from the input to the output. The comparison
is similar to that of MAX(F) and IDENT(F) in Zhang (2000b). Intuitively,
( IDENT(tone) serves a more important purpose in languages with distinctive
association than in languages with nondistinctive association.
To rank the tonal faithfuhiess constraints against the *CONTOURi-o'j family,
we rely on the generalizations in (22). For example, for LHL, since it can only
( occur on a long vowel in a monosyllabic word, for the first row of markedness
constraints in (31), tonal faithfulness should be ranked just above *LHL—oVV-MS;
( we can likewise decide the ranking between tonal faithfuhiess and the markedness
( constraints for LH and HL. The crucial ranking for Mende is summarized in (33),
( and the tableaux in (34) serve as an illustration for the ranking: if a prelinking in
the input incurs a violation of a highly ranked tonal markedness constraint, then
( the prelinking is not preserved (34a); but if a prelinking does not result in violation
of highly ranked markedness constraints, then the prelinking is preserved (34b).
stress lengthening and focus lengthening while the former do not. Lehtonen (1970) measured the durations
of short and long vowels in various positions of one- two-, and three-syllable words in Finnish and found
that long vowels in any position are longer than short vowels in any position.
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that (34) does not make claims about the UR’s of66 and 66; it is onlym ntt
illustrate that a particular contour tone will not surface on an undesirable I
syllable even if a UR in the Rich Base (Prince and Smolensky 1993) encouragesdo so.(33)
Menderanking:*LHL'ÖV-PS-NF
"‘LHL—<5vv-Ms
I
*LHL—Gv-Mg *LH—GV-Mg
I
*LHL-¤vv-I>s-1= *LH'GVV-PS-F I
» MAX(tone) » *LH-6vv-Mg I
*LH—GV-PS-NF _ I¤IaNr(t6ne) I*LH"6V-PS-F "‘HL—<¥v-I>s-1=*HL-öv-Ms
I
*HL‘GV-PS-NF *HL"6VV—PS-NF I*HL'GVV·PS—F
I
(34) a. 6 6 6 6—> II\L
H L L H L I
*LH'6V-PS-NF IDENT IGM*HL·¤v-1>sI=6
6 ( T I|\ITT.Q? IL H Lé‘f‘j
¤ I~·r I I\ T Y IL H L I T‘‘I. I
b. 6 6 6H
L H L IY
_
*LH—¤v-1> -N1= {DEN ¢¤¤¢ *HL—¤v-Ps-F I<= ¤ I¤· l/I IH L . g IG G TY I.· ‘ II I I,
As we can see from this sample analysis, for a representative language
withdistinctivetonal association, the analysis must refer to the final position as well
a thsyllable count in the word in order to account for its distribution of contour I
tones. I
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In adherence to Richness of the Base, we must also consider inputs that
include contour tones that are either in principle or accidentally missing (e.g.,
1 HLHL, HLH). To ensure that they do not surface, there must be highly ranked
markedness constraints that prevent their faithfulness rendition, and these
constraints and their ranking can be either deduced from phonetic principles in
(30) or learned from the exposure to data.
I 4.2. Nondistinctive tonal association — Kukuya
The Kukuya tonal pattems can be summarized as follows: tive word melodies
L, H, LH, HL, and LHL — map onto syllables one—to-one, left-to-right, with the
exception that LH maps onto trisyllables as L-L-H, not L-H-H. I provide the
1 analysis to Kukuya in two steps accordingly. The first step illustrates that in order
1 to capture the canonical output of the Association Conventions, an Optimality
Theoretic analysis must identify the final syllable as a privileged contour tone
carrier; alignment constraints alone carmot replicate the mapping procedure in
derivational terms. The second step uses Zoll’s (2003) *CLASH to capt11re the L-L-
H mapping.
To proceed with the first step, let us consider a slightly more abstract
scenario in which melodies composed of one, two, or three tonal targets are
1 mapped onto mono-, di-, or trisyllabic words as in (35).
(35) a. T1: 6 6 6 6 6 6
I I I/ \I/
1 T1 T1 T1
b. TITZ: 6 6 6 6 6 6
1 /\ 1 1 1 1/1 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2
I c. T1T2T;: 6 6 6 6 6 6
1 /I\ I I\ I I I1 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 Ts T1 T2 T3
The following observations, which are canonical of tonal melody mapping,
obtain: the tone-to-TBU association is nondistinctive, e.g., there is no contrast
between L-H-H and L-L-H on trisyllables; and contour tones only surface on
word-final syllables.
The nondistinctivenss of association can be accounted for by the low ranking
of IDENT(tone). Provided that MAX(tone) is highly ranked, all the tonal targets will
be preserved, and their association with TBUs will be detennined by markedness
1 constraints outlined below.
As discussed above, under the traditional mapping mechanism, the
1 gravitation of contour tones to word-final syllables is an epiphenomenon unrelated
to the extra duration as a result of final lengthening. In this spirit, we may attempt
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to translate the mapping procedure into OT without referring to the
durationaladvantageof the final syllable. One possible approach is to use an
alignmentconstraint,which requires tones to align to the right edge of a word, as defined
in(36).This is a gradient constraint: if the right edge of a tone is separated from the I
right edge of the word by n syllables, the constraint accumulates n violations. I
(36) ·ALIGN(Tone, R, Word, R) (abbr.ALI N- ):.
The right edge ofa tone must align with the right edge of aword.T
effect of the ALIGN-R constraint can be seen in the tableau in (37).
Th wi r,w ich has a contour on the fmal syllable, satisfies ALIGN-R better than
thelosingcandidate, which has a contour on the initial syllable. I
(37) 6 6 66—>
| [\ I
T} T2 T3 T} T2 T3
AmGN—R I6 6 I=·· I I\ IT T T I6 6 I/I I ‘ IT} Tg
TTorule out the possibility of aligning all the tones to the rightmostsyllabl ,we
must also posit markedness constraints against contour tones, as in (38).(38)
a. *T1T2: no HL or LH contour is allowed on anysyllable.b.
*T1T2T3: no HLH or LHL contour is allowed on anysyllable.Th se
constraints must outrank ALIGN-R to avoid unnecessary contours,
butmu tbe outranked b MAX(tone) to allow contours to surface when there is no IY Ichoice. The tableaux in (39) illustrate theseff cts.(39)
a. 6 6 66—->
| [\ IT1 T2 T3 T1 T2 Ts I
MAX tone *1* TZT ALIGN-
I¤· ITI T2 T I<= IT1 T2 Ts I
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b. 6 6
T —> /I\
T T1 T2 Ts T1 T2 Ts
T MAX tone 1 1 116T
. '/I\ T TT. ”TT
6T
/\T T
Tl T ~?;_!jQ
We are therefore led to the constraint ranking in (40). I have omitted obvious
T markedness constraints such as *T1T2T3T4, which bans extremely complex
T contour tones, and *TlT2T3T4-WORD, which bans unattested tonal melodies.
T These constraints must be undominated.
(40) MAX(tone) » *TlT2T3, *TlT2 » ALIGN-R » IDENT(tone)
T But this constraint ranking makes the wrong prediction for the mapping of a
T two-tone melody onto three syllables, as shown in (41). The winning candidate is
T the one that realizes T; on the first two syllables and T2 on the last syllable. It
T satisfies ALIGN—R better than the act11al output since the right edge of T1 is closer
T to the right edge of the word.
T (41) 6 6 6 6 6 6
T ——> I V
T T1 T2 T1 T2—MAx tone *T1T2 ALIGN-R
T 6 6 6
T T T
T 6 6 6
T · l/ IT T1 T
T We may try to remedy the situation by positing an ALIGN-L constraint, as
T defmed in (42). As ALIGN-R, it is also a gradient constraint. If we rank ALIGN-L
T over ALIGN-R, we derive the correct output for (41), as shown in (43).
(42) A1.16N(Tone, L, Word, L) (abbr. ALTGN-L):
T The left edge of a tone must align with the left edge ofa word.
(43) 6 6 6 6 6 6
T
T ——> I I/T T1 T2 T1 T2
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_
MAx toe 3 3 AIGN-L ALN-R36
6 6 I
T1 T2 I
6 6 6 I
V I IT1 T I
But we observe irmnediately that the tableau in (39a) now gives the
wr gr sult—- the contour tone now occurs on the initial syllable instead of the final I
syllable, as shown in (44). Notice that both candidates violate *T1T2, which I
penalizes contour tones with two pitch targets. I
(44) 6 6 - 6 6 I—> II\T}
T2 T3 T} T2 T3 I
MAX wc -3 *12 3 3 3 333 3 I
6 6 3. I
I I\ · IT} T2 T3 . - I I°° ’•· /I **3* I
Tl *]*2*}* 3
33Theproblem here is conceptual rather t an technical. The conflict lies I
between the left-to-right mapping mechanism, which requires a higher ranking of I
ALIGN-L, and the attraction of contours to the final syllable, which requires a I
higher ranking of ALIGN-R. Therefore, in order for the analysis to work, the I
desired effect of ONE of the ALIGN constraints must be achieved by other means.
Ipr posthat ALIGN-R should be eliminated from the constraint hierarchy, and that I
its effect should be achieved by referring to the final syllable in the word as a I
privileged position for contour-bearing. I
Let me first show that this is a technically viable solution. In lieu of ALIGN- I
R, we consider two positional markedness constraints *T;T2-cnonüml and I*T;T2T3-6„o„ü„„}, as defined in (45). I
(45) a. *T1T2-6,,,,,,;;,1,,1: no HL or LH contour is allowed on a nonfinal I
syllable. I I
b. *T1T2T;-6„„„ü„a}: no HLH or LHL contour is allowed on a I
nonfinal syllable. I
The ranking *T1T2-Gmmgnal » ALIGN-L ensures thatto es r
aligned as close to the left edge as possible, provided contour tones do not I
surface on nonfinal syllables. This is illustrated in the tableaux in (46). MAX(tone) I
is still assumed to be highly ranked, and it is only outranked by undominated tonal I
markedness constraints such as *T1T2T3T4 and *T;T2T3T4—WORD.
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(46) a. 6 6 6 6 6 6
I —> I 1/
T1 Tg Tl T2
I IALIGN-L
6 6 6. 6666 6666666666666666
I 6 6 6<¤· I I/
I T1 T26 6 6
I 1/ I
T} T2
b. 6 6 6 6 6I —> I I\T} T2 T3 T; T2 T3
I
-
·•·r,r2'r3-I ···r1r2- *TlT2T3I *r,r2 IALIGN-L
Gnonfinal I Gnonfinal _ I
I 6 6 6_ 6 Q.I "° I I\ I I6 I·II· ¥·"**~ -I-6
T1 T2T S=I?I_ I * 6 II 1 16
I G Äxi ;—/I I;III fIIIj;·6IÄ *_
Tl T T 6 I Q L 6 6
I G G I 6 I i
/I\I
Tl T2T .-61:6; ·;6 6··66
Therefore, the ranking in (47) accounts for the abstract tonal pattems in (35).
(47) *TjT2T3T4, *TjT2T3T4-WORD » MAx(tone),
Another reason for replacing ALIGN-R is that, unlike ALIGN-L, it has no
I psycholinguistic or phonetic motivation. The motivation for ALIGN-L can be
found in numerous psycholinguistic studies that illustrate the importance ofword-
I initial position in lexical access and word recognition. Brown & McNeill (1966)
I show that in a tip-of-the-tongue state, the initial segment in a word has a higher
rate of being recalled by subjects than other segments; Horowitz, White, & Atwood
I (1968) and Horowitz, Chilian, & Dunnigan (1969) show that utterance-initial
materials provide better cues for word recognition and lexical retrieval than medial
I or final materials; and a series of studies by Marslen—Wilson and colleagues
illustrate the significance of beginnings of words in psycholinguistic tasks such as
close-shadowing and cross-modal priming (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh 1978,
Marslen-Wilson & Tyler 1980, Marslen—Wilson & Zwitserlood 1989, among
others; also see summary in Marslen-Wilson 1989). The psycholinguistic
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prominence of the initial position motivates the realization of contrastive
information early in the word, and the gradient nature of ALIGN-L mirrors the
preference to have such information asearly as possible. The right edge of the
word, however, does not have the same kind of processing advantage as the left
edge. The only advantage — duration — is more aptly captured by markedness
constraints that penalize contour tones on positions that do not have this
advantage,.as fmal lengthenirrg generally does not affect the penultimate or earlier
- syllables, and hence should not be captured by a gradient constraint like ALIGN-R.
In short, the resolution to the conflict between ALIGN-L and ALIGN-R is:
tones prefer to occur closer to the left edge of the word for the ease of processing,
and it can be captured by ALIGN-L; but CONTOUR tones prefer to occur on the final
syllable because of its extended duration, and it can be captured by *CONTOUR-
Gnonfinal· '
The abstract data pattem above does not establish the need to refer to word 0
length to account for the fact that syllables in shorter words are more tolerant
ofcont urtones. For example, that the complex contour LHL can occur
onmonosyllabicwords, but not on syllables of dis llabic words, can be due to the 0fact that LHL is a possible tonal melody while HLHL is not, as shown in (48). 0Therefore the data pattem can be captured by positing a high-ranking
*HLHL-WORDconstraint, without specific mention ofword length. 0
(48) OK: o' not OK: 6
'/I\I /I\ 0L H L H L H L 0
But ifHLHL were a possible tonal melody in the language, specifically, if
itc uldbe found on polysyllabic words, as shown in (49), then it would be justified 0
to say that the lack of LHL on syllables in disyllabic words is due to a
high-r kingconstraint *LHL-odisyuabic, which intrinsically outranks *LHL- 0
cmouosyuabic. Then when the tonal faithfulness constraint MAX(tone) is
rankedbetweenthe two, LHL will surface on monosyllabic words, but not on syllables in 0disyllabic words. The Mende analysis in §4.l in fact illustrates this point. 0
(49) OK: 6 0 o' not OK: 6 6 0I I N I /I\ 0H L H L H L H L 0
ox; 6 0/I\ 0L H L 0
A similar approach to the attraction of contour tones to final syllable
h sbe nproposed by Zoll (1997, 1998, 2003). Zoll (1997) uses the constraint ALIGN- 0R(contour) to capture the gravitation of contour tones to the right edge. As we 0
have seen, this is not an appropriate characterization of the final advantagef rc n ur
tones due to the gradient nature of the constraint. Zoll (1998, 2003) uses 0
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licensing constraints COINCIDE(contour, 6), where 6 represents syllables with
I canonically longer duration or greater sonority such as long—voweled, stressed, or
I final syllables. This account is essentially identical to one proposed above.
To account for the different mappings of LH and HL to trisyllables in
I Kukuya, I adopt Zoll’s (2003) constraint *CLASH, which bans two adjacent
I phonetically H-toned syllables. When *CLASH outranks ALIGN-L, but is outranked
I by DEP(tone), which bans tone insertion, and SPECIFY, which requires a tone
I bearing unit to be associated with a tone (Yip 2002:83), then LH melody will map
I onto trisyllables as LLH instead of LHH (50a), but H can still map onto
I trisyllables as HHH (50b).
(50) a. 6 6 6 6 6 6
5 —> I/ I
I L H L H
_,
*CLASH AL1oN-L
I L H
I IV
__
I 6 6 6
I =r l/ I
I L H
b. 6 6 6 6 6 6
I —> \I/
I H H ·—
SPECIFY 5 DEP tone *CLASH AL1GN—LI.IIII
HLI
"° \I/
A shrewd reader may have noticed that, with *CLASH, we can in fact capture
I the Kukuya pattem with ALIGN-R (» ALIGN-L) and no mention of the final
I advantage for contour tones: the tableau in (44) captures the LH mapping to L-L-
I H in trisyllables, and *CLASH » ALIGN-R will force the HL melody to spread
las H-
I L-L, not
There are three reasons for going through the rather strenuous exercise of
I capturing the abstract pattern in (35), however. First, as I have argued, there are
I scenarios in which tonal melodies are relevant, such as morphological marking
I I
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tone sandhi. Given that the mapping mechanism is the same regardless of I
whether the melody is lexical or morphological, there needs to be a
generalmechanismin Optimality Theory that approximates one-to-one, directional I
melody mapping in any event. Second, although as Zoll (2003) has shown, I
exceptionless examples of one-to-one, left—to-right melody mapping are hard to I
find, its analysis safeguards the theory in case a language with such lexical I
melodies were to be found — after all, this is the prediction of the traditional I
autosegmental phonology with derivation. Finally, there is the issue ofmotivating I
the constraints external to the phonological pattem: ALIGN-R, as I have argued, I
lacks such motivation. I
In short, I have shown in this section that there is no formal translation of the I
ruled-based Association Conventions into OT that can dispense with the I
identification of final syllables and syllables in shorter words as privileged I
positions for contour tones. Alignment constraints alone do not suffice on either I
conceptual or technical ground. The mapping is in fact dictated by twoonfl ctingpriorities:
to have contrastive information as early as possible in the word and to I
limit time-consuming phonological features to durationally abundant positions. I
This echoes the analysis of ‘conf1icting directionality’ in Zoll (1997). I
5. Further supporting evidence — right-to-left mapping does notp oduceinitial
preference for contour tones I
Further supporting evidence for the relevance ofphonetic duration to contour
tonedistributioncomes from the limited cases in which right-to-left mel dy mapping I
has been motivated. If the one-to-one, left-to-right mapping mechanism was the I
explanation for the gravitation of contour tones to prosodic-final syllable, then
forlanguageswith right-to-left mapping, we would expect contour tones to I
preferentially surface on the initial syllable. But in the few languages in
whichright-to-leftmapping as been motivated, no such preference is attested. They I
either allow contour tones on both initial and non-initial syllables or produce no I
contour tones by melody mapping. In fact, in the survey reported in Zhang (2002), I
there is no language in which contour tones gravitate to prosodic-initial syllable I
when all else is equal. This scenario is in stark contrast with the prevalence of
finalcontour-toneadvantage. This discrepancy has a straight-forward explanation, I
however: vowel lengthening in domain-final syllable is cross-linguistically well I
attested, and the degree of lengthening is considerable; domain-initial vowel I
lengthening, however, is rarely found —— although Barnes (2002) attests to
its ffectin Turkish and Cho & Keating (2001) show that it occurs, somewhat I
inconsistently, in Korean, both Fougeron & Keating (1997) and Bryd (2000) show I
little evidence of it in English, especially for initial-syllable vowels preceded
byon tconsonants. If contour tone distribution is predicted by the phonetic I
properties of the tone-bearing elements, then the licensing asymmetry between
th i itialand the ultima is to be expected; but if the directional ty ofmelody mapping
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is what lies behind the contour restrictions, then this asymmetry would have no
I explanation.
I In contrast to the prevalence of left-to-right melody spreading in the so-
I called ‘left-dominant’ Chinese dialects, the lack of right—to-left melody spreading
I in ‘right-dominant’ dialects constitutes a similar argument for the relevance of
I durationally based *CONT0UR-6,,,,,,;;,,,,1 constraints to tonal pattems. Without these
I constraints, we would expect right—to-left spreading to be just as common as the
I reverse and predict languages in which contour tones preferentially occur on
I nonfinal syllables, all else being equal.
In the following sections, I discuss Hausa, Kanakuru, Tangsic, and Wenzhou
I to illustrate these arguments.
I 5.1. Hausa
The syllables in Hausa can be either open or closed, and there is a vowel length
I contrast in open syllables. This renders the following syllable types: CVV, CVR,
CVO, and CV. There are three lexical tones — H, L, and Fall (HL). H and L can
I occur on all syllables, while HL can only occur on CVV, CVR, and CVO
I (Newman 2000)."
Newman (2000) states that ‘(f)al1ing tone in nonderived disyllabic and
I polysyllabic words typically occurs on the last sy1lable’ (Newman 2000:606).
I Most of these words are loanwords from English and Arabic. ‘The Fall represents
I either (a) a truncated H-L disyllabic sequence or (b) an approximation, especially
I in the case of English loanwords, of the stress/intonation in the source language’
I (Newman 2000:606). These two types ofwords are exemplified in (5 l).‘*
(51) Hausa falling tone in nonderived words (final):
I a. bambüs (= bambuzji:) ‘type ofperfume’
I läzdän (= laxdacniz) · ‘muezzin’
I lizmän (= lizmäzmiz) ‘imam’
I mütüm (< mütümi:) ‘man, person’
I jarif (= järizfiz) ‘holy man’
I zäitün (= zaituzniz) ‘olive (tree)’
H Newman (2000) considers bimoraicity to be the contour-tone licensing condition, with coda consonant,
sonorant or otherwise, being moraic. Zhang (2002, 2004b) argues against bimoraicity as the general
I licensing condition for contour tones. Specifically for Hausa, both Zhang (2002) and Gordon (1999) show
that the CVO syllables that carry the falling tone have a slightly lengthened vowel and a much reduced
I tonal contour as compared to CVV and CVR. The ability of CVO, but not CV, to carry the fall is possibly
due to the ability of the former to lengthen without jeopardizing any vowel length contrast. Zhang (2002)
I further takes the crosslinguistic different behaviors of CVO in contour tone licensing, e.g., non—contrastive
I vowel lengthening in Mitla Zapotec, contrastive vowel lengthening in Gä, non-contrastive contour
reduction in Pingyao Chinese, contrastive contour reduction in Xhosa, and a combination of vowel
I lengthening and contour reduction in Hausa, as a factorial typological argument for the Optimality
Theoretic constraints encoding non·contrastive durational properties.
I U All data in this section are from Newman (2000). Non-IPA symbols have been adapted to IPA according
to Newman’s phonetic descriptions.
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äfil ‘legal appeal’ 1ba:silin ‘vaseline’ 1üläs ‘thermos,flask’karanfäf‘c ankshaft’ 1küni ‘quinine’ 1räfäli‘referee’A
handful of nonderived nouns have a Fall in initial position. The complete 1list is shown in (52). Newman conjectures that these are the result of the historical 1loss ofa low-tonedvo el.(52)
Hausa falling tone in nonderived words(initial):bämmi:
‘palm wine’ 1däbgi: ‘anteater’ (< dazbügi: [dialect variant]) 1
düllü: ‘wild tig
tree’gäudgiz‘fool, jester’ (< gä:wüd3i:) 1gjäbdgiz/gjäzbi: ‘a rodent’ (< gjäzbtidgiz) 1künné: ‘ear’ 1mänjé: ‘large (pl.)’ 1
jämmä: ‘aftemoon,
evening’Fallingtone is also found in initial syllable in derived words such as
nounplural ,abstract nouns, frozen reduplicated nouns (e.g., bélbé.·lä.· ‘cattle egret’), 1grade 4 forms of certain monoverbs, a dozen grade l verbs, and a few 1exclamations (e.g., jäuwä: ‘bravo!’) (Newman 2000:607). This is due to the fact 1that most suftixes in Hausas are ‘tone integrating’ suftixes, which carry tonal 1
melodies that override the tones of the base, and the tonal melodies associatefr mri
to left (Newman 2000:600). This is likely the most productive right-to-left 1melody mapping documented in the literature. Examples in (53a) show the 1formation of class 4 plurals, which involves the reduplication of the base-final 1
consonant, the suffixation of —a:, and a HLH tonal melody mapped from right
t left;examples in (53b) show the formation of one type of abstract nouns, which 1uses a suffix -ta.· and a HLH melody; examples in (53c) show the formation of 1certain grade 4 monoverbs, which employs a suffix -nje and a HLH melody; and 1examples in (53d) show the formation of certain disyllabic grade 1 verbs that 1
behave as if they were trisyllabic and have a HLHm lody.(53)
Hausa right-to-left mapping that creates initialFall: .
Class 4 plurals: 1bäzbez /bäbbä: ‘locust’ gä:go: / gäggä: ‘pagan chief’ 1Rllllfül / Rüjjpaz ‘pony’ pézjéz / [ässä: ‘branch’ 1
b. Abstract nouns:
1mäita:‘witchcraft’ wäuté: ‘foolishness’ 1c. Grade 4 monoverbs: 1
ja: ‘drink’ /j‘änjé: ‘d1°lI'lk up’ tji ‘eat’ /t_\‘injé: ‘eat
up’dgazjéx‘pull’ /d3änjé: ‘pull aw y’ ji ‘do’ /jinj : ‘complete’ 1
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i d. Grade 1 verbs:
i _ mänta: ‘forget’ bäutä: ‘worship’
i gjä(tä: ‘repair’ zänta: ‘converse’
i The right-to—left mapping mechanism, or other tone-related processes, for
i that matter, does not create phonotactic violations in Hausa: Fall only surfaces on
i CVV, CVR, or CVO, and any Rise that develops due to syncope are simplified to
i either H or L depending on the context."
Falling tone also occurs on word-medial syllables. For instance, the verbal
noun forming suffix ‘-wa: creates a falling tone on the final syllable of the base
i provided it is heavy, as shown in (54a). When the ‘-wa: suffix is attached to a base
i that ends in a H-toned CV syllable, e.g., grade 7 verbs, the floating L is dropped,
l as shown in (54b).
(54) Hausa verbal nouns with suffix ‘-wä::
i a. kozmöc + ‘-wa: 6 közmözwaz ‘retuming’
i , karanta: + ‘-wa: 6 karantäzwäz ‘reading’
i kozjar + ‘-wä: 6 k6:järwä: ‘teaching’
i tsozijatär + ‘-wa: 6 tsozrétärwaz ‘frightening’
i b. gjäzrü +
‘-wa: 6 gjäqjüwä: ‘be repairable’
jäzwü + ‘—wa: 6 jacwüwäz ‘be drinkable’
i dinkü + ‘-wa: 6 dinkuwé.: ‘be sewable’
i (äsü ‘die’ + ‘—wa: 6 [asüwä: ‘death’
i The examples in (51)-(54) indicate that contour tone restrictions in Hausa aredetermined by syllable type, not the linear position of the syllable in a prosodic
i domain. Bearing in mind that this is a language with clear right-to-left
i morphological melodies, it is somewhat striking that it does not have an initial
l preference for contour tones, as such preference is what one is led to expect if
contour tone restrictions result from the mechanism of melody mapping. But the
mystery goes away as soon as we disassociate contour tone restrictions from
melody mapping. As I have argued, the licensing conditions of contour tones are
best stated with respect to the duration and sonority of the rime, while the
i directionality of melody mapping is driven by the characteristics of processing,
morphological directionality (prefixation vs. suffixation), or altemation.
i Therefore, it is not surprising that initial contour preference does not follow from
i right-to—left melody mapping.
The two Rise simplification rules are: (a) LH 6 L /H _; (b) LH 6 H elsewhere. E,g., gäwaji: 6
l *gäwäj’ 6 gäwäj ‘charcoal’; dgimizllaz 6 * d3im'lä: 6 dgimlaz ‘total’. See Ch. 7l, §l.2 of Newman
l (2000) for details.
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KanakuruKanakuru
(Newman 1974) is another language for which right-to-left tonal T
melody mapping has been argued. It has two underlying tones H and L. There are T
occasional surface Falls, which I will come back to, and there is no Rise. T
Kanakuru nouns, adjectives, and adverbs have two basic tonal melodies — T
H-H and H-L, and verbs also have two melodies —— L-H and H-L. These melodies T
map onto words from right to left, as shown in (55a) and (55b)." The directionality T
is clearly manifested in trisyllabic words with HLL and LLH tones. Monosyllabic T
words with H—L are sometimes simply pronounced with a L, e.g., tam.| ‘silk cotton T
tree’, and sometimes pronounced with a slight fall, e.g., m0t‘l ‘oil’. Monosyllables T
with a L-H melody are pronounced with a H. The floating H or L at the beginning T
of these words may participate in tonal processes such as tone displacement or T
downstepping (Newman 1974). T
(55) Kanakuru tonal melodies: T
a. Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs
‘black’ kuré ‘reedbuck’ gümbähla‘to d’H-H
gai ‘spear’ néné ‘there’ arijo ‘thom’ T
lu ‘animal émék ‘co ulent’ T
’lak ‘knife sheath’ küré ‘guinea com’ tambalä‘ba ket’H-L
’bam ‘useless’ néné ‘here’ gurüwii ‘storm’ T
'lä ‘cow’ wono ‘esterdab.
VerbsL-H
‘koi ‘to catch’ tüpé ‘to send’ lüküré ‘to disperse’ T
‘tüi ‘to eat’ éni ‘to remember’ Bißiré ‘to crack’ TH-L ’moi ‘to wait for’ däpé ‘to collect’ dgöpélé ‘to tumble’ T
'böi ‘to shoot’ émi ‘to fill’ laéré
‘to hold down’ T
Zoll (2003) argues against the melodie treatment of Kanakuru verbs by T
pointing out that the verb stems are bimorphemic, with the final -i or -e indicating Tverb class. Then the verbs can be analyzed as either L or H, with a suffix that T
assumes tonal polarity. But this analysis cannot be extended to nouns, adjectives, T
and adverbs, for which neither bimorphemicity nor tonal polarity can beg ed.Let
us temporarily assume right-to-left melody mapping in Kanakuru.
Wen ticethat the tonal melodies in the language are not complicated enough to incur T
contour tones on syllables in di— or polysyllabic words. Therefore, on the surface, T
it looks like Kanakuru is not relevant for the point being made. But Kanakuru does T
T4 All examples are from Newman (1974). Non-IPA symbols have been adapted to 1PA according to T
Newman’s phonetic descriptions. T
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allow falling tone. Newman (1974) lists a number of nonderived words with
falling tone and also describes morphophonological processes that create Falls.
( Examples in (56a) are nonderived words listed in ‘Appendix 2 — Kanakuru-
( English Vocabulary’ of Newman (1974). Derived words with falling tone are
exemplified in (56b).
(56) Kanakuru falling tone:
a. béam ‘useless’ méäm (< *méhäm) ‘hump on back’
baat ‘five’ jaa (< *_\‘aha) ‘war’
méén ‘beer’ taa (< *taha) ‘shoe’
( kii (or kiji) ‘boat, canoe’
b. ji+än—->ji1i ‘he used to...’
past-continuous + suffix pronoun ‘he’
( ji+ am——>jini ‘we used to...’
( past-continuous + suffix pronoun ‘we’
gäm + ii -—> gam + ii ‘the ram’
ram + deünite markertoro + ii —> toröi ‘the fa1m’
( farm + definite marker
tfäcfäu + ii —> cfäcfawii ‘the game/play’
( game/play + definite marker
( Although falling tone is a very limited phenomenon in Kanakuru, we can
( make the following generalizations regarding its surface occurrence: it only
( appears on word—final CVV(C) or CVR syllables (56a, b), and occasionally
monosyllabic words. In other words, like Hausa falling tone, its licensing
( conditions are determined by syllable type, not the linear position of the syllable in
( a prosodic domain. Therefore, the fact that contour tones do not preferentially
( surface in the initial syllable of a word in Kanakuru might be due to the simplicity
( of the tonal melodies to be mapped onto words, but there might be a deeper cause
for the simplicity of tonal melodies: more complicated melodies would force
( contour tones to surface on syllables that have no durational advantage and are
thus avoided.
( There is still the issue whether tonal melodies are warranted at all in
Kanakuru, especially in non—verbs. One can possibly analyze them as having a L
vs. H contrast that is only licensed in word-final position, and the prefinal H’s are
filled in by default. But the crucial point here is that even if one were to
acknowledge the existence of right—to—left melody mapping, initial contour tone
( advantage is still nowhere to be seen; this further motivates the disassociation
between contour tone distribution and tonal melody mapping,
5.3. ‘Right-dominant’ Chinese dialects
The avoidance of initial preference for contour tones can be motivated from a
slightly different perspective in Chinese dialects. As I have mentioned briefly in
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§2.3.3, one way of classifying the many tone sandhi systems in Chinese dialectsisb
the dominant edge. ‘Left-dominant' dialects include most northem Wu dialects T
like Shanghai, Suzhou, Changzhou, and others. Characteristically, the tone on the T
initial syllable of a compound is spread across the entire compound. This can be T
captured in OT with alignment and contour tone licensing constraints together T
with *LAPSE and *CLASH of Zoll (2003). ‘Right-dominant’ dialects include Min T
dialects like Fuzhou, Xiamen, Zhangzhou and southem Wu dialects like Wenzhou T
oand Wenling. But the characteristic sandhi pattern for these dialects is not the T
leftward spreading of the tone on the final syllable; rather, the final tone is T
faithfully realized while the nonfmal tones level, reduce, and neutralize. This Tcharacteristic difference between left- and right-dominance is typified in Tangsic, Twhose left-dominant sandhi in adjective-noun compounds has been discussed in T§2.3.3 — the data pattern is clearly left-to-right melody spreading. Tangsic, Thowever, has right-dominant sandhi in verb-object compounds. The examples in T(57) (all from Kennedy 1953) show that in disyllabic verb-object compounds, the Tfinal syllable preserves the original tone while the initial syllable has a neutralized Tlevel tone slightly lower than 33, which Kennedy writes as an ‘S’ and I have taken Tthe liberty to transcribe as 22. T
(57) Tangsic tone sandhi in verb-objectcompounds:a.
T-33 -> 22-33: T
sao33-t]‘a1j33 6 sao22-tha1j33 ‘cook soup’ T
ma24-tT‘ar_)33 6 ma22-tha1333 ‘sell soup’ T
ma5l-thar}33 6 ma22-thar}33 ‘buysoup’ .
T-51 6 22-51: T
sao33-ts¤51 6 sao22-tso5l ‘cooking wine’ Tma24-ts¤5l 6 ma22-tso5l ‘sell wine’ Tma51-ts¤51 6 ma22-ts¤5l ‘buy wine’ T
c. T-24 6 22-24: T
sao33-mie24 6 sao22-mie24 ‘cook noodles’ T
ma24-mie24 6 ma22-mie24 ‘sell noodles’ T
ma51-mie24 6 ma22-mie24 ‘buy noodles’ T
The difference in tonal behavior between adjective-noun andverb-objectcomp unds
is apparent: it is not only in the location of neutralization, but also in Tthe way in which neutralization happens. The left-dominant pattem instantiates Tleft-to-right melody mapping, while the right-dominant pattern illustrates T
neutralization by merging to a common level tone, not right-to-left melody T
mapping, The neutralization in verb-object is apparently complete, as Kennedy T
comments on the inability of Tangsic speakers to distinguish ‘buy wine’ and ‘sell . T
wine’ without sententialcon xts.The
Wenzhou dialect of southem Wu (Zheng-Zhang 1964, Pan 1998),alsoknown
to be right-dominant, has a pattem similar to that of Tangsic verb-object Tcompounds. Although Yue-Hashimoto (1987), in motivating the right-dominance T
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1 of Wenzhou, claims that ‘the tonal contour itself is based on that of the last
1 syllable. This means that the tonal contour of the last syllable spreads over the
1 entire sandhi domain, just as in the case of the first-syllable dominant type’ (Yue-
1 Hashimoto 1987:456-7), a careful look at the sound recording of Wenzhou sandhi
1 in Pan (1998) indicates that the pattern is considerably more complex than can be
”
1 summarized as right-to-left spreading.
1 Wenzhou has six lexical tones: 55, 31, 42, 22, 35, and 213.** The two falling ‘
1 tones 31 and 42 differ not only in their average pitch, but also in the location of the
1 turning point: 31 has a relative level portion at the beginning and then falls at the
end; therefore a more accurate transcription should be 331. 42, however, starts the
1 fall from the beginning of the tone. 213 is the so—called ‘Ru’ tone, which occurs on
historical CVO syllables. But obstruent codas have been lost in modern Wenzhou
1 except in nonfinal position of a word, where they are realized as glottalization at
the end of the rime.
The disyllabic sandhi pattern of Wenzhou is summarized as in (58). We can
1 see that the final syllable (62) generally preserves its tone while the first syllable
(6;) undergoes massive neutralization and simplification. For instance, tone 213,
1 while occurring on 61, simplifies to a level tone 22 irrespective of the tone on 62,
which is faithfully realized except in the case of 31; tones 35 and 213, when
1 occurring on 62, are always identically preserved while cl in concatenation with
1 them undergo neutralization. While the complete account of Wenzhou sandhi
1 escapes us, especially when 0*2 has 31, 42, or 22, for our purpose it suffices to note
1 that only when 62 is 31 or 42 could part of the disyllabic sandhi be possibly
1 conceived as right-to-left spreading (42-21). Therefore, in contrast to Shanghai
1 and adjective-noun compounds in Tangsic, Wenzhou constitutes another
1 illustration of the difference between left- and right-dominance beyond
1 directionality— melody mapping is far more relevant for the former.
(58) Wenzhou disyllabic tone sandhi:
61\62 55 31 42 22 35 2131 ss ss-ss
1 31 33-55 22-13 22-42
42 42-35 35-213
22 42-33 42_21 42-21 44-221 35
213 22-55 22-13 22-42 22-22 22-35 22-213
1 *5 The tonal transcriptions used here and the later sandhi table differ somewhat ü·om Pan (1998). For
1 example, Pan transcribes the high level tone as 33 instead of the 55 used here. This is done through careful
1 examination of the sound recording instead of wishful thinking. The discrepancies between Pan’s
1 transcriptions and the actual data might be due to the influence of Zheng·Zhang’s authoritative work on
1 Wenzhou in 1964— the phonetic tonal values might have changed during the past decades, yet the changes
1 are not reflected in Pan’s newer work.
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Without taking into account phonetic factors such as duration, the lack
ofright-to-leftmelody spreading in tonal altemati n is surprising: unlike
lexicalmelodieswhich canonically map left-to-right due to the lack of ALIGN-R (§4.2), T
sandhi tones CAN originate from the right and spread leftwards as there may exist T
highly ranked positional faithfuhress constraints that value the preservation oft on
the final syllable. But if we take into account the durationally based licensing T
constraint the left-right asymmetry now has anexplanation:the
right dominance effect is achieved by two kinds of faithfulness constraints T
MAX(tone)/final and IDENT(tone)/final, with the former preserving the final
t andthe latter keeping the final tone on the final syllable; these faithfulness T
constraints do not conflict with contour tone licensing constraints such as T
*CONTOUR-omnüml, which means that the tone on the final syllable, contour
r t,will be faithfully realized in-situ and has no need to spread leftward. The T
prevalence of tonal simplification in nonfinal positions is at this point no surprise T
to us —— it is the direct result of the high—ranking of the durationally-based T
*C0NT0UR—o„0„;;„a1. Left dominance, however, enlists help from T
MAX(tone)/initial and IDENT(tone)/initial, whose satisfaction could potentially T
conflict with *CONTOUR-omnüml, and one way of resolving the conflict is to T
sacrifice IDENT(tone) and spread the initial melodyrigh ward.‘°5.4.
InterimconclusionIn
this section, I have shown from two related perspectives that durationally
basedlicensingcon traints like *CONTOUR'Gnonfina] are relevant for tonal grammars. T
First, for languages in which right-to-left melody mapping is motivated, we do not T
observe gravitation of contour tones to the initial syllable of the mappingd mai .T s
supports the separation of contour tone licensing from the mechanism of T
melody mapping, as the initial syllable does not enjoy lengthening on a parwi hfi al
lengthening and is thus not expected to be a preferred position for contour T
tones. Second, in contrast to the prevalence of left-to-right melody spreading
in‘left-dominant’Chinese dialects, the scarcity of right-to—left spreadi g in ‘right- T
dominant’ dialects also indicates that *CONTOUR-ommünal is relevant to
tonalgram ars:the conflict between durationally based licensing constraints of this sort T
and initial faithfulness constraints provides a motivation for the initial tonal T
melody to spread rightward, but the lack of parallel conflict at the right
edgepredicts,correctly, that right-dominant dialects would not typically have right-to- T
left spreading, but nonfinal simplification andneutralizat .T6
A full picture of the directional asymmetries in Chinese tone sandhi systems is admittedly morecomplexthan
the description in this short section. But the generalization that the left-dominant sandhi is typically T
rightward spreading and the right-dominant sandhi typically involves default insertion and simplifying T
neutralization holds true nonetheless. Without taking the paper too farther afield, I discuss this issue fully in T
a separate work (Zhang 2006).
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6. Final syllable preference or final tone preference?
I Hyman (2004a, b) proposes another altemative to the final preference for contour
I tones. He argues that the lack of contour tones in nonfinal positions is due to the
presence of a following TONE, not a following SYLLABLE, in the relevant domain.
In other words, contour simplification is more appropriately captured by (59b)
I than (59a). Hence, the gravitation of contour tones to final position is not
motivated by final lengthening, which only affects the final SYLLABLE in the
I domain. This is relevant to the present discussion since the core of the dispute is
I whether or not the contour licensing advantage should be stated with respect to
position in a tonal melody. I summarize Hyman’s arguments below.
(59) Two different interpretations ofnonfinal contour simplification:
a. · Contour tones are simplified when followed by another syllable:
I i. 6 6 ii. 6 6
I />¤< />><
I L H H L
b. Contour tones are simplified when followed by another tone:I i. 6 ii. 6
I />»<< />><
I L H T H L T
6.1. Luganda
Hyman’s first argument comes from languages where a contour tone can be
followed by a toneless syllable, but not a toned one. The identification of such a
I language would indicate that the licensing condition for contour tones depends on
whether they are followed by another tone rather than another syllable. Hyman
I argues that Luganda exemplifies this pattem. There are two surface level tones —
I H and L — in Luganda. They can combine to form a HL falling tone provided that
the syllable is bimoraic (CVV or CVCg where Cg is the first half of a geminate
I consonant) (60a, b), or monomoraic (CV) in final position (60c) (Hyman, Katamba,
I & Walusimbi 1987, Hyman & Katamba 1990, 1993).
(60) Luganda falling tone distribution:
a. mwaana ‘child’ kijiiko ‘spoon’ külééta ‘to bring’
b. mäizi ‘water’ kiäsi ‘bait’ küdda ‘to return’
I c. müsotä
‘snake’ kisiki ‘log’ kujä ‘to eat’
Hyman (2004a) further notes that the falling tone can only occur pre-
penultimately on a bimoraic syllable if it is followed by lexical G; when it is
followed by another lexical tone, it is leveled to H. Penultimately, however,
bimoraic HL can occur before a lexical L or Q). Examples in (61) illustrate these
points. ‘H%’ or ‘L%’ indicates a boundary tone.
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(61) Luganda falling tone leveling: l
a. a-léét-er-a a-1éét—ér-ä ‘he brings to’U HL L% HL H% l
a-léét-er-ä ‘he who brings to’ lHL L L l
b. a-léét-a ~ a-léét-a ‘he brings’ lg HL L% HL H% l
a-léét-ä ‘he whobrings’HL
L l
Therefore, one generalization that can be made regarding Lugandafalli gto e
is that it can occur on CVV provided that it is in penultimate position or it is lthe last tonal sequence in a word. Hyman goes on to argue that this is evidence for lthe relevance of being the final tone and the irrelevance of being on the final lsyllable to the advantage of contour toneic nsing.There
are, however, languages in which it is the final syllable, not final tone, lthat provides advantage for contours. Beijing Chinese is one such example. Along l
with the four lexical tones 55, 35, 213, and 51 (§2.1.l), Beijing Chinese
asanothertone known as the neutral tone. Syllables carrying the n utral tone are loften considered toneless, as their pitch realization is predictable from the context lin which they occur. Chao (1948, 1968) provides the following description for the lrealization of the neutral tone under different tonale viro men s:(62)
Phonetic realization ofthe neutral tone in Beijing Chinese: lHalf-Low after 55: thal to.! ‘his’ l
Mid after 35: serl to-!
‘whose’Half-Highaft r 21: nil to‘| ‘yours’ lLow after 51: tal to_I ‘big one(s)’ l
The crucial observation, however, is that the concave tone 213 issimplifi dto
21 before a toneless syllable, in parallel to its behavior before other toned lsyllables such as 55, 35, and 51. And this observation is corroborated by other l
studies such as Lin (1962, 1983) and Wang (1996). This indicates that the llicensing condition for 213 is truly the final syllable in the word. A nonfinal 213 l
will simplify irrespective ofwhether the following syllable is toned or
not.Therefore,although the Luganda exampl indicates that there might be other l
non—durationally-based conditions for contour tone licensing, the Beijingex mpleshows
that they are no REPLACEMENT for the fmal syllable condition, and the lmotivation for this condition — final lengthening — is hence still a relevant _ lpredictor for the distribution of contour tones. l
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1 6.2. Thlantlang Lai
1 Hyman’s second argument comes from the Thlantlang dialect of Lai spoken in
1 Chin State of Burma. Thlantlang Lai has a vowel length contrast in closed
1 syllables, and syllables can be closed by either a sonorant or an obstruent. Open
1 syllables always have a long vowel. Therefore the syllable types in the language
1 are CVV, CVR, CVVR, CVO, CVVO. There are three underlying tones —— H, L,
1 and HL. They participate in complicated sandhi pattems, whose complete analysis
1 is not pertinent to the current discussion. But the relevant observation of the sandhi
1 patterns is that surface contour tones PH, and LH (which occurs in sandhi forms)
are restricted to the final position of the sandhi domain. Hyman argues that this is
1 not due to the durational advantage of the final syllable however, as nonfinal long-
1 voweled syllables such as CVV and CVVR are bound to be longer than final
1 CVO, but the latter can carry surface HL and LH, while the former cannot.
1 Therefore, the restriction of surface contours to final position cannot be predicted
1 on the basis of duration, but can be predicted on the basis of simply being the final
tone.
1 Zhang (2002) in fact discusses two languages — Lama (Ourso 1989) and
1 Konni (Cahill 1999) — that behave similarly to Thlantlang Lai. In both languages,
contour tones are banned from nonfinal syllables in a word even when they have a
1 [+long] vowel, but are allowed on final syllable even if it has a [—long] vowel. But
Zhang (2002) argues that these languages do not necessarily present a problem for
1 the durational approach to contour tone distribution. I recapitulate the argument
1 here, in the hopes that it will shed light on the Thlantlang Lai data.
1 The legality of a falling contour HL on a final short vowel and the avoidance
1 of the same contour on a nonfinal long vowel in Lama is evidenced by examples
1 in (63a) and (63b) respectively. Data in (63c) further illustrate the avoidance of
HL on a nonfinal short vowel. The underdot indicates that the vowel is [—ATR].
1 (63) HL distribution in Lama:
1 a. HL on final CV:
1 cénti ‘friend’ näfä ‘mouse’
b. No HL on nonfinal CVV:
1 nää ‘cow’ té ‘under’ té ‘chez’
1 nää té ‘under cow’ nää lté ‘chez cow’
1 c. No HL on nonfinal CV:
cénti ‘friend’ nä Noun Class 2 suffix cénti inä ‘friends’
1 The intuition in Zhang (2002) is that a nonfinal HL can be manifested by
1 other means, such as downstepping the following H, or realizing the L tone on the
1 following syllable, but a final HL does not have such options. If in the grammar,
1 the constraint that requires the realization of tones — in one way or another — is
undominated, then a final HL will have to surface as such even when the syllable
1 has a short vowel, while a nonfinal HL does not have to surface on the syllable
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which it was originated, even when the syllable has a long vowel. Thus the T
avoidance of HL on nonfinal long vowels is due to the general dispreference for T
contour tones and does not require a reversal of the durationally determined T
licensing scale. To formalize the intuition, let us posit the constraints in
(64).(64)Constraints for Lama: T
a. REALIZE-HL: realize the HL contour in some fashion. T
b. *HL-cümnv: no HL contour on a final short vowel. T
c. *HL—c„0„ü„aT-VV: no HL contour on a nonfinal long vowel. T
REALIZE-HL is satisfied under the following three situations: (a) the
H contouris preserved on the original syllable; (b) the HL contour is simplified to H, T
and it is immediately followed by an underlying H which surfaces as (H, LH, or T
L; and (c) the HL contour is simplified to H, and it is immediately followed by
anunderlyingLwhich surfaces as L. The l gitimacy of (c) lies in the assumption that T
the actual realizations of underlying HL-L and H-L are different, despite thef ttha
they are both transcribed as H-L. The justification for the assumption comes T
_ from phonetic studies that show that the peak of a High tone is usually realized
syllable following its carrier (Xu 1997, 1998, 1999, Meyers 1998, Kim 1999). T
Therefore, it is plausible that the actual realizations of underlying HL-L and H-L T
- sequences differ in timing: the j}; peak is realized later in the latter than in the T
former. Thus the underlying HL-L and H-L sequences are kept distinct. The T
markedness constraints in (64b) and (64c) ban the HL contour on a final short T
vowel and a nonfinal long vowelrespectively.Under
the assumption that the canonical duration of a nonfinal long vowel is T
longer than that of a final short vowel, the intrinsic ranking of the tonal T
markedness constraints is *HL-cgnaw But if REALIZE-HL is T
ranked above both these constraints, the tonal pattem in Lama can be derived, as T
shown in (65). T
(65) Tableaux forLama:a.
cénti—> cénti" T
L- L LLLLL. L L . T¤— cénfi _—.)e/es T:: 4wr:: T
cémi S g ·; t
_._‘·‘ S}; S,.. fi. ’.‘-.-.Tje
Ourso (1989) treats the UR of cénfi as centi.LL
L T
The High on the first syllable and the Fall on the second syllable are derived via the Association T
Conventions and the Wellformedness Condition. Given that I specifically argue against these notions, I Ttreat the UR as prelinked for tones.
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b. nää té —> nää té „
6 é ‘ *HL'Gü lal-V66- 6666 6666 ¤ääté6
6. 666 *66 -> 666 *66
_ Uää 6 6 IZE'HL *HL'O”final—V *HL’O-nonfinal-VV6 <r nääté6nää té ,
In (65a), HL must be realized on the final syllable, as any simplification will
6 incur a violation of REALIZE-HL. In (65b), if the L on the final syllable is
considered the result of the merger of the L part of the HL and the original L of the
final syllable, and the surface result is distinct from that of an underlying H-L
6 sequence, then the falling contour is in fact realized in the wimring candidate, even
though it does not have a surface HL in its transcription. The winning candidate of
course violates other faithfulness constraints such as IDENT(tone), but they are too
6 lowly ranked to show an effect. In (65c), the winning candidate realizes the HL by
downstepping the following H, and at the same time avoids the surface HL. From
these tableaux, we can see that the ranking *HL—oü,„,1-V » *HL—6„o„ü„a1-VV, which
6 projects from the phonetic assumption that a nonfinal long vowel is longer than a
final short vowel, does not in fact make the wrong prediction about the output of
the grammar. Therefore, the relevance of duration to contour tone distribution has
not been disproved by the Lama example. The point of this discussion is not to
show that the kind of contour tone distribution in languages like Lama, Konni, and
Thlantlang Lai is exactly predicted by syllable duration, but that it does not
6 necessarily contradict the predictions made by the universal ranking in the
durationally based theory and hence does not
constitute a disproof ofthe theory, as claimed by Hyman (2004a, b).
Further support for this interpretation of the Thlantlang Lai data can be found
in the disyllabic sandhi pattern given in (66) (Hyman 2004b). We can see that
when HL occurs nonfinally, the L is always realized on the following syllable.
(66) Thlantlang Lai disyllabic tone sandhi:
a. HL-HL —> H—LH: raal-zoorj ‘enemy’s monkey’
b. HL-H —-> H-LH: raal—v6k ‘enemy’s pig’
6 c. HL-L —> H-LH:**‘ raal-rärj ‘enemy’s horse’
6.3 Additional arguments in favor of the durational approach
Another criticism of Hyman’s approach lies in its lack of motivation either
phonetically or psycholinguistically. The ‘final syllable’ approach bases itself on
ls The fmal H target here is due to a rule that changes L to LH prepausally, as posited by Hyman.
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peculiar durational property of prosodic—final syllables; therefore, wewoul n t
expect to have constraints that are otherwise comparable, but prefercontourt n s
on the initial syllable, to play a comparable role in the grammar. The ‘final (
tone’ approach, however, rids itself of this motivation; thus a
reasonableconjecturewould be that comparable constraints that favor contour tones as the (
initial or any other tone to be just as likely to exist in the granunar and have
th ireffectsmanifested. This, we know, is not the case. Zhang’s (2002) survey (
discovers no language that has an initial preference for contour tones when allel i
equal- a fact predicted by the ‘final syllable’ approach, but not the alternative. (
Relatedly, Zhang (2002) has also shown that, unsurprisingly, contour tones lare more likely to occur on long—voweled and stressed syllables: out of the
187languagessurveyed, contour tones occur more freely on CVV(C) than CV(C)in38
languages and more freely on stressed syllables than unstressed ones in 22 (
languages. Similar observation has also been made by Duanmu (1990, 1994a,b)
Yip (1989, 1995). Like prosodic-final syllable and syllables in shorter words, (
these privileged licensers of contour tones also have a long
duration:phonologically[+long] vowels are by definition longer than [-long] vowels; and (
stressed vowels are also cross—linguistically known to be longer thanunstre sedvowels
(e.g., Fry 1955, Lieberrnan 1960, Morton & Jassem 1965, Adams & (
Munro 1978 for English; Jassem 1959 for Polish; Simoes 1996 for Spanish;de g
& Zawaydeh 1999 for Arabic). Therefore, the durational account unifies the (
contour licensing conditions by an independently observable phoneticp opertywhile
the ‘final tone’ account loses this generalization. I take this as another (
advantage of the former over thel tt .7.
ConclusionI
have argued in this paper that properties of contour tone distribution are not
the rtifactof tonal melody mapping. The main argument is in the generality of the
» ccou tofthe phenomena: a durationally based approach nites not only different (
privileged licensers for contour tones, but also different types of languages
inwhichtonal melodies may or may not be justified. Another point of comparison (
that favors the durational approach is in the account of the lack of contour
toneadvantagein initial position. This falls out directly from the durational approach as (
the initial position does not benefit from the degree of lengthening afforded byh i l
position, but it has to be arbitrarily posited by alternatives. Finally, in (
Optimality Theory, the privilege of prosodic-fmal position for contour
ton bearingmust be separately posited in addition to the alignrnent constraints to (
simulate the melody mapping mechanism in serial derivation. This further
·su portthe independence of contour tone distribution from melody mapping, (
even if it can be motivated in the language inquestio .(
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Viv Edwards: Multilingualism in the English-speaking World. Oxford:
1 Blackwell, 2004. Pp. ix + 253. Price: $38.95, ISBN 0631236139.
Robert J. Baumgardner
Texas A & MUniversity
Robert_Baumgardner@tamu—cornmerce.edu
The present volume is an excellent overview of multilingualism in Kachru’s
(1985) now well-known Inner Circle. The volume consists of a Preface by the
author (pp. xiii-ix), three major sections (pp. 1-222), References (pp. 223-40) and a
detailed Index (pp. 241-53). Edwards, no stranger to the study of global
multilingualism, has assembled an impressive array of facts and tigures conceming
language maintenance, shift, and death in the English—speaking world — Australia,
Canada, New Zealand/Aotearoa, the United Kingdom, and the United States. She
has included in her discussions both well-documented as well as little-researched
data; the mix makes a fascinating read that will appeal to both the lay reader as
well as to those working in the field ofmacro-/micro-sociolinguistics.
In Part I, "The Extent of Diversity", Edwards gives a sociolinguistic profile
of each of the five native English-speaking countries she includes. In Ch. 1 (pp. 1-
12), she first briefly discusses the myth ofmonolingualism in the English-speaking
world and sets up the categories of indigenous languages (e.g., Amerindian
languages in the U.S.A.), established languages (Welsh and Gaelic in the United
1 Kingdom), and languages of the new minorities (immigrants) in each country. She
1 discusses language death and language shift as the result of the spread of English
and calls for the maintenance of indigenous, established, and minority languages
(including signed languages) in each country. While the five nations under
discussion are without a doubt "English-speaking", this label in reality hides the
sizable linguistic diversity — both historical as well as contemporary — in each
one.
Ch. 2 (pp. 13-47) is a discussion of the roots of diversity in the inner-circle
countries. In the section entitled "British Beginnings", Edwards details the
linguistic foundations of Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and England. In "ColoniZation
1 and Empire" she discusses the origins of transplanted varieties of American,
Canadian, Australian, and New Zealand Englishes. Throughout this chapter is
1 evidence of the linguistic impact of conquests, wars, colonization, imrnigration,
i
_
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globalization. She concludes the chapter with an informative discussion
ofeug nicsand "the yellow peril" in the English-speaking world. This
well-researchedchapter draws on over 100 references. In Ch. 3, "Language and the i
Provision of Sen/ices" (pp. 48-75), Edwards discusses language and the provision i
of services in English as a Native Language countries. She includes herela u and
interpreting in the domains of the spoken word, medicine, and law.
Alsoincludedis a discussion of translation in various domains. To her credit,Edwardsnev r
omits the deaf community from herd cussi ns.In
Part II, "Language at Home and in School", Edwards’ main focus
islanguageand education. Ch. 4 (pp. 79-93) begins with a brief chapter onla u g i
the family. It is in the family that intergenerational transmission must occur for (
language maintenance to take place. As Edwards points out: "Most Hispanics
i heUSA today speak English as their usual language by the second generation, i
and as their only language by the third” (p. 80); instead of languagemai tenance,lang age
shift has occurred. In Chapters 5 and 6 the author discusses the history of i
language in education and language’s place in contemporary
education,respectively.Ch. 5 (pp. 94-104) chronicles grim chapters of the past in education I
in the English-speaking world: eugenics in Australia, removal of childrenfromt
minority Celtic and Amerindian families in Scotland and the United States in I
order to mainstream them, and corporal punishment ofminori y-language- p akingchildren
in Wales, Canada, and the United States. Ch. 6 (pp. 105-36) focusest
modem-day efforts of English-speaking countries to help maintain minority i
languages and dialects within their borders. Among those discussed are aboriginal i
languages in Australia; Maori in New Zealand; Amerindian languages inC na a d
the United States; Welsh, Scots Gaelic, Irish, and French in Canada;
andSpanish,Black English and Hawai’ian Creole English in the UnitedSt tes.Ch.
7 (pp. 137-45), the last in Part II, centers around the study oflangu gesby
speakers of English as a mother tongue. Notorious throughout the world
fort eirm nolingualism, English speakers have now come to realize thei port c of
language leaming: "There have. . .been important changes in perceptions and
the aluoflanguage teaching is now widely recognized, at least on a rhetorical level" l
(p. 137). Edwards discusses the merits of immersion schooling, dual-language i
immersion and foreign-language teaching as opportunities for English speakers to i
become members of the dominant multilingualworld.In
Part III of "Multilingualism in the English-speaking World" —L n uagein
the wider community — Edwards discusses language and theeconomy,lan uage
and the media, language and the arts, and language and diplomacy
anddefense.In Ch. 8 (pp. 149-66) she continues the theme of the previouschapter,t at
"English is no longer enough" because competence in a foreign
languagenowadaysis often a benefit in the "linguistic marketplace". As the authorwrit s:"While
English remains the language of business and power, there is far
greaterawarenessof the economic advantages of multilingualism, both for
minoritycommunitiesand for the wider society" (p. 149). She goes o to discuss old and
l
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i new minority economies, global markets, tourism, and language and thel workplace.
In Ch. 9 (pp. 167-87), Edwards turns to the intersection of language and themedia. She covers the press and broadcasting (radio and television) in thel indigenous, established, and new minority languages of English—speakingl countries. The information included in this chapter and Ch. 10 on language and the
i arts (pp. 188-206) is both informative and relatively comprehensive for a book ofT this length; it is the only source of which I am aware where such a wealth ofl linguistic and cultural facts on minority groups in English-speaking countries isl assembled. Along with her mention of Mexican corridos (p. 199) I wish she had
i also included (other than in a reference) a discussion of the narcocorridos
l celebrated in the music of the U.S./Mexican super-group Los Tigres del Norte andl others. Edwards must nonetheless be commended for bringing together in a fewi pages such a plethora of facts about the media and arts of the vibrant minoritycommunities of the English-speaking world. Part Ill of this book shines. Chs. 9l and 10 of this book especially shine.
i Ch. ll (pp. 207-13) deals with language, diplomacy and defense. Here,
T Edwards briefly discusses language and intelligence gathering, and language andl the justice system. The volume concludes with Ch. 12 (pp. 214-22), entitled “lsl Life Really Too Short to Learn German?" In this chapter, Edwards sounds both apositive as well as a potentially negative note about the fate ofminority languagesl in English—speaking countries: "Thar1ks to the efforts of minority communities tol keep their languages alive, the inner—circle countries have a competitive edge ini international trade. The coexistence of different languages and cultures leads to the
cross-fertilization of ideas in all kinds of artistic expression" (p. 222). On the other
l hand, she cautions: "At a time when immigration has once more become a bumingl issue, it is predictable that the attitudes of English speakers towards otherlanguages should once more become hostile. What is less predictable, however, is
T the extent to which these attitudes will prevail" (p. 222). Books like the presentl one should lead us in the right direction.
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